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Ci甘訓il…lb刷i此h，as children interact with the mother， the family and other caregive陪;the 
foundation for all later learning is established in the early yea隠 Theperiod of 
early childhood (birth to 5 years of age) is one during which crucial pa同sof the 

brain develop; and certain skills and attitudes acquired in the early years enable 
children to accumulate more e'汗'ectivelyall types of skills， providing a strong base upon 
which to facilitate learning and development. This is because skill formation over the 
lifecycle is dynamic in nature: skills and motivation produced at one stage foster the 
development of skills and motivation at later stages (Cunha and Heckman 2007). If a 
child is not motivated to learn early on in life， the more likely it is that he or she will fail 
in social and economic life in adulthood. There is increasing recognition that 
malnutrition， poor health， and inadequate stimulation during early childhood can 
undermine educational foundations， restricting what children are able to a∞omplish. 
Deficits accumulated early on are very di冊cultand ∞stly to rever百ein later stages of 
childhood， ultimately hindering job oppo同unitiesand productivity and lowering future 
adult earnings (Grantham-McGregor et al 2007). Moreover， as malnutrition， poor health， 
and inadequate stimulation are highly correlated with maternal education， ability gaps 
between the advantaged and disadvantaged open up early in the lives of children (see 
for instance Paxson and Schady 2007) and persist throughout life. By one estimate， 
more than 200 million children under 5 yea隠 ofage in developing countries fail to 
reach their potential in cognitive development (Lanωt 2011). Poor children are 
pa吋icularlythreatened because risks tend to occur together， and these risks have a 
cumulative e町'ect.Grantham-McGregor et al. (2007) estimate that 217 million children 
under the age of 5 a陪 disadvantaged(defined as stunted， living in poverty， or both) 
While this number represents 39 percent of all children under 5 in the developing world， 
the prevalence is much higher， at 61 percent， in Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) 

Indeed， the issue of early childhood malnutrition is of fir宮torder importance in SSA. 
Over the last two decades (1990・，2010)，the Sub-Sahara African Gross Domestic 
Product has grown at more than 4%， which is higher than the world ave悶 gegrowth 
悶 teof 3.4% over the same period. Despite this significant e∞nomic growth， 
malnutrition rates remain very high and little improvement has taken place since the 
1990s (Garcia 2012). From 1990 to 2010， stunting has decreased by only 5% (from 
43% to 41%)， underweight has decreased by 12% (from 24% to 21%)， and wasting has 
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increased by 6% (from 9% 10 almosl 10%).15 These disappoinling figures nol only show 
Ihe sheer scale of Ihe problem bul also Ihal governmenls cannol expecl malnulrilion 10 
vanish ascounlries grow， calling for specific policy inlervenlions 10 reduce 
malnulrilion.帽 Moreover，Ihese policy inlervenlions， if Ihey are well designed， will have 
very high payoffs as poor nulrilional slalus has been shown 10 impair child's ∞gnilive 
developmenl， schooling and labour markel variables. For inslance， il is eslimaled Ihal 
annually， Kenya loses US$2.8 billion or approximalely 10% of its GDP 10 vilamin and 
mineral deficiencies of i恰 children.We review Ihe evidence on Ihe long-Ierm e宵'ectsof 
poor nulrilion and discuss inlervenlions Ihal have been shown 10 be e宵'ecliveal 
improving nulrilion. 

On Ihe posilive side， Ihere is growing evidence spanning a variety of disciplines 
including economics， psychology， sociology， and public heallh Ihal ea同yinlervenlions 
promole schooling，問ducecrime， fosler workforce produclivity， and reduωleenage 
pregnancy， Ihus conlribuling 10 help break Ihe inlergeneralional lransmission of poverty 
in Ihe US (Granlham-McGregor et al 1991; Almond and Currie 2010).17 However， Ihe 
longer society waits 10 inlervene in Ihe life cycle of a disadvantaged child， Ihe more 
difficull and ∞stly il is 10 remediale early deficits. 

Despile Ihis growing body of evidence -much of which we will review in Ihis chapler -
Ihe Lancel Series on Child Developmenl (2011)∞ncluded Ihal "Govemments are not 
allocating enough funds to early childhood development programmes' and Ihal “Unless 
govemments allocate more resources to quality early child development programmes 
for the poorest segment of the population， economic disparities will continue to exist 
and to widen". Moreover， much social policy direcled al Ihe early years is based 
around formal p隠 schoolor school， and is often focused on improving∞gnilion. Yel 
success in life requires nol jusl inlelligence， bul also having Ihe necessary social skills 
as well as adequale nulrilion and heallh， issues which a陪 pa耐cularlysalienl in low 
In∞me∞unlries.18 Policies匂rgeledearly on in life should Ihus be holislic in nalure， 
addressing and targeling Ihe mulli-faceled nalure of development. An addilional 
challenge is 10 idenlify policies Ihal are nol only effeclive al improving child 
development， but are also cost-effeclive and can be implemented on a large scale 
These challenges are pa同icularlyacule in devel叩 ing∞unlries.

The objeclives of this chapter are to help inform Ihe early childhood policies of African 
∞unlries and 10 provide a basis for priorilising fulure research and policy initiatives. 
The chapter will review both seminal and ongoing large scale studies on early 
childhood inveslmenls in stimulation (home and preschool)， nutrilion and olher areas 
with a view 10 identifying olher innovative measu陪 s10 ensure be陶 rca陪 duringearly 
childhood. The chapter will do three things. Firsl， it will: provide background on different 
inputs inlo the formalive early years of a child， including the home environmenl and the 

15 Slunting is low height-for-age and results from long term and accumulated deficit in nutritional 
status， wasting is low weight-for-height and can be the result of short term deficits in nutritional 
status. Underweight， which is low weight for age is a ∞mbination of height-for-age and weighト
for-height indi僧 S

16 This is not exclusive of Africa. Deaton and D時ze(2009) document that despite large 
in町 田sesin real in∞me in India， anthropometric indi国 to陪 haveonly improved very sluggishly. 

17 Note our focus is on the pe巾 dbefl日間 formalprimary schooling 

帽 Noncognitiveskills・pe隠 onalityfactors， motivation， and the like・arean imporlant channel of 
improvement (See Heckman， Malofeeva， Pinto， and Savelyev (2008)). 
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mother， preschool care， and health and nutrition; discuss the quanti旭tiveevidence on 
how policies a背'ectingthese differ官ntaspects of the early yea隠 a背'ectchildren's 
outcomes in the longer term (section 2)， Second， based on lessons learned from 
rigorous quanti祖tiveresearch in (2)， it will propose a suite of early childhood 
interventions that are appropriate for the African ∞ntext and that are promising in 
terms of improving children's development in the crucial early years. Third， it argues 
that ways of assessing the most appropriate delivery mode for early interventions 
∞nstitute a central paはofthe research into determining what works best (section 3). 

Before proceeding， note that in terms of (2) above， we try to provide evidence from 
studies that are best placed to show causal links， namely， randomised experiments.'切

However， in some cases where there is a severe dearth of experimental evidence 
(highlighting the need for more)， we also include relevant non-experimental studies. We 
make the distinction clear as we move through the chapter. Furthermore， we restrict 
reviews of the evidence to low and middle-income ∞untries (LMICs)， though note that 
there is also a ∞nsiderable body of evidence for developed∞untries， particularly the 
United States (see Almond and Currie 2010 for a review). 

4.2 Evidence on Early Inlervenlions 

In this section we review the home environment in the early years， including stimulation 
for children aged birth to three years (section 2.1) and maternal mental 
health/depression (section 2.2). We then discuss preschool 伺 re，∞vering
approximately 3 to 6 yea陪 (section2.3). We consider the links between these inputs 
and child mental and socio-emotional development. Whilst nutrition and health are 
natural outcomes also， we provide a more self-contained discussion of these in the 
latler pa同ofthe section (section 2.4).20 Note before proceeding that each sub-section 
∞ntains some background followed by a discussion of the evidence. 

4.2.1 Improving early stimulation for young children 

The home is one of the most important environments a汗'ectinga young child and there 
is a vast literature in related disciplines looking at the relationship between the home 
environment and child outcomes. There is a consensus that the family environments of 
young children are major predictors of cognitive and socio-emotional abilities， as well 
as of a variety of out∞mes such as crimeand health.21 As Heckman (REF) notes， the 
available evidence suggests that the quality of parenting is the most important scarce 
resource and that policies in the very early years should target the family. Here， we 

19 This method measu陪 sdifferences in out∞mes belween a treatment population a宵'ecledby 
an intervention， and a ∞ntrol population una'悔 ctedby an intervention目 The悶 ndomallocation of 
units to t開 atmentand ∞ntrol ensures there should not be any sys悔maticdi悔 rencesbelween 
treatment and control that affecl outc氾mes.

20 Note that whilst nutrition 

21 See evidence forthe US such as Jencks and Phillips (1998)， Cameron and Heckman (2001)， 
Fryer and Levitl (2004，2006， 2007)， Cameiro et al. (2005)， Todd and WロIpin(2007) and others 
show how di仔e開 ncesin home environments ac∞unt for a large share of the black-white test 
s∞re gap 
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In this section we discuss approaches that have been used in developing countries to 
promote the development of children under three years of age and present evidence of 
their effectiveness. Examples of successful programmes will be given and we will 
discuss the common elements of these programmes that promote their e背'ectiveness
We will also discuss strategies for integrating early stimulation activities into existing 
services and community structures， including strategies for targeting special groups of 
children who are at pa柑cularrisk. 

4.2.1.2 Evidence from Interventions 

4.2.1.2.1 Interventions targeting mothers 

Tr百iningmothers in early childhood stimulation activities is a key strategy for enhancing 
development of children aged birth to three years as the m司orityof children of this age 
are cared for within the home environment. There are three main strategies that have 
been evaluated in developing ∞untries: home visiting， individual counselling in health 
institutions， and in settings of mothers' groups. 

A. Home Visiting Programmes 

Home visiting interventions to promote early child development have been evaluated in 
different countries r即時sentinga variety of economic and cultural contexts (including 
South Africa， Ethi叩ia，China， Pakistan， Bangladesh， Colombia， Brazil and Jamaica) 
and for children with different risk factors (e.g. undernutrition， low birth weight， preterm， 
poor). AlI of these prog悶 mmeshave found significant benefits to child development 
with e仔'ectsizes ranging from 0.2 to 1 standard deviation. Benefits are most O'世:enfound 
for children's mental development， benefits to motor development are more 
inconsistent. Interventions also generally benefit child behaviour and， very impo同:antly，
motheぱ pa陪 ntingknowledge and practices and the level of stimulation provided in the 
home improve with intervention. Changing parenting behaviours is likely to be 
important for sustainability of benefits and may lead to benefits to other infants and 
children within the family. 

The home visiting intervention with the most robust evidence for short and long term 
effectiveness ∞mes from Jamaica and has been adapted for use in Bangladesh and 
Colombia. Home visits are∞nducted (most∞mmonly on a weekly basis) by 
paraprofessionals who reωive belween lwo to eight weeks pre-serviωtraining. The 
intervention is based on a structured， developmentally-sequenced curriculum旬開eting
skills across all the developmental domains (gross and fine motor development， 
language development， cognitive development and social-emotional development) 
Home-made toys， books， pictures， puzzles， everyday household 0同ec恰， crayon and 
paper， songs and games are used to teach and practice these skills. During each 
home visit， mothers are shown three or four play activities (e.g. home-made toy， a book， 
a song and a language activity) and they are asked to do these activities with their child 
belween visits. Play materials are left in the home and exchanged at the next visit 
when new activities a陪 introduced.The home visitor demonstrates each activity and 
then∞aches the mother to practice the activity with her child. A key∞mponent of the 
visit is providing praise， support and encouragement to the mother and to encourage 
the mother to praise， suppo吋andencourage her child. Home visitors receive regular 
supe刊 isioninvolving meeting belween visits to discuss each mother's and child's 
progress; the supervisor ac∞mpanies the visitor on home visits on a regular basis 
(usu剖Iymonthly) 
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This home visiling inlervenlion has shown robusl e'汗'ecls10 child developmenl and 10 
malernal knowledge and pracliωs over Ihe short lerm (Powell el al 2004， Walker e al 
2004， Hamadani el al 2006) and Ihere is evidence Ihal benefits are sustained over lime 
The longesl follow-up dala ∞mes from a sludy of slunled children aged 9-24 who 
pa同icipaledin a two year home visiling slimulalion progr百mme.AI age 17-18 years 
pa附CI問 ntswho had received slimulalion had higher IQ， be世:erreading scores， lower 
rales of school dropoul， less anxiety and depression and fewer atlenlion problems Ihan 
pa出cipantsin Ihe non-slimulalion group (Walker el al 2005， 2006) and al age 22 years 
Ihey had higher IQ， betler reading， malhs and general knowledge s∞res， less 
depression and social inhibilion and lower sel手reportedinvolvemenl in violenl crime 
W削除rel al 2011). The magnilude and ∞mprehensive nalure of Ihese benefits 
suggesl Ihal Ihey are likely 10 make a meaningful differenω10 participan恰， life∞urse 
in lerms of employmenl and income earning polenlial and will possibly lead 10 be世:er
parenling behaviour百 onIheir part helping 10 break Ihe inlergenerational cycle of 
poverty and disadvantage. In one Jamaican sludy， Ihe home visiling inlervenlion was 
inlegraled inlo Ihe services provided Ihrough primary heallh care cenlres. Communily 
heallh aides employed in Ihe cenlres conducled home visils for four 10 six children over 
a period of one year and benefits were once again found for child developmenl and 
malernal knowledge and p悶 clices(Powell el al. 2004). Malernal depressive symploms 
also reduced in Ihe inlervenlion group (Baker.・Henninghamel al 2005). Inlegraling Ihe 
home-visiling inlervenlion inlo Ihe exisling heallh service and using exisling slruclures 
and existing staff should increase the potential for sustainability， but as only small 
numbers of children can be reached， Ihe approach is likely 10 be mosl appropriale for 
children al high risk for poor developmenl 

Home visiting inlervenlions have also been su∞:essfully implemented in Ihe African 
∞nlext. For example， in Soulh Africa， a home visiling inlervenlion aimed al improving 
maternal-child interaclion and helping mothers to understand their infants' development， 
slarting in lale pregnancy and ∞nlinuing unlil Ihe infanl was five monlhs old led 10 
more sensilive and less inlrusive malernal behaviour百 al6 and 12 monlhs， fewer 
malernal depressive symploms and increased Ihe likelihood of infants having a secure 
attachmenl at 18 monlhs (Cooper et al， 2009) 

In Elhiopia， an intervention combining home visits with group meelings over a three 
monlh period was evalualed. The inlervenlion involved videolaping molher-child 
inleraclions and slrenglhening Ihe posilive aspects of Ihe inleraclion in addilion 10 role 
playing and praclice aclivilies. Benefits of Ihis inlervenlion were found 10 molher-child 
interaclion 3 months and one year after the end of the inlervenlion and to child 
language after one year (Klein & Rye 2004). Children in Ihe inlervention group were 
also rated by Iheir mothers as less aggressive， less anxious， less distractable and less 
hyperaclive Ihan children in the comparison group aged six yea陪 andbenefils 10 
molher child inleraclions were also mainlained. 

B. Individual Counselling in Health Facilily Settings 

Home visiling is a relalively inlensive slralegy and is unlikely 10 be feasible as a 
umver百alslralegy 10 reach all disadvantaged parents wilh young children. Including 
advice on appropriale play and slimulalion aclivilies for molher宮 whenIhey atlend Iheir 
regular heallh appoinlmenls is one slralegy 10 exlend Ihe reach of early childhood 
slimulation programmes. This approach has been inlroduced as a global slrategy to 
promole young children's developmenl by Ihe World Heallh Organisalion and UNICEF 
through the development of ・TheCare for Developmenl Module'. The module conlains 
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simple， easily readable and iIIustrated recommendations to parents to promote 
∞gnitive development (through play)， social-emotional and language development 
(through∞mmunication) and responsive feeding interactions in addition to providing 
nutrition advice around breastfeeding and ∞mplemen也ryfoods and is delivered by 
health personnel in clinics. There is also a training manual for health worker冨 tohelp 
deliver the intervention 

Unfortunately， despite its widespread use， there are few evaluations of the 
effectiveness of the programme. In rural China， the approach was found to benefit child 
development after 6 months of intervention (Jin et al. 2007) but the counselling 
sessions were 30・60minutes long which is much longer than could routinely be 
∞nducted in most health ωntres in LMICs. In Turkey， paediatricians delivered the 
Care for Development intervention during two sessions only to mother冨 andchildren 
attending a child health clinic and mothers who received the programme reported more 
home-made toys and increased reading to children than mother百 inthe ∞mparison 
group (E同emet al 2006). An evaluation of Care for Development delivered on a large 
scale across three Central Asian countries also repo巾 dsignifi回 ntdifferences to 
parenting behaviours and child development (Engle et al 2011). The limited evidence 
available suggests that this low cost approach does have the potential to benefit 
parenting behaviour百 and child development. The challenge is to embed the 
intervention into health systems which are often already overburdened in LMICs and to 
maintain su宵icientquality and quantity for the intervention to be e仔'ective.

Many countries include information on development milestones on child health cards 
and growth charts but there is limited information on the benefits of this approach to 
mother百， pa陪 ntingpractices or to child development from LMICs. Research on how 
this information should be presented to the caregivers for maximum effectiveness is 
necessary 

c. Mothe陪.Groups 

Another strategy for increasing the reach of early childhood parenting programmes is 
through training groups of mother宮 inearly stimulation activities. Mother宮， groups can 
be convened across a variety of settings including health cent陪 s，schools，∞mmunity 
ωntres; and early stimulation can be included in other services ta咽etingmothers 
and/or children (e.g. skills training， immunisation services， nutrition services) making 
them an attractive approach for reaching larger numbers of disadvantaged children. 
Unfortunately， there are few evaluations of this approach. In Bangladesh， weekly 
education sessions for groups of 20 mother宮 overthe course of a year resulted in 
benefits to mothers' parenting knowledge and practices but no benefits to child 
development (Aboud 2007). However， the intervention used primarily didactic 
techniques with few opportunities for role play， practice and demonstration. More 
recently， six group sessions on responsive feeding were added to an information-based 
parenting progr百mmefocusing on health， nutrition and child development (Aboud & 
Akhter 2012). The additional sessions were based on social-cognitive leaming theory 
and included practice， problem-solving and peer suppo凡 Theintervention resulted in 
significant benefits to the levels of stimulation in the home and to child language， in 
addition to nutritional benefits， demonstrating the importance of active mother 
involvement in the intervention. Sever百Isuccessful programmes have used a 
∞mbination of home visits with mother's groups and although there is limited evidence 
of the e宵'ectivenessof mother's groups alone， existing research suggests that this 
∞uld be a promising approach for improving disadvantaged children's development 
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4.2.1.2.2 Day Care 

Beyond the mother， another strategy for promoting young children's development is 
through the provision of high quality day care， an approach that is most appropriate in 
∞ntexts with high levels of matemal employment and whe陪 altemativecaregive隠 in
the home are not available. In ∞ntexts where a significant propo同ionof disadvantaged 
children atlend informal day ca陪 centres，interventions to improve the quality of care 
are Impo同ant.There are few rigorous evaluations of day care provision from LMICs; 
moreover what evidence there is， is quasトexperimen姐1.Two day care programmes 
that provided care from birlh/six months have been evaluated， using ∞mmunity 
women as providers of the care. One programme was in Bolivia， where two to three 
caregivers， within their homes， looked after groups of up to fifteen children. Training 
was given in how to provide a stimulating environment. Benefits were found for motor， 
language and social-emotional development with mo隠 comprehensivebenefits for the 
younger children (Behrman et al 2003). A similar programme in Colombia found 
benefits on children's language， maths and gene悶 1knowledge scores and social skills 
However， children with longer exposure to the programme were also more aggressive 
(Bemal & Femandez， in press). 

4.2 

Risk factors for poor development usually ∞-vary and disadvantaged children 
en∞unter multiple risks to their development in addition to inadequate stimulation 
Integrated interventions that target the multiple risks to which children are exposed are 
required to oplimise children's development. Importanl risk faclors include poor 
nutrition (e.g. stunting， iron-deficiency anaemia)， poor health and health 陪 lated
problems (e.g. p陪 terminfants， HIV-infeclion， malaria， disability)， and psychosocial 
faclors (e.g. exposure to societal violence， institutionalisation， HIV atfecled families and 
children) and there are many existing programmes targeling these at-risk groups 
(fu同herdiscussion is in seclion 2.4). Adding an early stimulation to these programmes 
can increase their cost-efficiency and helps祖rgetchildren most in need. However， a 
nole of caulion needs 10 be sounded as il is possible Ihal Ihe effecliveness of one 
aspecl of an intervention can be∞mpromised if too much additional information is 
provided. For example， in India， a complemen匂ryfeeding intervention was shown to 
bene官tchild growth but when combined with additional information on psychosocial 
stimulation and responsive feeding， no benefits to child growth were found although 
child development increased (Vazir et al. 2013). Mothers receiving the ∞mplementary 
feeding intervention received 11 messages whereas mother冨 receivingthe combined 
inlervenlion received 27 messages and bolh groups received Ihe same number of 
home visits. 1I is possible that the mother宮 inthe ∞mbined intervention group we陪 not
able to implement all the re∞mmended messages or were 'overloaded' with 
information. It is important that future research examines how to best combine 
intervention programmes to ensure that the families are able to benefit fully from their 
∞mponent岡市 Althoughint時間ltingearly childhood stimulation into existing health 
and nutrition services is perhaps the most logical option for many low and middle 
income countries， other forms of integrated services are possible and some examples 
are provided below. 

A. HIV Infecled Children: In South Africa， caregive陪 ofHIV-infected young children 
(Iess than 2'h years) were advised in the use of home stimulation activities during their 
regular 3-monthly clinic visits by physiotherapists based in the clinic. After one year of 
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intervention significant benefits of intervention were found for children's mental and 
motor development (Potlerton et aI2010). 

B. HIV A背'ectedChildren and Families: There are many community programmes for 
HIV-affected children including ones that provide SUppo同 toolder caregivers (e.g. 
Grandparents Action Support Project in Uganda (Nyesigomwe 2006) and 
∞mprehensive programmes for preschool children such as the 'Speak for the Child' 
prog悶 mmein Kenya which includes home visits， provision of preschool fees， child 
health伺 re，caregiver support groups and assistance to the community to improve 
human and financial resources (Lusk 2003). Rigorous assessments of the benefits of 
these programmes have not been∞nducted but programme evaluations have 
repo仕edbenefits to caregivers' child rearing practices. More robust assessments are 
neωssary to evaluate their effectiveness. 

C. Emergency Feeding Interventions for Displaced Families: In Uganda， an early 
stimulation programme was added to an existing emergency feeding programme for 
intemally displaced mothers. The programme involved mother and baby groups which 
were conducted weekly for six weeks and involved psychoeducation on child 
development， discussion and practice activities. Up to th陪 ehome visits were also 
∞nducted with most mothers receiving only one visit. Benefits of the programme were 
found for mother宮， parenting practices and matemal mood (Morris et a12012) 

D. Severely Undemourished Children: Three studies have reported significant benefits 
from an early stimulation programme integrated into the伺 reprovided to severely 
undemourished children in hospital although the two of the evaluations included a 
∞mbination of play sessions in hospital followed by home visits for a fu巾 er6 months 
(Nahar et al. 2009) to three years (Grantham-McGregor et al. 1987). One recent study 
in Bangladesh included play sessions at the nutrition clinic only. Mothers and children 
atlended the nutrition clinic fortnightly for six months after discharge from hospital and 
a play session was conducted with the mother and child for one hour by a female 
health worker. Children participating in the intervention showed benefits to mental 
development and weight for age ∞mpared those in the non-stimulation group although 
no benefits were found for motor development or linear growth (Nahar et aI2012). 

巳 InsitutionalisedChildren: Walker et al (2011) estimate that at least two million 
children are being cared for in non-parental group care. Children who are cared for in 
institutions骨'omearly in life are at risk across several developmental domains including 
physical，∞gnitive and social-emotional development and early age of entry and longer 
duration in an institution are associated with greater deficits. The preferred intervention 
for institutionalised children is adoption or foster伺 rewith appropriate training and 
support for the new caregivers (Van Izendoom & Ju肝'er2006). Adoption has been 
shown to lead to marked benefits in child development. For example in Chile (Colombo 
et al 1992)， a group of malnourished infants who were treated in a rehabilitation centre 
had developmental assessments on re∞very and then some were adopted， some 
were placed in residential children's homes and some retumed to their biological 
families. On foll 

However， there adoption and fostering may not be viable due to the sheer numbers of 
a汗'ectedchildren， to cultural or e∞nomic barriers or due to the special needs that some 
of these children may have. In this case， increasing the quality of caregiver-child 
interactions through caregiver training and improvements to the institutional 
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environment benefits children's development. For example， in Russia， an intervention 
involving caregiver training (in how to promote sensitive， responsive and 
developmentally appropriate interactions with children) in combination with structural 
changes (decreasing the child-caregiver ratio) resulted in benefits to young children's 
social skills， positive a仔'ect，play behaviour百 andatlachment status (St Peter百burg-USA
Orphanage Research Team 2008). Training in early stimulation without changing the 
child-caregiver ratio had more limited benefits suggesting that the structural changes 
were an impo陶 nt∞mponent.Ensuring children have access to a stable ca陪 giverand 
∞ntinuity of care and providing a stimulating and developmentally appropriate 
environment are critical for young children in institutions. 

4.2.2 Maternal Mental Health and Child Development 

4.2.2.1 Background 

Continuing with the home environment， there is robust evidence that maternal mental 
health has a significant influence on the cognitive and emotional development of the 
child. A key developmental task in infancy is developing a secure atlachment to a 
primary caregiver， usually the mother. An infant who is securely atlached is able to 
trust their mother and rely on this primary relationship from which to explore hislher 
surroundings in an appropriate manner. The most commonly researched mental health 
problem that women experience is depression and hence we focus here on the impact 
of maternal depression on early child development， while acknowledging that other 
men也1health problems， especi創Iythose related to substance abuse， also have 
significant implications for child development. 

Estimates of the overall prevalence of maternal depression worldwide vary between 
10-35% in the first year posιpa同um(Ohara and Swain 1996). Specific to Africa， at the 
low end， Uganda and Zambia陪 port7.1 % and 9.1 % prevalence respectively (Cox 1983， 
Nakku et al 2006). Conversely， the p陪 valencein Burlkina Faso is estimated at 44% and 
Zimbabwe at 33% (Baggaley et al 2007)， Chibanda et al 2010)). Such large variation in 
estimates may be pa同Iydue to methodological reasons such as di汗e陪 ncesin 
assessment tools or timing of measurement. However， there is broad ∞nsensus that a 
significant number of children are exposed to maternal depression symptoms 

4.2.2.2 Pathways connecting matemal depression and early child development 

While each culture has a unique way of describing symptoms (Boltlロn2001 ))， the most 
universal symptoms of depression include fatigue， inability to concentrate， low mood， 
irritability and sleep problems. These symptoms， in turn， have a profound impact on a 
mother's behaviours towards her children (White and King 2011)). 

Parenting 

Depression compromises a mother's ability to parent e宵'ectivelyas she is not able to 
provide her child with the necessary levels of engagement and emotional connection 
The fairly broad terrn of 'parenting' is a main mediator through which maternal 
depression impacts child development (Goodman et al 2011， Goodman and Gotlib 1999， 
Grantham-McGregor et al 2007， Harnish et al 1995). It includes the characteristics of 
mother-child interactions such as responsiveness and sensitivity to a child's cues， as 
well as emotional atlachment. These parenting characteristics are closely linked with 
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both matemal depression and worse child out∞mes (Black et al 2007， Tamis-LeMonda et 
al 2001， Appelbaum et a11997， Schmid et aI2011). 

A. Maternal Responsiveness. A mother's sensitivity to her infant's cues and her 
subsequent response form the basis of early infant development. Very simple mother-
child interactions are the earliest forms of communication and stimulate a wide array of 
developmental processes. Research on mothers across diver冨ecultures has shown 
that mother百 whoare depressed do not respond as weli to infant cues∞mpared to 
mothers who are not depressed (Goodman and Gotlib 1999， Herrera et al 2004， Landry et al 
2001). They are also less likely to stimulate their child cognitively through behaviors 
such as talking directly to their child or giving them things to look at and play with.14 

Not being as aware of their infant's changing developmental回 pability，they are less 
likely to陪 spondappropriately to specific cues (Herrera et al 2004). Lack of maternal 
陪 sponsiveness，whether due to depression or other causes， is a strong predictor of 
multiple cognitive and socio-emotional developmental outcomes (Tamis-LeMonda et al 
2001， Landry et al 2∞1， Leigh et al 2011). 

B. Maternal emotional bonding and infant attachment. In addition to a mother's ability to 
respond effectively to infant cues， her capacity to emotionaliy connect with her child in 
a positive way is criti回 1to that infant's cognitive and， especialiy， socio・emotional
development. In addition to being less responsive， depressed mothers repo同feeling
less atlached to their infanls and are more likely to be disengaged (Tomlinson et al 2005， 
Siddiqui and Hagglof 2000， Attachment and development: 2005， Edhborg et al 2011， 
Ross et al 2011). They smile less and are less physicaliy affectionate (Herrera et al 
2004)， with more frequent expressions of anger and other negative emotions (Maughan 
et al 2007). This， in turn， potentialiy impacts several domains of socio-emotional 
development. The most studied of these is infant atlachment 

A key developmental task in infancy is developing a secure attachment to a primary 
caregiver， usualiy the mother. An infant， and ∞nsequentiy a child， who is securely 
attached is able to trust their mother and rely on this primary relationship from which to 
explore his/her surroundings in an appropriate manner. Conversely， dysregulation in 
atlachment has been linked with behavioral problems in childhood and multiple mental 
health problems in adulthood Colonnesi et al (2011). Infants of depressed women tend to 
exhibit such dysregulated attachment pa仕:erns，O'世:enas either avoidant or insecure 
atlachment patlerns (Roberts et al 1996). They also have more trouble with other 

psychological proωsses such as emotional regulation (Maughan et al 2∞7). Evidence 
has linked maternal depressive symptoms to child depressive symptoms， with such a 
disorganization of attachment during infancy being a chief mediator (Bureau et al 2009). 

The lowered capacity for responsiveness and bonding with the infant are often present 
together with additional behavior宮 thatare maladaptive from the child development's 
perspective. For example， dep陪 ssedmother冨 a陪 mo陪 likelyto be intrusive and 
in∞nsistent in their interactions with their child (Vliegen et al 2009). Difficulties in 
creating and maintaining an organized and safe home environment further ∞ntribute to 
delete巾 usdevelopmental outl∞mes (Zevalkink et al 2008). 

While the m司orityof the research in this area comes from outside the African context， 
an increasing number of studies in Afri回∞nfirmthe main relationship between 
maternal mental health and child development. For example， several studies in South 
Africa have focused on how mother-child interactions are altered in the context of 
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maternal depression. In a study near Cape Town， depressed mothers scored lower on 
maternal sensitivity and their 2・monthold infants lower on a measure of active 
engagement (Cooper et al 1999). When these same families were followed up at 18・

months， the now toddlers of the depressed moms were less likely to be securely 
attached. Secure attachment is a powe斤ulindicator of a child's emotional development 
Maternal intrusiveness as well as remoteness were hypothesized mediators (Tomlinson 
et al 2005， (2011) 

C. Health related behaviours. In addition to these behavior百 directlyinfluencing a 
child's cognitive and socio-emotional development， mothers who are depressed are 
also less likely to engage in positive health behaviors. Matemal depression is an 
important， yet often overlooked， determinant of infant nutrition (Rahman et al 2008). For 
example， infants of depressed mothers tend to also be breastfeed for shorter periods 
and are less likely to complete immunization schedules (Walker et al 2011). Studies from 
Nigeria and Ethiopia have additionally reported lower levels of hygiene behaviors and 
higher rates of diarrhoea in children of depressed mother百(Adewuyaet al 2008， Ross et al 
2011). 

4.2.2.3 Evidence from Interventions 

As most of the evidenωrelating to maternal mental health and child development is 
non-experimental and based on observed associations， we make the distinction 
between the two types of study in what follows. 

Non-Experimental Evidence 

The detrimental e宵'ectsof maternal dep陪 ssionexposure on the child start early and 
pe陪 istthroughout the life ∞urse (Walker et al 2007， Patel et al 2002， Murray and Cooper 
1997， Hussain and Nauman 2010， Affonso et al 2000， Goodman et al 2011). This deleterious 
impact is thought to be more severe in low resource settings where there are already 
more demands on the mother (Walker et al 2011)， and especially in∞ntexts where 
there is low social suppo同(Ra仔e同yet al 2011). Consistent with this， studies from LMICs 
report that infants and children of depressed mothers score lower on multiple ∞gnitive 
and socio-emotional developmental assessments (Walker et al 2007， Black et al (2007)， 
Parsons et al 2012， Galler et al 2000). In addition to overall measures of ∞gnitive， specific 
∞gnitive deficits include language delays (Appelbaum et al 1999)， an increased st陪 ss
response Ashman et al (2002)， and lower levels of attentiveness (Hernandez-Reif et al 
2006). Specific socio-emotional deficits include insecure attachment among infants 

(Schechter and Willheim 2009); externalizing and internalizing behaviours among toddlers 
(Murray and Cooper 1997， Goodman et al 1999， Bureau et al 2009) leading to higher risk of 
multiple neuropsychiatric and physical disorders among adults (Ban et al 2010， Prince et 
a12007). 

The m司orityof studies specific to LMICs come from South Asia (Patel et al 2003) but 
there is also increasing evidence from Africa (Servili et al 2010， Hadley et al 2008， 
Tomlinson et al 2005). The findings of the connection between maternal dep隠 ssionand 
early child development are ∞nsistent across countries and cultural contexts. For 
example， a study in Ethiopia reported that young children of depressed mothers had an 
overall developmental score that was almost 10% lower when compared to children of 
non-depressed mothers (Hadley et al 2008). 
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Experimental Evidence 

Ameliorating the negative impact of matemal depression on the child has be∞me an 
important focus of a growing number of interventions. While the exact impact of 
maternal exposure on specific developmental milestones varies by timing and duration 
of exposure， there is evidence that children can rebound when symptoms improve 
{凶ndryet al 2001). Inte同entionscan begin in the prenatal period and often target the 
官rstfew years of a child's life as this is an especially sensitive period of development 
and one where the largest deleterious impact of depression has been observed 
(Kinsella and Monk 2009， Gavin et al 2005， Lundy et a11999). 

The strongest evidence comes from interventions that combine psychosocial 
approaches to the treatment of maternal depression together with an explicit focus on 
improving parenting behaviours (Rahman et al 2008). This combination seems to be 

more efficacious in the long term than either approach alone. Such interventions 
∞mbine traditional aspects of psychotherapy with parenting skills training which， in 
turn， reduωdepressive symptoms and improve parenting behaviors such as maternal 
陪 sponsivenessor breastfeeding (Rahman et al 2008， van Doesum et al 2008). There is 
mixed evidence about the impact of pharmaωutical only treatment of maternal 
depression on mother-child interactions and child outcomes. The goal of successful 
interventions is to not just陪 ducecurrent depressive symptoms but also dec陪 asethe 
risk of future episodes to truly improve child outcomes (5utter-Dallay et al 2011). 

4.2.3 Preschool Programmes 

Having discussed the home environment and the role of the mother in promoting child 
development， we next∞nsider the period after early childhood and the role of good 
quality preschool care in shaping development. 22 This section covers day伺 re
programmes and embraces children from 3 to 6 years.23 

4.2.3.1 Background 

Preschool旬開 isa way of preparing children more formally for school， or increasing 
their school readiness. Preschool programmes focus on socialisation (e.g. group 
∞operation， following discipline and rules)， fostering cognitive development， and 
supporting the child's healthy physi四 1development. There is evidence that enhanced 
school readiness improves schooling outcomes later on (REFワ?)

However， enrolment in p陪 schoolcare is very low throughout much of Africa. In 
Mozambique for instance， only 4 percent of children are estimated to be enrolled in 
preschool， and the vast m自Ijorityof these are in urban areas and amongst the more 
affluent populations (World Bank， 2011). Whilst the sub-Saharan African rate rose from 
12 per cent in 2000 to 17 perωnt in 2008 (UNESCO 2010a)， just 2 out of 5 children 
live in areas with access to preschool programmes， and the discrepancies are marked 

22 Olher lools include condilional伺 shlransfer schemes and educalional media， beyond lhe 
scope of lhe chapler. For instance， inleraclive radio inslruclion has been used in Bolivia， 
Honduras， Indonesia， and EI Salvador al scale 10 improve lhe quality of lhe preschool 
experience， allhough il has nol been assessed (Ho and Thukral 2009). 

23 Nole lhal two day ca陪 progr百mmeshave also been陪viewedin seclion 2.1.2.2， given lhey 
∞ver children from birth 
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across urban and rural a陪 as.The low pa同icipationrates likely reflecl a combination of 
supply-side constraints (Iack of available progr百mmes/preschools)and demand-side 
∞nstraints (e.g. lack of information among問 re耐 aboutthe benefits of presch∞り On
supply， the Lancet Series on Child Development (2011) states that the Organisation for 
Co-operation Development (OECD) estimates a minimum of 1% of GNP needs to be 
spent to ensure quality early child development services; OECD govemments spend 
an average of 2.36%. Some central and eastern European and South American 
∞untries budget 0.4% for pre-school education， while the figure is as low as 0.1 % in 
Kenya， Nepal and Tajikis也n.Nicaragua and Senegal spend less than 0.02%. 

From a policy pe陪 peclive，the overall challenge is to ensure that preschools reach the 
most disadvantaged and do not reinforωinequalities of opportunity and outcome. More 
specific challenges include， on the supply side， ensuring quality -hiring and retaining 
skilled personnel， strong govemance， availability of suitable pedagogical materials， 
having a suitable curriculum. On the demand side， the challenge is in making it 
atlraclive and a汗'ordablefor parents. 

There are， broadly speaking two types of “day伺 re"model (Lancet， 2011). The first is 
institutional (formaりdayωre， the second is community-based (informaりcare.In the 
institutional model， day care is generally linked to schools or 0宵'eredby private 
providers， with curricula， leaming materials， paid and trained teaching staff， and a fixed 
classroom site (often within a primary school). The ∞mmunity-based model， on the 
other hand， tends not to have professionally trained teachers and might have locally 
adaptedltemporary sites. 

In terms of evaluating the effectiveness of such programmes， an important issue is the 
self-selection of families into preschools which makes identification of a credible 
∞unte斤aclualdifficull. Randomising is often not feasible. As a result， in terms of the 
available evidence on presch∞1 programmes， to the best of our knowledge all but two 
preschool programmes are non-experimental. We first discuss the evidence from non-
expenmen旬1studies， and then devote some spaωto the discussion of two 
randomised preschool interventions， one of which is in Africa. 

4.2.3.2 Evidence on Preschools 

As noted， the evidence on the e汗'ectsof randomised preschool interventions is very 
scarce， so we include separately a discussion of the non-experimental evidence， 
followed by the available experimental evidenω. 

Non-Experimental Evidence 

In terms of institutional day回 re(preschools)， 8erlinski et al (2008) evaluate the impact 
of the expansion of public preschool serviωs in Uruguay on school atlendanωand 
years of schooling of children between the ages of 7 and 15. They found that having 
atlended at least one year of preschool in Uruguay had a positive effecl on primary 
school atlendance and yea陪 ofschooling. 8erlinski et al (2009) evaluate the impact of 
the expansion of public pre-primary provision in Argentina on maths and Spanish test 
scores and student behaviour in grade 3. They found that an increase of one p陪 school
place per child increased test scores in grade 3 by 8%. 

Other studies∞mparing (institutionaりpreschoolatlendance with non-atlendance 
include Aboud et al (2008) for 8angladesh and Mwaura et al (2008) for Kenya， Uganda 
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and Zanzibar， and also point towards preschool atlendance being associated with 
betler test s∞res. 

Another set of studies ∞mpares improved preschools with non-improved preschools. 
The general finding is that being enrolled in higher quality or improved preschool 
programmes∞m問隠dwith standard programmes is associated with beUer learning 
outcomes. Examples of effective improvements included structured pre-reading 
programmes in Bangladesh (Opel et al， 2009) and Cos泊 Rica(Rolla San Francis∞et 
al 2006)， formal rather than informal preschools in China and Cambodia (Rao et al， in 
press)， a teacher training progr百mmein Jamaica (Baker-Henningham et al， 2009)， 
child-centred methods or interactive teacher-child methods of instruction in Bangladesh 
(Moore et al， 2008) and interactive radio or audio instruction to guide classes for 
teachers in Zanzibar (Morris et al 2009). 

Experimental Evidence 

Experimental evidenωof the e胎 ctsof P陪 school伺陪 isscarce， and we are awa陪 of
just two randomised studies， one in Jamaica and the other in Mozambique. 

Baker-Henningham et al (2009) conducted a pilot study of the Incredible Years 
Teacher Training programme， where five preschools in Kingston， Jamaica were 
randomly assigned to an intervention or∞ntrol. Treatment involved seven whole-day 
teacher workshops using the Incredible Years Teacher Training programme 
supplemented by 14 child lessons in each class. Signifi伺 ntbenefits were found to 
teacher百， behaviour with increased positive behaviour and increases in the extent to 
which teachers promoted children's social and emotional skills. Significant intervention 
benefits were found to ratings of child behaviour with an increase in children's 
appropriate behaviour and in children's interest and enthusiasm. The intervention was 
also found to benefit classroom atmosphe陪 withincreases in oppo同unitiesprovided for 
children to share and help each other and in teacher warmth. 

As noted earlier， Martinez et al (2012) is， to the best of our knowledge， the only other 
evaluation of a randomised pre-school intervention， and the first ever in a rural African 
se世ing. In 2008， Save the Children implemented a centre-based community driven 
preschool model in rural Mozambique. The project financed the construction， 
equipment and training for 67 classrooms in 30 communities，∞sting approximately 
$2.47 dollars per student per month. As pa同日fthe experimental impact evaluation， the 
30 intervention ∞mmunities were selected at random from a pool of 76 eligible sites 

The evaluation found that participation in the preschool programme resulted in 
significant improvements in a number of child development outcomes broadly 
measuring “school readinessヘincludingcognitive and problem・solvingabilities， fine-
motor skills and socio-emotional and other behavioral outcomes. It found no e'汗'ectson 
some key measures of ∞mmunication and language development， which ∞ntinued to 
be extremely low for both groups. 
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4.2.4 Improving Nutrition 

4.2.4.1 Background 

As nO'ted earlier， despite signi官cante∞ nO'mic grO'wth O'ver the last lwO' decades， 
malnutritiO'n rates remain very high in Sub-Saharan Africa and little improvement has 
taken place since the 1990s (Garcia 2012). We starl by reviewing the evidence O'n the 
IO'ng-term e'宵'ectsO'f pO'O'r malnutritiO'n in childhO'O'd and then call attentiO'n tO' a well 
reviewed nutritiO'n interventiO'n which yields a benefit-cO'st ratiO' O'f 15.0 

There are strong assO'ciatiO'ns belween pO'O'r fO'etal grO'wth O'r stunting in the first 2 years 
O'f life and shO'rler adult height， less sch∞ ling， reduced econO'mic activity and -fO'r 
wO'men -IO'wer 0'宵'springbirlh weight (VictO'ra et al. 2008). HO'wever， these assO'ciatiO'ns 
may nO't reflect a causal mechanism but may be driven by a third underlying factO'r such 
as pO've町 which伺 na胎 ctbO'th nutritiO'n in childhO'O'd as well as adult O'ut∞ mes. 
Whilst there is an array O'f nO'n-experimental evidence， there is alsO'∞nsiderable 
evidence be恥 rplaced tO' shO'w the causal link belween childhO'O'd nutritiO'n and adult 
O'utcO'mes， including natural experiments (such as famines) O'r interventiO'ns. We thus 
fO'cus O'n the experimental evidence and review evidenω O'n the causal link belween 
nutritiO'n and IO'ng term O'ut∞ mes. 

4.2.4.2 Evidence from Interventions 

MalnutritiO'n starts in utero and indeed IO'w maternal bO'dy-mass index is assO'ciated with 
intrauterine grO'wth restrictiO'n (Fishman et al. 2004). Famines prO'vide a fO'rm O'f natural 
experiment tO' estimate the e'汗'ectO'f in utero nutritiO'nal status and adult O'utcomes 
because famines usually have well-defined time and geO'graphiG limits， and henωit is 
relatively easy tO' knO'w whO' was expO'sed tO' a famine in utero.24 MO'st O'f the existing 
evidence comes frO'm lwO' well knO'wn famines: the Dutch "Hunger Winter" which tO'O'k 
place in the Netherlands in 1846-47 as a result the pO'tatO' blight， and the Chinese 
famine as a result O'f sharp falls in grain O'utput due tO' the failure O'f MaO"s e∞ nO'mlc 
pO'licy knO'wn as The Great Leap FO'附ard(Li and Yang 2005). The medical literature 
has shO'wn hO'w expO'sure tO' either O'f these lwO' famines in uterO' resulted O'n sign間関nt
IO'ng-term effects on adult mO'rbidity.25 These results are consistent with the 8arker 
hypO'thesis， accO'rding tO' which health in adulthO'O'd may be “prO'grammed" by health in 
utero (Barker 1992) as well as by the hypO'thesis accO'rding tO' which the famine triggers 
excessive maternal stress which might alsO' have IO'ng term effects O'n health 
(Gluckman and HansO'n 2005). 

Recently， the literature is gO'ing furlher and has investigated the e胎 ctsO'f expO'sure tO' 
a famine (as a marker O'f IO'w nutritiO'nal status) in utero O'n cognitive develO'pment， 
educatiO'nal atlainment and labO'ur supply. AlmO'nd et al (2007) has shO'wn that bO'th 

24 A shO'rt∞ ming O'f using famines is that high infant mO'陶litywhich is assO'ciated with sO'me 
famines might pO'sitively bias the survivor百， making it mO're difficult tO' find e宵ectsO'f the famine 
O'n later O'utcO'mes. This might explain the conflictive results O'blained frO'm the analysis O'f the 
1866-1868 Finish famine as well as the siege O'f Leningrand in 1941・1944(LindebO'O'm， PO'rtrait， 
and van den Berg 2010). 

25 FO'r references O'n the e宵'ectO'f expO'sure in utero tO' the Dutch Hunger Winter O'n adult 
mO'rbidity see Ravelli et al. 1998， RO'seboO'm et al.， 2001， Painer et al.， 2005， Lumey et al. 2007) 
FO'r the case O'f the China's great famine， see Meng and Qian 2006， Cher、andZhO'u 2007 
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men and women were 9% and 7.5% respectively more likely to be illiterate， and 6% 
and 3% respeclively more likely to work if they were exposed to 1959・61China's great 
famine in utero. 8cholte， van den Berg， and Lindeboom (2012) find a significantly 
negative effecl of exposure to the Outch Hunger Winter during the first trimester of 
gestation on employment outcomes 53 or more yea隠 afterbirth. Lindeboom， Portrait， 
and van der Berg (2010) also find that life expectancy after age 50 is reduced on 
average by 4 year百formen and 2.5 years for women if they were exposed to the Outch 
Hunger Winter!" Almond and Mazumder (2011) have also shown the importance of 
nutrition in utero on later adult out∞mes by exploiting exposure of the fetus to the 
Islamic holy month of Ramadan in when diumal fasting is∞mmon among pregnant 
women. They find that Muslims in Uganda and Iraq are 20 percent more likely to be 
disabled as adults if early pregnancy overlapped with Ramadan (with larger effecls for 
mental or leaming disabilities). Hence， they conclude that even relatively mild prena匂|

exposures can have pe陪istente汗'ects

Although the in utero period has been shown to be critical for long term outcomes， 
improvements in nutritional status in the first three years of life have also shown to 
have large問 yo悔 interms of long term outl∞mes. For instance， Maluccio et al (2009) 
examine the data from a randomized experiment in Guatemala in which four villages 
were randomly selecled into陪 ceivinga highly nutritious supplement or a standa附 one
between 1969 and 1977. The children were then follow-up as adulls until25 years after 
the intervention ended. The authors find that taking the highly nutritious supplement 
before the 36 months increase test scores in a range that vary between 0.54 and 0.71 
80s， for both men and women even 25 years after the intervention finished. Women 
that benefited from the highly nutrition supplement also increased schooling in 2.5 
additional years. Using data from the same experiment， Martorell et al. (2010) also find 
that men who were exposed to the highly nutritional supplement inc隠 asedwages in 
42% 

In the ∞ntext of randomized conditional cash t問 nsferprogram in Nica悶 gua，Barham， 
Macours， and Maluccio (2013)∞mpare the anthropometric and cognitive out∞mes of 
boys exposed to the programme in utero and during the first 2 years of life to those 
exposed when they were 2・5years old. Although they find that both groups have the 
same height at 10 yea隠 ofage despite an initial d臨時ncein height between these two 
groups (and hence showing the catching up on height is possible)， there was no catch-
up on ∞gnitive outcomes and those exposed in the first 2 years of life had betler 
∞gnitive outcomes at age 10 than those who were exposed later (2-5 years old). Their 
results∞nfirm that interventions that improve nutrition and/or health during the first 
1，000 days of life can have lasting positive impacts on cognitive development for 
children 

Barham (2012) examines the medium-term e悔 ctsof a maternal and early childhood 
health and family planning programme in Bangladesh on∞gnitive functioning. 8he 
finds that being exposed to the program increases in 0.39 standard deviations the 

26 Using data covering the period 1812-2000 in the Netherlands， van den Ber冒， Lindeboom and 
PO同問it(2∞6)also find that being born in a 陪曲ssionincreases mortality later in life. Van den 
Berg et al. (2010) also find that individuals who experien曲 astroke in old age witness a strong 
subsequent decline in∞gnitive abilities， and that this decline is stronger if the individual was 
born in the midst of a re偲 S剖onas compared to a boom. However， it is more difficult to 
as健司ainwhether this is driven by p∞陪rnutritional status associated to陪国ssionsor to any 
other features that might flare up during recessions (e.g. maternal st陪 ss).
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∞gnitive functioning s∞re of child陪 nwho had been exposed to the programme Up to 
14 years ago. 

The previous evidence highlighls the importance of improving nutrition in utero and fi隠 t
two year百 oflife for long-term out∞mes， including health， cognitive functioning and 
labour supply. In section 3， we will 陪 viewthe state-of-the-art recommendations on 
highly cost-efficient interventions to improve child nutrition. 

4.3. Designing Policies to Improve Early Outcomes in Africa 

In light of the evidence陪，viewedin the preωding part of this chapter， we he陪 provide
a discussion of policy issues that are relevant for promoting child development in the 
early years， along with a word on the delivery of ECD programmes， and a discussion of 
policies specific to nutrition and health. In section 4， we go on to provide a discussion 
ofpe同inentresearch questions that remain unanswered. 

4.3.1 Policy issues common across the early childhood period 

Drawing on the evidence from rigorous studies of policies and programmes in the 
academic literature， we summarise the key considerations in drawing up policies 
targeted at the early years and the most important ∞mponents of such programmes. 

The provision of early stimulation and nutrition programmes for young， disadvantaged 
children and their families is critical to prevent the loss of developmental potential of 
large numbers of African children with the subsequent loss of human and e∞nomlc 
potential at the national and regional level. 

Stimulation and nutrition programmes need to start early in a child's life and be of 
su冊cientintensity and duration to make a difference to their development. Qu剖ityis 
also a critical aspect of programme e宵'ectivenessand the quality of eariy childhood 
programmes needs to be monitored closely as they are scaled up to reach larger 
numbers of children. 

It is impoはantthat early year冨 programmesreach the poorest and most disadvantaged 
children and families， which will require appropriate targeting. While universal 
programmes can be made to all low in∞me families in a specific area or region， 
children and families living in the most disadvantaged circumstanωs may require 
additional services and/or special attention to ensure that they are able 岡市cipatein 
programme activities. 

It will be impo由 ntthat each govemment has policies in plaωto suppo同 the
development and implementation of early activities in addition to a regulatory 
framework within which these activities should operate. This will help to ensure a 
∞herent approach. In addition， cross-ministry working will be essential as health， 
education and social services will need to work together to ensu陪 theholistic needs of 
the youngest children are met. 

Young children's development is multi-dimensional (e.g. cognitive， motor， language 
and social-emotional domains) and multi-determined (e.g. influenced by health and 
nutritional status， parenting characteristics and home environment & neighbourhood 
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characteristics). Furthermore，同skfactors for poor child development covary so that 
children exposed to unstimulating home environments are often exposed to additional 
risks such as poor health， poor nutrition， pove同yand a caregiver suffering from stress 
or depression. The implications of this are that integrated programmes are necessary 
which target the multiple risks faced by children and their families. Some examples of 
these programmes were provided in the previous section， for example，∞mbining early 
stimulation with nutritional supplementation is necessary for families facing food 
insecurity and ∞mbining early stimulation with paediatric ca陪 isnecessary for children 
with chronic health problems. As children are pa耐cularlysensitive to the e汗'ectsof 
under nutrition Up to the age of two years， integrating nutrition and early stimulation is 
particularly impo同antfor infants and toddler百.

Treatment of maternal depression should be included as a component of an integrated 
early childhood development programme/package and not a separate activity. Rather 
than being presented as a medical ‘treatment for depression' which often関町iesa 
negative connotation it should rather be presented more positively， for example， as skill 
building to ensure health of the baby and the mother. Such integration not only makes 
it easier for a woman to continue treatment but also reduces any potential stigma 
associated with depression. The treatment of depression is expected to significantly 
improve the overall impact of the other early stimulation/nutrition/health promotion 
programme∞mponents 

Given the expected high prevalence of maternal depression (10-35%)， routine 
screening for maternal depression can also be integrated into health/nutrition/early 
stimulation programmes and should not be a stand-alone activity. Ideally， the screening 
would occur both during pregnancy and in the first 2-4 months post-partum 

The training of a cadre of early childhood workers needs to be considered at the 
national， regional and local level and involves decisions on who will be trained， by 
whom and to what level. Paraprofessional staff can effectively deliver early stimulation 
activities with appropriate training， suppo同 andsupervision. The key ingredients in 
early stimulation programmes are e仔'ectiveinitial training， a structured curriculum， 
ongoing supervision within a suppo同iveframework and periodic booster training 
Similarly， paraprofessionals can be trained in psychological therapies given evidence 
on their effectiveness for mild and moderate maternal depression without 
pharmacological treatment. These paraprofessionals may be the same， or different， 
individuals delivering other ECD components within an integrated framework. Clear 
referral routes to psychiatrists should be in place in the case of severe or unresponsive 
mental illness， suicidality， etc. Clear continuity ofωre plans should also be in plaω 
after the mother-child dyad ・ages'out of the ECD programme. Again， the key 
∞mponents are intensive trョining，followed by supervision， booster trainings， 
appropriate∞mpensation， and oppo同unitiesfor advancement. 

Retention of sta汗withinearly childhood programmes is a key ∞nsideration and ideally 
an accredited form of training would be available to early childhood workers. Relenlion 
is most likely when sta汗 feelvalued for the work they do， receive adequale 
∞mpensation and have the potential for advancement and promotion 

The most su∞essful programmes promole active parent involvement and focus on 
both the mother and child. The family needs to be considered as a powe巾 1in刊uence
in a young child's life. For instance， involvement of parenl is crucial 10 Ihe success of 
early stimulation activities; the provision of preschools does not remove the need for 
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parent training programmes. Indeed， day care and preschools can be used to reach out 
to parents， thus increasing the involvement of parents and thus the e宵'ectivenessof 
preschool; programmes need to target not only the development of the child and the 
mother's caregiving practices but also the mother's well-being and mental health; ECD 
programmes that include a social support∞mponent for mothers are especially 
e汗'ectiveat reducing matemal depression symptoms. This can be integrated into 
existing programmes by facilitating interョctionsamong the mothers themselves. 

Relating to preschool， one of the most important aspects of such care for young 
children is the quality of the day-to-day interactions between the caregiver and the 
children and the quality and appropriateness of the activities ∞nducted. While atlention 
to the physical aspects of centre-based provision is important (e.g. class size， physical 
structure， teacher training etc.)， the physi伺 1aspects alone are insufficient for 
promoting early child devel叩mentand training teachers/caregivers in devel叩mentally
appropriate activities and interactions is a critical aspect of quality 

In Africa， because children from wealthier households are more likely to atlend 
preschool， they will reap the developmental benefits it provides. Even if children from 
poorer households have the oppo吋unityto atlend preschool， they may not benefit as 
much as their wealthier peers because of the fact that they are more likely to atlend 
lower quality schools. Poor quality preschools have the ability to cause harm (i.e. 
wo陪 enchildren's development and/or behaviour ∞m問 redto children who do not 
atlend preschロロIs).Hence paying atlention to the quality of preschool services is 
absolutely essential. For this reason correct 祖rgeting is essential， as is 
removing/reducing barriers to atlendance such as those relating to ∞sl. 

The evaluation of the effectiveness of early stimulation/nutrition activities needs to be 
∞nsidered at the design and planning phase and prior to implementation. Evaluations 
need to include an impact evaluation of the e宵'ectivenessof the programme in 
changing caregiver behavior and child developmenl. However， an ongoing process 
evaluation should also be included which may involve documenting the quantity and 
quality of services delivered， the level of monitoring and supervision provided， the 
characteristics of the families participating in the programme， difficulties and challenges 
faced in implementation and the views of the ca陪 giversand early childhood personnel 
about the programme. 

4.3.2 On the Delivery of Programmes 

One cannot be prescriptive about the mode of delivery for ECD programmes， as the 
optimal mode of delivery for programmes will depend on the existing infrastructure and 
the pre-existing government and community services of a region， the tinancial and 
human resources available and the social and cultural context. For instance for early 
stimulation programmes， different approaches include mother's groups， home-visiting， 
face-to-face counselling in health centres， the use of media such as radio and TV 
programmes or a ∞mbination of these. In urban areas where a high proportion of 
mothers are in work， provision of high quality day回 remay also be necessary. 

One should try to tap into p陪 -existingservices for delivery of programmes. For 
instance in many countries， the only universal service for children under the age of 
three is through the health sector and it would the陪，to陪 seemappropriate to integrate 
early stimulation and nutrition components into the existing pre-natal， post-natal and 
child health services. However， in many African ∞untries the primary health care 
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services may be already overslrelched and care needs 10 be taken 10 ensure Ihe early 
slimulalion activilies can be delivered wilh sufficienl quanli防andquality in addilion 10 
ensuring Ihal Ihe quality of Ihe exisling primary heallh services are nol ∞mpromised 
Ihrough Ihe exlra workload. Olher polenlial poin恰 ofinlegralion would be wilh pre-and 
primary schools， exisling ∞mmunity groups and Ihrough non-governmenlal ∞mmunity 
services for example (also relevanl al preschool level， depending on available 
preschool facililies). 

4.3.3 Policies on Nutrition and Health 

Specific 10 nulrilion and heallh， Ihe policy suggeslions Ihal follow are laken from Bhutla 
el al. (2008)， which concludes Ihal Ihere is liufficienl evidence 10 support Ihe large-
scale implemenlalion of Ihe following policies:" 

Inlervenlions 10 improve children's food inlake including educalion aboul 
∞mplemenlary feeding in populalions wilh sufficienl food， provision of food 
supplements in populalions wilh insufficienl food， managemenl of sever唱 acule
malnulrilion according 10 WHO guidelines (including ready-Io-use Iherapeulic flロロd
which can be used in∞mmunity se制ngs)，breastfeeding promolion slralegies (due 10 
Iheir e'汗'eclson survival ralher Ihan slunling). 

Micronulrienl inlervenlions for child陪 nincluding supplemenlalion of vitamin A (in Ihe 
neonalal period and lale infancy)， prevenlive zinc supplemenls， zinc in managemenl of 
diarrhoea， and universal promolion of iodised sall 

Micronulrienl inlervenlions for pregnanl women including iron folale， mulliple 
micronulrienls， and calcium supplemen匂lion，iodine supplementalion Ihrough 
iodisalion of sal!. 

Olher inlervenlions including inlervenlions aiming al increasing and improving hand 
washing habils. 

4.4. Research Questions 

In Ihis seclion， we provide a lisl of pe同nenlareas where research is needed in order 10 
more effectively design policies 10 improve the development of children in the formative 
early years. 

1. Evalualing the relalive∞sl-・-汗'eclivenessof various approaches to delivering early 
childhood programmes is important 10 provide information to government and 
intemational funders aboul how best to deliver these services. This includes examining 
factors such as the optimal age for starting early childhood programmes， the optimal 
duralion and inlensity of programmes， different modes of delivery (e.g. home visiling 
ve剛 S∞unselling潟市usparent groups versus preschool) and the∞st-effectiveness 
of combined versus individual programmes. This will require Ihat the diffe陪 nt

27 See Bhutta et al. (2008) f，ロrex!ensive de!ails. They also provide de!ails of interventions which 
a問 団commendedin specific settings such as deworming， insec!icide tr田 tednets， delayed c口同
clamping， and iron supplemen也 (notsuitable for areas whe陪 malariais endemic). 
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approaches a陪∞mparedusing rigorous evaluation designs and following pa附cipants
(and non-participants) over time to monitor the extent to which initial benefits from 
programmes are sustained. Which approaches to∞mpare is probably country and 
∞ntext-specific. For instance， if a country does not have a clear strategy on early 
childhood programmes yet， it makes sense to start by∞mparing the mode of delivery 
(e.g. home visiting versus∞unselling)， while comparing optimal age for starting and 
optimal duration makes more sense once the overall strategy on mode of delivery has 
been defined. 

2. There is a need for research to determine what works best for whom. 80me children 
and families may benefit more from one approach than another and some may need 
longer， more intensive interventions before significant benefits are obtained. 
Conver宮ely，some disadvantaged children and families may require less intensive 
interventions especially if they are exposed to fewer th陪 atsto child development. It is 
likely that targeted interventions for children at greatest risk may need to be embedded 
into a universal framework of interventions that are available to all disadvantaged 
children but there is little research from lowand middle income ∞untries to corrobor百te
this 

3. Research is also明 uiredto inform the most e仔'ectivestrategies to reach the most 
disadvantaged children and their families. Initial engagement， retention， active 
participation and compliance of families in early childhood programmes is necessary 
and strategies to motivate families of young children may be needed which may involve 
mone回ryor non-monetary incentives for either families or workers delivering the 
programmes or both (see also point 5 below). 

4. While there is substantial evidence that early childhood stimulation programmes lead 
to signifi回 ntand meaningful benefits to child development and parenting practiωs in 
LMICs， there is little information on how these programmes can be best scaled up 
while maintaining sufficient quality. Identifying mechanisms for wider dissemination of 
these interventions so that they are sustained through routine funding sources is a 
challenge for the field. There are a growing number of successful examples of la匂e
scale programmes and implementation research is required to allow these successes 
to be replicated across varied cultures and contexts. 

5. Given the problems of sustained take-up and e宵'ortwhen programmes are scaled up， 
there is an urgent need to establish whether incentives can be used to promote the 
engagement of families as well as that of the workers delivering the programmes. If the 
major suspected hu附leis low motivation by worker宮 deliveringthe programme， either 
monetary or non-monetary incentives would be payable to those workers with 
satisfactory pe巾 rmancemeasures (which could be either input-based such as number 
of visits or output-based such as gain in nutritional status). On the other hand， if the 
m司orhurdle is demand driven， incentives might be better directed towards families. 
While there is good evidence that ∞nditional cash transfer百areeffective at promoting 
families' engagement， there is very little evidence on the relative merits of monetary 
and non-monetary incentives to workers delivering the programme. Although ∞lIecting 
performance measures can sometimes be∞stly， innovative approaches such as 
“Movercado' in Mozambique (which use mobile phone communications to∞lIect 
performance measures and pay the inωntives) are Costless and very promising.28 

担 htto:llmove陀 ado.wordoress.∞111.We thank lulian Circo for bringing this to our attention. 
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6. The need for integrated programmes that cater to the co・o∞urringrisk factors faced 
by young children and their families is well-recognised. However， there is an urgent 
need for research into how to integrate programmes to ensure that each individual 
∞mponent maintains its e偽 ctivenessand how to allocate resourlωs to take 
advantage of the joint approach (e.g. can the same staff deliver more than one aspect 
of the intervention and/or can the interventions be conducted at the same time to 
maxlmlse e冊ciency). Within this， while it is known that maternal depression reduces 
the uptake of child health and development promoting behaviour百， the increased cost-
effectiveness of an overall ECD intervention package associated with the successful 
treatment of depression remains unknown 

7. The use of media and mobile phone messages to disseminate parenting messages 
and/or to provide educational programmes directly to children has had limited attention 
in LMICs. In areas with a large rural population and where coverage of services is low， 
media interventions may have a useful role to play in promoting child development. 
Literacy levels permitting， mobile phone messages can be used to disseminate∞ncise 
and important messages directly to parents， as well as to provide a way for parents to 
respond to the messages disseminated through media (increasing the interaction 
between media and parents， hence engaging parents 向性her).Media and mobile 
∞mmunication can also be used to facilitate the task of local workers delivering the 
programme (e.g. designing videos on specific topics that can be used by the facilitator 
on their visits， as well as short auditions delivered through mobile phones) 

8. The use of short term initiatives to trigger long-term changes. Procrastination is a 
∞mmon problem that∞mmunities face when implementing large-scale programmes 
The use of the Rapid Results Initiative ∞nsists of the community being coached to 
attain a simple and concrete goal in 100 days (e.g. that all mothers show books to their 
young children at least once every day). Successful communities are then ∞ached to 
attain 2 goals in the next 100 day cycle. Usually some monetary resources are required 
to implement the goals， which are t悶 nsferredby the relevant authorities. The Rapid 
Results Initiative has already been implemented in Eritrea and Kenya but research on 
its effectiveness on promotinR early childhood development using rigorous evaluation 
methods is urgently needed.29 In pa同icular，determining the optimal time length of a 
cycle (50， 100，200 days) will be crucial to underpin and under宮tandthe e宵'ectiveness
of the approach. 

9. Relating specifically to presch∞1， research is needed on determining the optimal 
number of years of preschool attendance. For instance， are the benefits for attending 
for multiple years additive， or is one year su汗icier吐toprepa陪 childrenfor entry into 
primary school? What are the benefits of incorporating health， nutrition and/or 
pa陪 ntinginterventions onto p陪 schoolprovision and what a陪 themost e仔'ectiveways 
of achieving this? What e'宵'ectdoes managing the transition from early childhood 
programmes to primary school have on child development and what are the most 
e汗'ectivemeans of preparing the child， the family and the primary school for the 
transition? 

10. Relating to maternal dep陪 ssion，the陪 islikely to be regional/cultural variation in 
which aspects of development (e.g. socio-emotional vs. language) are most impacted 
by maternal depressive symptoms. Research on these specific pathways would allow 

29 h仕0:/"∞白m制悶骨i伺 nino∞m/l口rロ，files/bloasl陪 sul也-for-kenvans?xasour四 =ac!ivilv
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for a mor寝 泊 叩etedintervention that can respond to a pa耐cularchild's potential 
weaknesses. 

竹.Although il is largely recognised thal early inlerventions are lhe most ∞st・e偽 ctive，
whether or not it is possible to catch-up remains an open question. Research on this 
issue is very limited so far because it requires comparing the outcomes of early-treated 
children with those of children treated later on. The scant available evidence points in 
the direction that children who receive a nutrition intervention when they are 3-5 years 
old atlain similar nutritional status around age 10 as those who were trealed between 0 
and 2 years of age. However， the loss on ∞gnitive development was not recuperated， 
suggesting that catching up in terms of ∞gnitive development might be more difficull， 
at least through nulritional inlervenlions. More research effort is required to assess the 
robustness of these findings， as well as to establish whether it is possible to catch up 
on cognitive development through interventions that provide stimulation to the children. 
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Chapter 5 Linking Education with Job Creation 

附'mLehrer and Franc;s Teal CSAE， Un;vers;ty of Oxford 

5.1 Introduction 

TMY叩……and…areno jobs伽 themare聞，tral
political issues in most∞untries today across both the developed and less 
developed world. Unemployment rates for young people are usually higher than 
for those older. However， the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis has pushed 

up unemployment rates in many developed countries so that the problem of 
unemployment， while seen to be acute for the young， is certainly not confined to them. 
The Arab revolutions which began in February 2011 are seen to have at their core the 
dissatisfaction of young people with their oppo同unities.

This was the background to the World Development Report for 2013 which focused on 
what has come to be termed “the jobs agenda". Key questions for this agenda are: 
Why is the lack of jobs concentrated among the young? How can we create more jobs? 
And， if we can answer those questions， what so吋ofjobs do we wish to create， both for 
the young and others not so young? 

It is not simply jobs which are the focus of policy∞ncern; it is the quality of those jobs. 
Quality has many dimensions which include the regularity of employment in the job， 
whether it brings entitlement to social security and pensions， and whether the陪 isa 
profile of possible promotion within the job with increased pay with tenure. Such higher 
quality jobs are associated with higher skills and the dissatisfaction of young people 
with their opportunities is， in large part， dissatisfaction with the lack of jobs which will 
productively use the skills acquired through increased education 

Recent reviews of the evidence of labour market developments in sub-Saharan Africa 
(SSA) have poin恰dtoapa恥 mby which job growth appears to have been most rapid 
in urban self-employment， not wage employment (see Kingdon， Sandefur， and Teal 
2006). Much of the da匂 onwhich these studies were based only cover the period up to 
2000. Using more recent da也 forGhana suggests a change in this pattern in the more 
recent period when wage jobs in small firms have grown very悶 pidly.Employment in 
small firms， which is the low paying 0∞upation within the urban sector， increased from 
2.7 to 6.7 per cent of the population， an increase from 225，000 to 886，000 employees 
between 1999 and 2006. Jobs in total have been increasing in line with the population 
but the propo此ionof relatively low paying ones increased markedly during this period. 

Broadly speaking， public policy has been much more successful at increasing the 
supply of education than the supply of jobs for the educated in sub-Saharan Africa (and 
in other regions as well) and it is the increasing mismatch between the increased 
supply of such labour and the demand for educated labour by firms which will be the 
focus of this chapter. This potential mismatch has two dimensions. One is the 
av剖labilityof jobs in urban relative to rural areas and the se∞nd is the type of jobs 
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being supplied within the urban sector. This chapter also investigates the 
approp由 tenessand quality of human回 pitalbeing accumulated 

The chapter will address the issue as to how education and labour market outcomes 
are linked and will also highlight areas where more needs to be under百tood.The "jobs 
agenda" which appa陪 ntlyflows from the Arab Spring， clearly the most important 
polit応aldevelopment in the Arab world for half a century， is one driven by the concem 
of urban based youth. Our objective in this chapter is both to address those concems 
and put them into a wider cロntext.Many young urban people lack jobs， but they are not 
nearly as poor as those who have jobs in rural areas in much of sub-Saharan Africa 
Jobs are clearly impo由 ntbut so are the incomes from the jobs pe叩 ledo have. Why 
are the in∞mes available from rural based jobs so low? Answering that question is 
ωntral to the policy agenda to alleviate poverty among the poorest. 

In the ne.叫 sectionwe begin with the rural urban divide and focus on how la句ea陪 the
differ間関sinin∞mesbelween ru悶 1and urban a陪 asand how much of this di偽 rence
may be explained by education. In assessing the potential role of education in creating 
jobs the陥yvariable is how the ra恰 d陪 tumon human capital∞mpares with that on 
physicalωpi抱1.Human capital creates jobs indirectly by ensuring a more productive 
e∞nomy. If， and it will be argued this may well be the case， investment in human 
capital is a low陪 tumactivity then an increasing mismatch belween educated labour 
and the jobs for them will陪 sull.That is the problem on the demand side of the markel. 
The聞 a陪 alsopotential problems on the supply side in that much education in Africa 
does not c陪 atehuman回開tal.Increasingly those working on education have focused 
not on the years studenls spend in school but on what they leam when they are there 
These conωms lead into the discussion in section 4 on how the quality of education 
can be improved. In sections 5 and 6 we retum to the links belween the expansion of 
education and jobs. The final section consider百 howjobs for both the unskilled and 
skilled can be α田陣dand howeducational oolicv needs to be chanoed to make the 
creation of iobs across the skill ranae match more closelv the skill ∞moωition of the 
盟虫色rce.

5.2 The rural urban divide 

There are lwo fundamentally different views as to how rural and urban incomes in 
Africa compare. One sees a segmented market with large differences in in∞me 
available to labour in urban rather than rural a陪 as.The labour market does not clear 
with urban unemployment， or a very low income informal sector， acting to equalise 
expected wages across the sectors. A se∞nd view陪∞gnisesthe extent of 
heterogeneity within both rural and urban labour markels and sees education as one， 
but only one， of the skills necessary to be more productive in urban than in rural areas. 

The view that labour markets belween rural and urban areas are segmented has 
played an important role in the analysis of how developed countries grow. When 
seeking to compare incomes across those sectors the gaps looked very large and 
clearly it appeared something was required to explain these gaps. In an interesting 
陪 centstudy of migration within Tanzania， Beegle et. al. (2011) find that rural・urban
migration led to about a 30 per cent rise in per capita consumption appearing to 
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∞nfirm the crucial role of under百tandingdi偽 rencesin labour market outcomes剛 ated
to location. They are careful to point out that that this difference cannot be caused by 
the mig悶ltion-if it were， why did not all migrateワTheremust be factors either limiting 
the gains from migration for some or raising their cost that led a selected group of 
individuals or households to migrate. It is the role that selection may play in labour 
market outcomes that is central to distinguishing two fundamentally di胎 rentviews of 
how labour markets work in developing ∞untries. Is what we observe the result of 
segmentation or selection determined by unobserved heterogeneity? Not only is this 
question of importance for which theories are consistent with the data， it is also of great 
importanωfor policy maker百.

Early tests of the segmented market thesis sought to show that wages for similar types 
of labour di宵'eredacross sectors， by the size categories of firms， or by the profitability of 
firms. However， these tests are problematic for many悶 sons.Heckman early on 
pointed out that di汗'erencesin wage or labour rates across individuals did not 
necessarily imply segmentation*; the Roy (1951) model of 0∞upational so耐ngimplies 
that treating any sector effect as causal misses the point that the occupation was 
chosen. Magnac (1991) provides a discussion and one of the first tests. The fact that 
formal wo陶隠 eammore than informal ones does not imply that an informal worker 
who switched to formal employment would eam more. An alternative view to the widely 
cited Harris and Todaro (1970) explanation for what we observe is due to Lucas (2004) 
who developed a model in which the “unemployed" were leaming about the ap酬ication
of their skills to urban job opportunities. In such a model， migration is not limited by the 
e汗'ectsof unemployment on expected wages but by the differing times it takes 
heterogeneous individuals to learn about， and respond to， their differing abilities in 
urban markets. 

How large are the differences between rural and urban in∞mes within SSAワ Ina 
recent study looking at the household surveys in Ghana and Tanzania， Owens， 
Sandefur， and Teal (2011) show that with controls for the education of the household 
head， gender， and household size， the gap in cロnsumption per capita across 
households in rural and urban sectors was 40 per cent in Ghana and 22 per cent in 
Tanzania. In neither country was there any evider四 thisdifferential had changed over 
the period from 1988 to 2006 for Ghana and from 1991 to 2007 in Tanzania. The paper 
also attempts to measure in∞mes， as distinct from∞nsumption， and with all the 
necessary caveats for the problems that exercise poses， the differences in in∞me 
between 叩 raland urban sectors is very much greater than the di汗'erencesin 
∞nsumption; 100 perωnt in Ghana and 80 perωnt in Tanzania. It needs to be noted 
that these differentials are with controls for education and household size which are 
assumed to be the major observables which account for di宵'erencesIn In∞mes across 
sectors. 

Thus， the evidence points to both ∞nsumption and incomes being higher in urban than 
in rural areas， the latter quite substantially. The pa吐，emsof structural change which 
have characterized almost all economies which have made the transition from low to 
higher incomes have involved a proωss of increased urbanization. In under百tanding
the role of education in increasing higher in∞me jobs， the link between education and 
urbanization is central 

In this∞ntext， it matters a lot as to how far the differences in consumption and 
incomes we observe are due to segmented markets告 whichprevent rural worke陪 from
moving to jobs in the urban sector and how much is due to a process of sorting by 
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which those best able to work in urban areas end Up being employed there. The 
analysis we have presented for differences across urban and rural sectors in Ghana 
and Tanzania∞ntrols for education; so simply the level of education a household has 
achieved does not explain these di汗'erencesin consumption and incomes. 

Just how large is the difference in incomes across sectors is due to sector-specific 
factors and how much of the difference is due to education? The above analysis does 
not answer that question， as if the more educated migrate from問問Ito urban areas 
then some aspects of the retum to education is captured in the urban "effect" which the 
data shows to be large. Further， it is possible that urban based activities are not only 
more productive but experience more rapid rates of productivity growth and a key 
mechanism for that productivity growth is the higher level of skilled labour used in 
urban based activities. The more rapid rates of productivity growth will turn up in the 
data in other measures of human cap陶 Ithan in education. They will appear as more 
steeply increasing earning profiles with market experience and tenure in a job， exactly 
the pattern that will characterise high， rather than low， quality jobs. 

Establishing how far incomes di偽 racross rural and urban areas is difficult as 
measured incomes within rural areas include the incomes from land and incomes in 
urban areas， for those not in wage employment， which is the majority， include the 
return from physical capital. Incomes to labour in all sectors clearly include the return 
from human capital. Es同blishinghow much of any in∞me difference can be imputed 
to education is an impo由 ntaspect of a research agenda for work on education in poor 
e∞nomies where the majority wiロrkin agriculture. 

Currently work has focused on the “隠turn"to this investment without a focus on the 
jobs available for the educated. This literature has several limitations. One discussed 
by Heckman， Lochner， and Todd (2009) in a recent review of this literature points out 
that the ∞efficient on education in a semi logarithmic earnings function does not， in 
general， measure the variable in which we are interested， which is the悶lteof return on 
investment in education. A se∞nd is that education， taken in isolation， is not a very 
important determinant of earnings. Mortensen (2005， p. 1) writes: "Although hundreds if 
not thousands of empirical studies that estimate so咽lIed human capital wage 
equations verify that worker characteristics that one could view as indicators of labour 
productivity are positively related to wages earned， the theory is woefully in∞mplete in 
its explanatory power. Observable worker characteristics that are supposed to account 
for productivity differences typically explain no more than 30 per cent of the variation in 
∞mpensation across worker百 inthese studies". 

The labour markets on which the work of both Heckman， Lochner， and Todd (2009) 
and Mortensen (2005) is based is for developed market e∞nomies. In such e∞nomles， 
virtually all work is in urban areas and education is typically∞mpulsory for all aged 
less than 15 or 16. For poor∞untries， neither of these ∞nditions applies so the shape 
of the earnings function for low levels of education becomes crucial. In other wOrds，腕

need to focus not on the aver百gereturn to education but how that return differs across 
the range of educational out∞mes. Fu同her，the aspects of how jobs di胎 rin urban 
areas relative to rural ones in other dimensions than the level of education needs to be 
examined. In summary， how education impacts on the incomes and ∞nsumption of the 
poor requires a ∞nsideration of both where， and what sort of， jobs are being created. 
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5.3 Rates of return on human and physical capital within 
sectors and across sectors 

What determines the creation of jobs which隠 quiremo陪 education，i.e.， which are 
more skilled? The answer is， in pa同， the rates of investment in physical capital， in pa同，
the type of investment being caπied out and， in paは， rates of productivity increases. 
These productivity rises may be due to the creation or adoption of more efficient 
technologies; they may be due to workers learning to use an existing technology more 
efficiently. The common factor across all these dimensions of capi祖1，and its 
productivity， is an increase in the size and complexity of enterprises. 

In under百tandingthe mismatch between the increase in the supply of education and 
the failure to create sufficient jobs for the educated we need to ∞nsider whether the 
rates of investment in physical capi姐1have been too low or whether the increase in the 
supply of education has not resulted in a commensurate rise in human capi祖1.Both 
factor百 may，of course， be at work at the same time and indeed they may be linked as 
poor quality education may make investment in ce巾 in types of capi抱1too expensive to 
be worth undertaking 

Low rates of investment in physical and financial capi匂1in sub-Saharan Africa present 
a puzzle. There is a common finding across both rural and urban sectors in SSA that 
returns to enterprise capital are very high. Why， if the returns on investment are so high， 
does not more investment 0∞ur? E∞nomists have not been short of ideas for 
answering that question and the answers they have advanced have differed by sector. 
In the work on the rural sector， several mechanisms have been put fo附 a叫 toexplain 
observed patterns of agricultural technology adoption. Proωsses of social leaming 
have been much studied (Conley and Udry 2010 and Foster and Rosenzweig 1995). If 
social learning is sufficiently important， low-adoption equilibria may pe隠 istin spite of 
potentially high returns. Alternative theories include credit and supply-side∞nst聞 nts
(Moser and Barrett 2006). In Kenya， Duflo and co・author百findevidenω∞nsistent with 
the view that time in∞nsistency in farmers' preferenωS伺 usesinefficient adoption 
decisions. Another explanation is in terms of the role of treatment e汗'ect(Suri 2011) 
Using a panel dataset of Kenyan maize farmers， Suri estimates a model that allows for 
heterogeneous returns to fertilizer. Suri's econometric method allows her to estimate a 
mean return to fertilizer use for four subgroups， which are defined by their adoption 
histories in each of the four waves of her data. There is a non-monotonic relationship 
between the adoption rates and expected retums of these subgroups in her da旬.Suri 
argues that transaction costs are問同icularlyhigh where returns are highest. 

The focus of the work on firms has been rather different. Research on firms in 
developed countries， specifically the U.S. and the UK， argues that aggregate 
productivity growth is driven primarily by a churning process in which less efficient firms 
exit and more efficient ones enter the market (Foster et. al. 2001 and Disney et. al 
2003). Similar evidence of ・survivalof the fittest' has been repo晦 dby Liu (1993) in 
Chile and Liu and Tybout (1996) in Colombia and Chile. Soderbom， Teal， and Ha附Ing
(2006) provide some evidence that this process may be at work for larger firms but 
there is no evidence it is for smaller ones. While survival of the fittest is likely in 
∞mpetitive e∞nomies where instruments (e.g. financial ones) designed to manage 
shocks are available， the link between efficiency and firm churning may well be weaker 
in environments without these characteristics. It is possible， for instance， that in Afri伺，
because of limiled availability of smoothing mechanisms， a temporary negative 
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demand shock may force e宵icienland e∞nomically sound firms 10 close down. If Ihis 
is so， company chuming will be associaled wilh a welfare loss and resull in modesl or 
no aggregale produclivity gains. 

Whalever Iheir source， Ihe failu陪 wilhinmosl of sub-Saharan Africa 10 c聞 alea 
subslanlial high produclivily sector wilhin eilher Ihe rural or Ihe urban seclors has 
major implicalions for Ihe陪 lurn10 educalion. In sub-Saharan Africa Ihe evidence is 
Ihal Ihe relurn 10 physical capilal subs也nl凶Iyexceeds Ihe relurn 10 educalion (which is 
nol Ihe same necessarily as Ihe relurn 10 human capi祖1)and Ihal Ihe relurn 10 Ihal 
educalion， even flロrwage earners， is highly convex (Bigslen et. al. 2000). 

The ∞nvexily Ihal has been documenled in Ihese African counlries implies Ihal Ihe 
relurn 10 educalion increases wilh Ihe level of educalion， al leasl over some of ils range. 
This can creale a process by which Ihe incenlives families have 10 invesl in educalion 
is nol Ihe relurns from lower levels bul Ihe fact Ihal inveslmenl in Ihese lower levels 
creales Ihe "oplion" of being able 10 proceed 10 higher levels. 

5.4 Improving the supply of human capital 

In Ihe previous section we have made a dislinclion between Ihe supply of human 
capilal and Ihal of educalion. 

The convexity of earnings 10 which we have referred is wilh respecl 10 educalion. As 
has been widely documenled， Ihe quality of educalion回 ndi汗'ervery subslanlially bolh 
across schools wilhin a counlry and across ∞unlries. In Ihe lasl seclion， we oullined 
how a process by which Ihis∞nvexily回 n，if combined wilh low rales of inveslmenl in 
physical伺 pilal，lead 10 a pattern by which Ihere is a gross mismalch between an 
educaled labour force， and Ihe incenlives 10 acquire educalion， and jobs for Ihem 
However， Ihal may only be pa吋 ofIhe problem. 1I may well be Ihe case Ihal Ihe 
educalion is nol producing human capi匂1in Ihe sense of ∞gnilive skills of value in Ihe 
workplace 

Years of educalion on which all Ihe work surveyed in Ihe lasl section is based is nol Ihe 
same as human capilal. In Ihis seclion we review some of Ihe evidence as 10 how 
educalion and human capilal cr国 lioncan be more closely linked. 

Many inlervenlions have been implemenled in bolh developed and developing 
∞unlries wilh Ihe goal of improving educalion oulcomes. While some inlervenlions 
have been more successful Ihan olhers， severヨ1similar inlervenlions have been 
successful in some settings and nol in olher百.Underslanding which inlervenlions work 
and when is impo巾 nlfor allocaling limiled resources wilhin Ihe educalion seclor. This 
section summarizes Ihe findings regarding Ihe impacls of educalion inlervenlions Ihal 
have been evalualed in African ∞unlries and discusses Ihe gaps in evidence Ihal 
re町laln.

The appropriale policy inlervenlion for improving educalion oul，∞mes will neωssarily 
depend on Ihe reasons for Ihe exisling deficils in educalion， as well as， which aspects 
of educalion requi陪 improvement.
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For example， inlervenlions aimed al increasing enrolmenl may di仔'erdraslically from 
Ihose aimed al improving school ∞mplelion rales or lesl scores. Moreover， Ihe 
reasons for low inilial enrolmenls， for example， may differ between counlries， wilhin a 
∞unlry， and over lime. The appropriale policy inlervenlion will differ ac∞rdingly. 
Therefore， il is importanl 10 under百，Iand bolh Ihe mechanisms underlying each 
inlervenlion， as well as， Ihe inilial educalion circumslances in Ihe se世ingwhere Ihe 
evalualion is laking place when deciding whelher 10 promole Ihe adoplion of a given 
inlervenlion. 

This section describes Ihe major educalion inlervenlions Ihal have been evalualed in 
African counlries， Ihe mechanisms Ihrough which Ihey operale， and Iheir impacts. 

We Ihen characlerize settings where Ihe findings of each inlervenlion may be 
extrapolaled. We begin by providing an overview of Ihe educalion decision-making 
process and characterizing Ihe educalion produclion function. 

We Ihen presenl Ihe main measu聞 sof educalion oull∞mes， discuss di偽陪nltypes of 
inlervenlions， Iheir successes and failures， and conclude wilh a descriplion of Ihe gaps 
in knowledge Ihal remain. 

5.4.1 The decision to invest in education 

Decisions rega附inga child's educalion are la叩elymade by adulls in his/her household， 
Ihough children may also exhibil some decision-making power. As children age， Ihey 
generally gain more decision-making power regarding Iheir educalion. The design of 
approp巾 lepolicy inlervenlions should ∞nsider which household members make 
educalion inveslmenl decisions. Whoever makes Ihe decision of how much 10 invesl in 
educalion generally does so by comparing Ihe ∞sls 10 Ihe expecled benefits. As wilh 
all inveslmenls， Ihe cosls associaled wilh educalion are immediale and certain while 
Ihe benefits are risky and 0∞ur in Ihe fulure. Moreover， Ihe costs are generally 
incurred by a child's pa陪 nlor guardian while Ihe benefits accrue， in large part， 10 Ihe 
child being educaled. 

Therefore， changing exisling educalion decisions may involve changing eilher Ihe cosls 
or Ihe benefits of educalion， or bolh. Educalion oulcomes can also be changed wilhoul 
changing Ihe direcl∞sls of educalion or ils benefits by changing Ihe implicil cosls of 
educalion Ihrough credil access， Ihus， enabling households 10 finance educalion 

expendilure.
30 

In mosl counlries， Ihere are bolh explicil costs associaled wilh educalion as well as 
叩 po吋unitycosts. According 10 Tomasevski (2006)， oul of 46 Sub-Saharan Africa 
∞unlries in 2006， 17 have implemenled free primary educalion. Kenya and Uganda 
are two African counlries currently rolling oul free secondary edu回 lion.In mosl 
∞unlries， se∞ndary and lertiary educalion is more coslly Ihan primary educalion. 

却 Educationoutcomes may a1so be changed by changing the p町sonresponsible for making 
education decisions. However， to 0町 knowledge，no such泊旬rventionh田 beeo泊plemeoted
and eva1uated也A企ica.
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Even in∞untries with free primary and/or secondary education， there are often 
additional ∞sts of education beyond school fees including the c目指 ofbooks， supplies， 
uniforms， transpoはtoand from school， and school meals. Many of these costs may be 
mandatory for school atlendan偲 Anadditional cost of school atlendance is the 
oppo山 nity∞stof a child's time. If a child wiロrksfor pay， in a household business， on a 
family farm， or caring for siblings， their time is valuable and having the child atlend 
school instead of completing these tasks may be costly. The household may be 
陪 quiredto hire outside labour， increase the amount of work done by other household 
member百， or decrease production or sales if the child were to atlend school. 
Additionally， there may be non-pecuniary costs associated with school atlendance 
including harassment， pa同icularlyf，ロrgirls.

The primary benefits of education are those associated with improved labour market 
outcomes discussed in the previous sections. Moreover， a positive relationship 
between education and various health measures， including life expectancy， has been 
observed in many countries and over many time periods (Cutler and Lleras-Muney 
2006). Additionally， intergenerational effects of education have been observed on 
education and health outcomes of subsequent generations (Oreopoulos et. al. 2006， 
Currie and Moretli 2003， and Glewwe 1999). Finally， there are additional social benefits 
from education that extend beyond the individual including陪 ducedcrime rates 
(Lochner 2010) and increases in civic 岡山ipation(Dee 2004). However， the benefits 
of education， especi剖Iythose in the labour market， will di汗'erdepending on the quality 
of education， characteristics of the economy， and between rural and urban sectors. 

Education interventions can a仔'ectthe supply side of education and/or the demand size 
of education. By influencing the costs of schooling for households， a policy can affect 
the demand for education. The quality of education can also be improved by supply-
side interventions increasing the number of schools and teachers for example. These 
interventions may also improve schooling quality and， therefore， increase the benefits 
of school atlendance， also affecting the demand for education. 

Though all education interventions have the aim of improving education out∞mes， 
there are many di背'erentdimensions of education that an intervention may affect and 
many different ways of measuring each dimension. The next section describes these 
different dimensions and their measurements. 

5.4.2 Education outcomes 

Several different education outcomes are of interest to policy makers. A primary 
measure of the level of education in a country or a region is the level of pa同icipationat 
different levels of education (primary， se∞ndary， and te同iary).The gross enrolment 
rate summarizes such participation as the number of individuals who are enrolled in a 
given level of education by the number of individuals of the appropriate age for that 
given level of education. The net enrolment rate restricts the number of individuals 
enrolled to those in the approp幅 teage category. Both the gross and net enrolment 
rates are impo由 ntmeasures for assessing acωss to education and the difference 
between the two measures is eviden偲 ofdelayed entry to schooling， class repetition， 
and interruptions in schooling. Moreover， enrolment rates can be calculated for sub-
groups of the population， including by gender， which are often of interest to policy 
makers. 
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Age al enlry 10 primary school is anolher measu陪 ofschool pa耐cipalionIhal may be 
affecled by policy inlervenlions. Delayed school enlry can have harrnful negalive 
∞nsequences including increasing Ihe likelihood of laler dropoul and lower levels of 
educalional atlainmenl (Bommier and Lambert 2000). 

Anolher measure of school pa同icipalion is school atlendance. Though school 
atlendance is less often measured， il is a more accurale measure of school 
pa吋icipalionif measured well. A sludenl may be enrolled in school if Ihere are no 
enrolmenl ∞sts or if Ihose cosls are sufficienlly low. However， Ihey may be enrolled 
bul nol atlend school or subsequenlly have dropped out. Such changes would be 
伺 pluredin a measure of school atlendanωbul Ihe child would be considered 10 be 
participaling in educalion using a measure of sludenl enrolmenl 

Once sludents are enrolled and atlending school， one can measure Iheir progression 
Ihrough school by invesligaling class repelilion， dropoul rales，∞mplelion rales， and 
Iransilion rales 10 higher levels of educalion. These measures of sludenl progression 
assess leaming success. Leaming can also be measured using grades and lesl 
scores; bolh Ihose Ihal are comparable across counlries， such as， Ihe Programme for 
Inlemalional Sludenl Assessmenl (PISA) scores and Wesl African Senior School 
Certificale Examinalion (WASSCE) scores， as well as， lesls cr国 ledexclusively for a 
policyevalualion. 

5.4.3 Education interventions 

Mosl of Ihe educalion inlervenlions Ihal have been evalualed in Africa are al Ihe 
primary school level. This seclion summarizes Ihe findings from rigorous evalualions 
∞nducled in Africa， as well as， a number of inlervenlions Ihal have been conducled in 
olher developing ∞unlries which may be relevanl in Africa. Each inlervenlion is 
desc巾 edin lerms of how il a隔 ctsIhe ∞sts and/or benefits of educalion discussed 
above and in whal Iype of circumslances il is likely 10 be successful. 

5.4.4 Fees， Transfers and Scholarships 

Condilional回 shIransfer (CCT) programmes have been implemenled and evalualed in 
many∞untries， most prominently in Latin America， and have been relatively 
successful al improving school pa同icipation.These programmes transfer funds 10 
individuals or households conditional on a spec而edset of aclions. For example， CCT 
programmes are often∞ndilioned on household memberぜ schoolenrolment or 
atlendance. 

The CCT programme Progresa/Oportunidades in Mexico provides an average monthly 
payment of approximately 20 percenl of Ihe value of monthly consumplion expenditure 
prior to the initiation of the program conditional on regular school atlendance and visits 
to heallh回 recentres to beneficiary households in rural Mexi∞. Skoufias (2005) 
summarizes Ihe results of various research papers investigating the impacls of 
Progresa. In this chap胞に we focus on the education impacts of the programme though 
it should be noted that the programme was also successful at improving other 
measures of household welfare. 
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After th陪 eyears of the programme， poor children in問問Iareas of Mexico where 
Progesa was operating were more likely to enrol in school; pa吋icularlyat the secondary 
school level. The total e'宵'ectof the programme on grade attainment is an increase of 
0.66 yea隠口Ifschooling by grade 9; an increase in educational attainment of 10 perωnt. 

Schul包 (2000)ωIculatesthe cost effectiveness of the programme by ∞mparing the 
expected program payments to the expected increase in adult productivity of the 
students who would benefit from a permanently es匂blishedProgresa programme. He 
uses current urban wage differentials to approximate the expected return to 
programme beneficiaries from their schooling in terms of future percentage increases 
in their wages and finds an internal rate of return to the educational transfers provided 
by the programme of 8 perlωnt per year in real terms (adjusted for inflation). However， 
as noted p陪 viously，the urban wage may not be the appropriate expected return to 
schooling for rural students. 

The evaluations of other conditional cash transfer programmes in Latin America have 
yielded similar results. Malu∞io (2003) finds that the Red de Proteccion Social 
programme， a CCT programme in rural Nicaragua， had a significant effect on schooling 
matriculation and enrolment and led to a substantial reduction in child labour among 
school-age child陪 nduring its first year of operation. Similarly， Schady and Araujo 
(2006) find that a conditional悶 shtransfer program， Bono de Desarrollo Humano， in 
Ecuador significantly increased school enrolment. Glewwe and Olinto (2004) find that 
the CCT programme Programa de Asignacion Familiar 11 in Honduras increased 
enrolment悶 tesby 1-2 percen祖gepoints， reduced the dropout rate by 2-3 percentage 
points， increased atlendance (∞nditional on enrolment) by approximately 0.8 days per 
month， and increased annual grade promotion rates by 2-4 percentage points. 

Glewwe and Kassouf (2008) evaluate the impact of Brazil's CCT programme， Bolsa 
Escola/Bolsa Familia. They find that the programme increased enrolment in Brazil by 
approximately 5.5 percent in grades 1-4 and 6.5 percent in 9悶 des5-8. They find that 
the programme decreased dropout rates by approximately 0.5 percentage points for 
children in grades 1-4 and 0.4 percentage points for children in grades 5・8.The 
programme also raised grade promotion rates by approximately 0.9 percentage points 
for children in grades 1-4 and 0.3 percentage points for children in grades 5-8 
However， the authors find that based on the estimated programme enrolment impacts， 
the likely benefits in terms of increased wages may not eXIωed the costs of the 
programme itself. 

The evidence from the evaluations of ∞nditional cash transfer programs in Latin 
America suggests that the programmes are successful at improving school 
parlicipation and progression. However， their impacts on future wages and their ∞st-
effectiveness are still debatable. Moreover， their appropriateness for adoption in Africa 
is not yet clear 

Kakwani et. al. (2005) conduct an ex-ante evaluation of the impacts of a CCT 
programme on poverty and school atlendance in 15 Sub-Saharan African∞untries31 

31 The 15 A企ic岨 coun岡田 inc1udedin也es旬dyare: Burundi， Burkina Faso， Cote d'Ivoire， 
C阻 leroon，E也iopia，Ghana， Guinea， Gambia， Kenya， Madagascar， Mozambique， Ma1awi， 
Nigeria， Ug岨 da，阻dZambia.τ"he choice of由e15 se1ec句d∞岨凶eswas det開 ninedby由e
avai1ability ofhouseho1d survey data 
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and explore differ四 tbudget scenarios and匂rgetingstrategies. The author百 findthat in 
each of the sampled∞untries， rural poverty is far greater than urban poverty， and 
∞nclude that any CCT programme to be implemented in the African ∞untries in the 
sample should be established in rural areas. The authors also make three policy 
recommendations based on their findings. The first is that in order for any CCT 
programme to significantly reduce poverty， it will need to be sizeable; in the order of 2 
to 8 percent of the GDP of the country in question. Secondly， the authors state that an 
increase in in∞me， by itself， will not be sufficient to significantly increase school 
atlendance. Therefore， the authors ar羽田 thatthe transfer be conditional on some 
education or other human回 pitalrequ同 ment.Finally， given the extent of poverty in the 
∞untries in the analysis， the authors suggest a broad旬rgetingscheme， such as a 
geographical one， so that the programmes avoid incurring the high administrative costs 
that are common in highly targeted CCT programmes. 

The main limitation of this study is that the authors are unable to investigate the 
availability and quality of schooling facilities due to lack of data， and， theref，ロre，assume 
that all supply-side constraints have been resolved. This is not the case in reality 
Therefore， their results and policy recommendations are based on the assumption of 
the availability of quality schooling to all potential beneficiaries of the programmes. As 
this is not the case， the likely impacts of the programmes a陪 lowerthan those 
estimated in the paper. 

Schubert and Slater (2006) also discuss the possibility of the implemen匂tionof 
∞nditional回 shtransfer programmes in Africa and argue that impo由 ntcontextual 
differenωs between Africa and Latin Ameri伺， in the quality and quantity of servi偲
provision， the capacity to implement conditionality， sociocultural， ethnic and political 
∞ntexts， and， potentially， the ∞st・benefitratio of∞nditionality， may make the 
introduction of CCTs in Africa inappropriate. 

Conditional cash transfer programmes are appropriate when the supply of quality 
education is available to all potential beneficiaries. This is not the case in many pa同sof 
Africa. Any successful CCT programme in Africa would need to be combined with other 
interventions in the education sector to improve the quality and quantity of education 
Moreover， CCT programmes can be quite∞stly to implement， in part， because they 
provi 

The CCT programmes implemented in Latin America all provide transfers in cash to 
households. Transfers of flロodto individuals or households conditional on school 
atlendance have been implemented and evaluated in Africa. The World F∞d 
Programme commissioned two evaluations of its school feeding programmes; one in 
Uganda and one in Burkina Faso. In Uganda， two alternative food-for-education (FFE) 
programmes were evaluated; one in-school meals programme and one take-home 
rations programme. Both interventions were equal in the size and composition of the 
food transfer. The in-school meals programme (SFP) provided two meals to each 
student in atlendance during the school day. Therefore， it was， by definition， conditional 
on school atlendance. The take-home rations (THR) intervention was ∞nditional on a 
minimum level of school aUendance (85 per，ωnt of days in the previous month) and 
was given to the child once a month as a dry ration. 
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Alderman et. al. (2012) find positive impacts of both FFE programmes on school 
pa吋icipation.The results show positive impacts of the SFP programme on primary 
school enrolment when the analysis is restricted to children who were not enrolled 
before the introduction of the FFE programmes. Also， on the basis of the results from 
data∞lIected during unannour闘 dattendance visits， the authors find signifi回 nt
positive impacts of both in-school meals and take-home rations on moming and 
aftemoon attendance. The results also show a weakly significant impact of both FFE 
programmes on age at entry to primary school and a reduction in grade repetition from 
the SFP programme for boys. Finally， the authors find no impact of either programme 
on progression to se∞ndary school. However， children in grade 6 or 7 in SFP schools 
in 2005 were significantly more likely to remain in primary school as of 2007. This 
suggests that school meals may have the unintended e宵'ectof increasing the time 
taken to complete primary school. 

Adelman et. al. (2008) investigate the impa拘 ofthe two FFE programmes in Uganda 
on leaming achievement and cognitive development. The results show that neither 
programme had signifi回 ntaverage impacts on the math and literacy test scores of 6-
14 year olds. However， the THR programme did improve math scores of 11-14 year 
olds by 16.7 points. Both the SFP and THR programmes had large significant impacts 
on math sco陪 sof 11-14 year olds who had delayed school entry. On the literacy exam， 
SFP weakly increased test scores of 11-14 year olds by 6.4 points. For 6-10 year olds， 
literacy s∞res actually fell as a result of participating in the THR programme. However， 
access to the THR programme also caused significant improvements in Primary 
Leaving Exam (PLE) s∞res.On ∞gnitive development， both programmes improved 
∞gnitive function in terms of ability to manipulate∞ncepts. Girls in the THR 
programme also demonstrated improvements in short term memory and (weakly) in 
reasoning and perceptive ability compa陪 dto girls in the ∞ntrol group. 

Kazianga et. al. (2012) evaluate two food-for-education programmes in rural Bu耐 na
Faso; one school meals programme where students were provided with lunch each 
school day and a take-home rations programme which provided girls with 10 kg of 
cereal flour each month，∞nditional on a 90% attendance rate. A吐erthe programme 
ran for one academic year， both progr百mmesincreased enrolment by 3-5 percentage 
points. Ma 

These two studies demonslrale Ihal food-for-educalion programmes can have posilive 
impacts on school pa同icipation，especi剖Iyif initial levels of enrolment are low， as they 
were in Burkina Faso. However， without the availability of quality education， these 
school pa凶cipationimprovements will not improve leaming outcomes and progression 
to higher levels of schooling 

An allemalivein-kindlransferlofoodislheprovisionofuniforms.Evanset.al. (2009) 
evaluate the impact of an educational intervention in Kenya where a non-govemmental 
organization distributed school uniforms to children in poor communities. The NGO 
used a lottery to determine which children received uniforms. The authors use winning 
the 10Uery as an instrumental variable to identify the impact of receiving a uniflロrm
They find Ihal lhe provision of a school uniform reduces school absenleeism by 44 
percenl for lhe average sludenl and by 62 percenl for sludenls who did nol inilially own 
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a uniform. The programme also raised lesl scores for uniform recipients by 0.25 
slandard devialions in lhe firsl year of lhe programme. 

Anolher melhod of providing households wilh lransfers condilional on lheir children's 
school participalion is by reducing or eliminaling school fees. Many counlries in Africa 
have recenlly inlroduced free primary educalion (FPE). However， il is extremely difficull 
10 evaluale lhe impacl of such a change as il has been implemenled∞unlry-wide. 
Riddell (2003) discusses lhe impacls of lhe inlroduclion of free primary educalion in 
Kenya， Malawi， Tanzania， Uganda， and Zambia. She stales lhal gross and nel 
enrolmenl rales increased in all lhe counlries under sludy following lhe inlroduclion of 
free primary educalion， excepl for Zambia. However， lhough lhis evidence is 
suggeslive of a link between FPE and enrolmenl， il does nol provide causal evidenω 
Riddell also describes severョ1problems in lhe provision of primary educalion lhal 
remain， some of which she argues have been crealed or exacerbaled by FPE policies. 
She stales lhal unless educalion quality is improved， high enrolmenl rales will nol 
neωssa円Iylead 10 an educaled populalion. 

Deininger (2003) invesligales lhe impacls of Uganda's “Universal Primary Educalion" 
programme which was inlroduced in 1997 and eliminaled lhe ∞sl of primary schooling 
for up 10 four children per household of which al leasl two had 10 be girls. Deininger 
∞mpares primary 10 secondary educalion 10 ∞nlrol， al leasl 10 some extenl， for 
∞mmon macro-e∞nomic faclor百 Hefinds lhal lhe programme was associaled wilh a 
dramalic increase in primary school atlendance， lhal inequalilies in atlendance relaled 
10 gender， in∞me， and region were substanlially reduced， and lhal school fees paid by 
parenls decreased al lhe primary bul nol al lhe secondary level. However， lhe general 
decline in lhe qualily of educalion suggesls lhal， in order 10 lead 10 suslained 
improvemenls in atlendance and 10 lransform lhese inlo higher levels of human悶 pi句1，
lhe policy needs 10 be ∞mplemenled by improvemenls in school qu創ityand 
a∞essibility of secondary educalion 

Muyanga et. al. (2010) evaluale lhe inlroduclion of free primary educalion in Kenya in 
January 2003 using propensity s∞re malching and panel dala. The aulhors find lhal 
while primary and secondary school enrolmenl rales increased， grade progression in 
primary schools has declined， suggesling lhe declining quality of primary educalion as 
a resull of ∞ngeslion， lack of leachers， and insufficienl primary school infraslruclure 
due 10 increased enrolments. 

Though free primary school is now available in many African countries， the provision of 
free se∞ndary schooling is limiled to only a few. Given lhe expense of providing free 
secondary schooling， other policies for improving school pa凶cipational the secondary 
level have been implemenled. Kremer et. al. (2009) invesligale the impacls of a meril 
scholarship prog悶 m for adolescenl girls in Kenya. The scholarship programme 
provided grade 6 girls who scored well on academic exams wilh an award for lheir 
school fees and supplies for lhe next two academic year百， lhrough the end of primary 
school. The authors find that girls eligible for the scholarship showed significant gains 
in academic exam scores and thal lhese gains persisted after lhe end of the 
∞mpetition. The author宮 alsofind evidence of posilive spillovers; boys， who we陪
ineligible for the awards， also showed sizeable average test score improvements， as 
did girls with low initial s∞res， who were unlikely to win the scholar百hips.Bolh studenl 
and teacher school atlendance increased in the programme schools. 
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5.4.5 School Availability and Inputs 

The availability of schooling and schooling inpu恰 influenceboth the ∞拘 ofschooling 
as well as ils benefils. Lack of access 10 schooling is generally a grealer concem in 
rural areas∞mpared 10 urban ones. In some rural settings， Ihe near田 .1school may be 
a dislance away. If a child is 10 atlend， he/she would be for偲 d10 Ir百 四Ilong dislanωs 
10 do so. This can be coslly bolh in lerms of Ihe direcl cosls of Iransport， as well as Ihe 
叩 po山 nity∞slassocialed wilh Ihe lime Ihe child spends Iraveling. Moreover， if Ihe 
nearest school is sufficiently far away， students may be required to board at the school， 
with a relative， or with another household nearby. Boarding fees can be prohibitively 
∞stly for poor households. In urban setlings， schools may be nearby bul overcrowded 
and， the陪 fore，Ihe benefits of atlendance may be low. 

In mosl settings， primary schロロIsare more a∞essible， especially in rural areas， Ihan 
secondary schools and tertiary education institutions. Moreover， if schooling is 
segregated by gender or religion， even if a school is located nearby， it may not be 
accessible 10 all children 

Duflo (2001) investigates the impacts of a large school construction program in 
Indonesia on schooling and labour market oulcomes and shows Ihat each primary 
school ∞nstrucled per 1，000 children led to an average increase of 0.12 to 0.19 years 
of education， as well as a 1.5 to 2.7 percent increase in wages. To our knowledge， no 
evalualion of school construclion has laken place in Africa. Once schools are 
accessible， they require resources enabling Ihem to provide quality educalion 10 Iheir 
sludenls and to incentivize studenls， or Iheir pa陪 nlsor gua叫ianswho make Iheir 
educalion decisions， 10 attend. 

Schools in many pa巾 ofAfrica are lacking resour，ωs and several interventions aimed 
at addressing this deficit have been implemenled and evaluated. These intervenlions 
aim al improving education quality. Glewwe et. al. (2009) invesligate Ihe randomized 
provision of textbooks in rural primary schools in Kenya and finds thal providing 
textbooks did nol raise aver百getest scores. Textbooks did inc陪 asethe scores of Ihe 
initially besl performing students but had little effecl on olher sludenls' s∞res. The 
authors argue that as textbooks are written in English， most studenls' third language， 
many students could not use them e'汗'ectively.

Glewwe et. al. (2004) also find no improvemenl of test scores from another school 
input inlervenlion in rural Kenya. The aulhor宮 evaluatea randomized control Irial 
providing schools wilh f1ip charts. Inilially， f1ip charls and other visual aids were rare in 
schools in the study areas， and less than one-third of the sampled schools had any f1ip 
charts before the study. The authors find no impacl of changes in test scores due to the 
introduclion of f1ip charls. 

5.4.6 Teachers 

Given the findings above， Ihat， in many evalualions， schooling inpuls alone do not 
significantly increase educalional achievemenl， il is important to consider the cause. 
One possible explanation is thal Ihe inpuls are not used e'宵'eclivelyby studenls and/or 
teachers. In this seclion， we discuss the role teachers and school management play in 
student education outcomes and mechanisms for improving their pe巾 rmanω
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Teachers may peげ'ormpoorly for two broad陪 asons;due to lack of skills and/or due to 
misaligned or poor incentives. Teacher absenteeism is often cited as a ∞ncern In 
many African countries (Chaudhury et. al. 2006 and Glewwe et. al. 2010). As such， 
several interventions have introduced changes to teacher incentives and monitoring in 
order to improve their attendance， and， therefore， student learning. 

Many African countries have recently launched large ∞ntract teacher recruitment 
programmes， whereby teachers are hired not as civil servants but using fixed-term 
∞nt悶 cts，typically with lower salaries， less t悶 ining，and more community-Ievel 
monitoring than regular teachers. Their hiring increases the supply of teachers and， all 
other things equal， reduces the student-teacher ratio. Moreover， as they are hired on 
fixed-term contracts， their e'而 rland atlendance is expected to be higher than regular 
teachers whose positions are generally permanent. However， if there is no monitoring 
of their pe巾 rmanceor their陪・hiringis automatic， their incentives will be no di偽 rent
from regular teacher百.Finally， since contract teachers are usually less educated and 
trained than typical teacher百， teaching quality may be lowered， worsening student 
outcomes. 

Bou吋onet. al. (2009) investigate the impacts of hiring ∞ntract teacher百 inNiger， Togo， 
and Mali. The authors find that， overall，∞ntract teachers are betler at teaching 
students with leaming difficulties than more advanced children， thus， reducing 
inequalities in student out∞mes. They find di悔 rentiale'汗'ectsby country and argue that 
they are due to differential programme char百cteristicsand their implementation. The 
authors find that the e宵'ectsare positive in Mali， somewhat mixed in Togo， and negative 
in Niger. They argue that in Mali and， to some extent， in Togo， the ∞ntract teacher 
system was mo陪 closelylinked to local∞mmunities which may have improved 
monitoring and led to the more e'偽 ctivehiring of ∞ntract teacher宮 InNiger， the 
system was changed centrally with all∞ntract teacher百 beingpublic employees and 
the programme was implemented very quickly which may have added to the 
programme's poor pe巾 m町民

Duflo et. al. (2012) evaluate a program in Western Kenya that enabled Parent-Teacher 
Associations (PTAs) to hire novice teachers on shorl"恰rmcontra曲 Theyshow that 
these contract teachers were absent one day per week less and their students learned 
more than civil service teachers. Moreover， the authors are able to atlribute the 
improvements in student test scores to the hiring of the ∞ntract teachers alone and not 
the accompanying reduction in class size resulting from the hiring of an extra teacher. 

Bold et. al. (2012) investigate the scaling-up of a contract teacher intervention in Kenya 
that was very similar to that of Duflo et. al. (2012) described above. The intervention 
was implemented in all Kenyan provinces in parallel by a non-governmental 
organization and the Kenyan government. The authors find large di宵'erencesin impacts 
between the NGO-implemented programme and the government-implemented 
programme. While the NGO・implementedprogramme had a significant positive e仔'ect
on math and English scores of 0.19 standard deviations， the government-implemented 
programme had no e汗'ecton test s∞res. The authors discuss the political e∞nomy 
factors that may explain the di汗'erencesin impacts. However， their results are an 
important陪 minderto policy maker宮 that陪 sul恰 fromsmall scale interventions may not 
be replicated when the programme is expanded or run bya different organization. 

Glewwe et. al. (2010) evaluate a randomized intervention that provided primary school 
teachers in rural Kenya with incentives based on student test performance. Students in 
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schools operating the programme had higher test s∞附， significantly so on at least 
some exams， during the duration of the programme. The authors also investigate the 
mechanisms generating the improvements in student performance and find that 
teacher altendance did not improve， homework assignment did not increase， and 
pedagogy did not change. However， teachers did conduct more test preparation 
sessions. Moreover， although the programme had positive impacts on student 
performance during the duration of the programme， the improvements did not remain 
after the programme ended. 

An integral feature of poor quality education in many pa巾 ofAfrica remains the severe 
teacher problems， including the number of trained teacher百， their attendance， and their 
teaching when they are in attendance. Several ongoing evaluations are investigating 
methods of improving teachers' behaviour and teaching including ones investigating 
school management， empowering parent-teacher associations， and decentrョlization.

5.4.7 Health Interventions 

One explanation for poor student altendance and pe巾 rman回 ispoor health and 
nutritional status. Fi剛 Iy，iIIness may directly impact student altendance. Moreover， 
poor nutritional status may lead to lower cognitive function which can have detrimental 
e汗'ectson learning (PolIi世 1995).Therefore， health interventions can have a positive 
impact on education outcomes in addition to their direct impacts on health 

Field et. al. (2009) evaluate the impact of reductions in iodine deficiency disorder百 from
intensive iodine supplementation in Tanzania on schooling. The authors find a large 
e宵'ectof in utero iodine on cognition and human回 pi祖1with treated children attaining 
an estimated 0.35-0.56 years of additional schooling relative to siblings and older and 
youngerpee陪

Miguel and Kremer (2004) evaluate a health intervention in Kenya in which entire 
schools we陪問ndomlytreated with deworming drugs32

• The authors find that the 
programme reduced school absenteeism byロon問B争圃叩a巾 r川intreated schools. Deworming 
also substantially improved health and school pa同icipationamong untreated children in 
both treatment schools and neighbouring schools. The authors find that these 
externalities are large enough to justify fully subsidizing the treatment. However， they 
do not find evidence of any improvement in test scores due to the treatment 

5.4.8 Other Education Interventions 

The ∞mposition of peers both within a classroom and ou制deof school have been 
found to have imporlant impacts on education out∞mes in both developed and 
developing ∞untries. Tracking students is one method of changing the ∞mposition of 
peers in order to improve student outcomes. Duflo et. al. (2011) find that the direct 
e汗'ectof high achieving pee隠 ispositive in Kenyan primary schools. However， tracking 
benefited lower-achieving pupils indirectly by allowing teachers to teach to their level 

Another relatively inexpensive intervention is an information intervention informing 
students of the returns to education. When perceived returns by students are in∞rrect， 

担 Girlsunder thirteen year百oldand all boys in the treatment schools were assigned to r事ceive
the treatment 
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they may oveト orunder-invest in education. Jensen (2010) shows that perceived 
returns to secondary school among eighth-grade boys in the Dominican Republic are 
extremely low， despite high measured returns. He evaluates an intervention where 
students at randomly selected schools were given information on the higher measured 
returns. These students∞mpleted， on average， 0.20ー0.35more years of school over 
the ne刻 fouryears than those who did not reωive the information. 

Nguyen (2008) investigates two alternative information interventions regarding retums 
to education in Madagascar; solely providing information compared to a role-model 
sharing his/her success story， and an intervention ∞mbining both. She finds that 
providing the information alone improved average test s∞res by 0.2 standard 
deviations. Student atlendance also increased by 3.5 percentage points∞mpared to 
∞ntrol schools. The introduction of a role model from poor bacl匂roundhad a larger 
impact on poor children's test s∞res than seeing a role model from a rich background. 
However， the ∞mbination of a role model with information led to smaller treatment 
e汗'ectsthan the information treatment alone. 

5.4.9 Evidence Gaps 

Though many education interventions have been implemented and evaluated in Afr悶，

se巾 uschallenges remain. Quality education is still lacking and many educated youth 
do not have the skills required for highly productive jobs. Much of the evidence 
regarding education interventions in Africa， as in most developing countries， is at the 
primary school level. However， the retums to primary education are generally found to 
be quite low. Investments in primary education create the “option" of being able to 
proceed to higher levels of education. Therefore， it is impo由 ntthat researcher百 begin
investigating the accessibility of higher levels of education and improving education at 
the secondary and tertiary level， as well as the transition of educated youth into the 
labour market. 

Moreover， understanding the mechanisms through which interventions operate is 
extremely important to enable policy maker冨 toextrapolate their results to other 
∞ntexts. Some existing evaluations do this betler than others. While many education 
evaluations have taken place in Kenya， more research needs to be∞nducted in the 
rest of sub-Saharan Africa， where the ∞ntext may be quite di偽 rent.

5.5 Jobs across the size spectrum of enterprises and skills 

The previous section documented the very wide range of interventions that have been 
introduced and evaluated in schools in Africa. AII have as their 0同ectiveestablishing 
the most e仔'ectiveway of increasing the quality of education; that is， of tuming 
education into human回 pital

As we have already noted， the陪 ismuch evidence that while the quantity of education 
has increased its quality has fallen. 

What has been the e'偽 ctof this rapid rise in the supply of education? Has its priω 
fallen either because the supply has increased faster than the demand or because i恰
quality has fallen? These a陪 clearlyvital questions for policy makers ∞ncerned with 
how best to expand the provision of education in Africa in a way that increases the 
number of young people in be仕erjobs 
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A rather striking facl about recent labour market developments in developed countries 
is that as the supply of educated labour has increased its price has not抱lIenbut in 
many ∞untries may well have increased -for those in employment. This is not a new 
facl. It was fir百tnoted for the U5 where the expansion of college education led to an 
increase in the retum to that education. 50 what can explain such a facl? How can it be 
true that as we educate more young pe叩 lethe price that their skills ∞mmand can 
increase? How can this be true when young people feel there are no jobs for their 
skills? 

Acemoglu (1999) builds a model which suggests that when the supply of skills 
increases， the incentives of firms to create more skilled jobs also increase 

Why? The intuition of the model is that if both the productivity diffe陪 ntialbelween 
skilled and unskilled workers and the share of the workforce that is skilled are 
su冊cientlylow 

However， as both dimensions of skills increase， firms may find it more profitable to 
create higher quality jobs and the e∞nomy will佃Pto a new equilibrium with lwo 
classes of firms. In other wo附， in moving belween equilibria the wages of skilled 
workers will rise， those of unskilled workers will fall， and their unemployment rate will 
increase. This model is of relevance to any attempt to understand how expanding 
education may link to the process of firm formation. It describes a process where job 
creation is high-jacked for the skilled. 

The framework provided by the Acemoglu model gives insights into which types of jobs 
will be created and where. In stylised terms， the process that creates high skilled jobs 
will be linked to a process of lowering demand for the unskilled， who will need to take 
jobs which not only pay less but which may face falling wages. In poor∞untries， with 
rapid growth in the labour supply， the squeeze on "jobs for the unskilled" will operate on 
the supply margin as well as the demand 

What will be the∞nsequences of this squeeze on “]obs for the unskilled咋 Theanswer 
to that will depend on lwo aspects of the market. The fi隠 tis the ou制deoptions open to 
unskilled labour. 

The second is the degree of integration of the capi抱1market. If the outside options are 
relatively high， the result will be high levels of open unemployment. If they are very low 
then the陪 willbe a surge in low paid unskilled jobs. If capital markets are fraclured so 
the price of capi也1is highly heterogeneous， the result will be a wide range of small 
scale ente巾rises，some run as own self-employed， some being firms of very small 
scale. These firms while small will have very di偽 rent伺 pitallabour ratios reflecling the 
heterogeneity in the capital market 

5ize will be highly ∞rrelated with eamings pa同Iybe回 usethe relatively skilled end up 
working in larger more capital intensive enterprises， pa出ybecause size may be 
∞rrelated with unobservables， and partly because as small scale enterprises expand， 
the incomes of the owner will include an increasing proportion of income from capital 
In this framework， unemployment can be seen as employment in an enterprise of size 
unity in which the only income is from leisure. 

While the notion that large firms are more skill intensive user百 maybe true flロrmost of 
the technological spect叩 m，it is not clear it applies to all. In particular， there are some 
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activities which are skill intensive which have traditionally been carried out in smaller 
scale enterprises -lawyers and a∞ountants for example・andactivities in which new 
technology may be making it possible for enterprises to be efficient at a small scale. 

5.6 Educational levels in the labour force of sub-Saharan Africa 

The evidence presented in Section 4 focused on how the supply of quality education 
can be increased. In section 5 we sketched how the demand for that education may 
change depending on the type of skills demanded in an e∞nomy. Any policy focused 
on the poor will need to focus on the relatively unskilled as it is the demand for their 
labour， and the priωat which it is demanded， that is the key to increasing the in∞mes 
of the poor. In this Section we present some evidence as to the relative impo由 nceof 
skills in the labour for，ωinSSA 

As the evidence presented in Section 4 showed much education does not impart skills 
It is also the伺 sethat， particularly for the poor， some of the most valuable aspec包 of
skills may not be imparted by attending school. In much of West Africa there is an 
exlensive apprentiωship system operated by private firms. Work experience may also 
be an important aspect of a珂uiringskills. However for skills that enable worker百 to
operate in firms of some sophisti剖 ionthe skills imparted by education a陪 critical.It is 
also the case that the micro evidence suggests that the retums to education are much 
higher at higher levels and that completing se∞ndary school is rapidly becoming the 
minimum necessary level of education to have the possibility of entering the formal 
sector. So while re∞gnising that educational qualifications may be a very inaccurate 
measure of skills in this Section we document how the educational qua間関tionsof the 
work force in SSA has changed over the last half century. 

In Figure 5.1 we p陪 sentthe data from Barro and Lee (2010) for the percentages of 
skilled and unskilled in the population aged over 15 for 1960， 1990 and 2010. The 
Figure gives the averages across the SSA countries for which Barro and Lee (2010) 
data is available. The unskilled are defined as those with less than ∞mplete primary 
education， the low skill are defined as those with primary∞mplete or with secondary 
incomplete， the medium skilled are those with secondary ∞mplete and some te耐ary，
while the high skill are those with tertiary education completed. 

The Figure shows the dramatic transformation of educational qua間関tionsin Africa's 
population over the last half century. In 1960， 90 perωnt of the population were 
unskilled in that they had not completed primary school， by 2010 this had halved to 46 
per cent. The low and medium skills which were less than 10 per cent of the population 
in 1960 were by 2010 over half. Higher skills， defined by ∞mpleting unive凶tywere 
negligible in 1960 and over 1 per cent in 2010. This last category may still seem very 
small but it is of importance for how Africa's skilled labour market is developing. Before 
turning to that we present in Figure 5.2 the implications of these percentage for the 
number of worke陪 inthe population aged 15-64 with the di宵'erentskill levels. 

Figure 5.1 Percentage of Skilled and Unskilled Labour in SSA， 1960・2010
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As Figure 5.2 shows while the percentage of the workfor，ωwho are unskilled has fallen 
by half such workers remain the most important pa川口，fthe workforce although by 2010 
this was only just true. By 2010 the lowand medium skilled workers at 145 million were 
greater than the number of unskilled at 130 million. By 2010 there were some 2.5 
million worker宮 withuniversity education. While clearly tiny as a percentage of the 
workforce their small numbers understate their importance for sever百Ireasons. 

As is shown in Teal (2011) the tertiary educated are now the fastest growing pa目。fthe
educated labour force. Further there has been an explosion of demand for education at 
the tertiary level in SSA. One interpretation of this pattern of demand is that the 
∞nvexity of the eamings function shown in the micro labour force da也 isdriving those 
with the resources to do so to acquire ever higher levels of education. A third reason 
why this element of the skilled labour force is impo由 ntis that it is at the univer百itylevel 
that wiロrker百 havethe potential to be able to enter the intemational market where the 
returns to the education are many times those available on the national market. A final 
reason for the possible importance of this relatively small part of the labour force is that 
it may have the skills ∞mplemen抱rywith a range of technology which may provide 
employment in the service sector. 

Figure 5.2 Quantities of Skilled and Unskilled Labour in SSA， 1960・.2010
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It is though very clear from Figure 5.2 that the challenge facing African governments is 
to meet the expec泊tionsarising from the massive increase in low and medium level 
skills. Rises in enrolment rates at the se∞ndary level imply that over the next decade 
the propoはionsof those we have termed medium skilled will rise rapidly and given 
∞ntinuing high population growth rates so will their absolute numbers. How can jobs 
for these lower skilled workers be created? 

5.7 Creating jobs for the unskilled and the skilled: how can it be 
done? 

Showing how the increases in education match with job creation is∞mplex as while 
∞mparative da抱 isavailable for the increases in education the same is not true for job 
creation. In this section we draw on a study of Ghana which does enable us to link 
educational levels to job out∞mes， Nsowah-Nuamah， Teal and Awoonor-Williams 
(2012). Table 5.1 which is taken from that study shows male occupational choices 
across educational ranges drawing on three of the LSMS surveys in Ghana ∞vering 
the years from 1991 to 2005. Table 5.2 shows the same breakdown for women. It is 
important not to assume Ghana is representative of other African ∞untries. The 
evidence we have for small firm growth there is not available for other ∞untries in SSA. 

The three most striking changes shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 are the decline in the 
probability of employment in the public sector， the rise in the probability of employment 
in small firms and the increased probability of not having a job. These results apply 
across all educationallevels and for both men and women. There is not an exact match 
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from the classification of skilllevels used in the last section and how skills are classified 
in the Ghana study. However the level in Ghana which has expanded most rapidly and 
which is equivalent to the low skill回 tegoryin the previous section is that of 
middle/junior school ∞mpletion. How have the job prospects of these workers 
changed? 

If we identify the urban informal sector with working in small firms or as being self-
employed with no employees we see from Table 5.1 that if 1991/92 a male worker with 
junior high school ∞mpleted would have had an 18 percentage points chance of being 
employed in the informal sector. By 2005/06 this percentage had risen to 30 
percentage points， close to a doubling. For female workersσable 5.2) there was 
actually a 6 percentage points decline in the probability of being in the urban informal 
sector from a much higher base of about 50 percentage points. However for women 
this decline in urban informality did not imply a rise in formality; there was a rise in both 
the probability of working in the rural sector and in not being employed at all 

How did the job chances change of the highest skilllevel in the Ghana data those with 
post-secondary education? We see from Table 5.1 that their probability of being in the 
urban informal sector increased from 8 percentage points to 26 percentage points， only 
just below that of those with junior high school. Whe陪 asin 1991/92 male worker宮 with
this level of education would have had a 72 percentage points chance of being in the 
public sector by 2005/06 this had declined to 42 percentage points. As Table 5.2 shows 
for this skilllevel the patlerns were similar for women. 

The implication is that for the Ghana labour market the prospects of urban formal jobs 
have collapsed for all educational levels. The rise in urban informality is consistent with 
the rise， again across all educational levels， in being without a job as the incomes 
available from such jobs are so low a to be below reservation in∞mes. 

Why then are there plenty of low paid jobs both in agriculture and the urban informal 
sector and so few betler paying ones pa同icularlyfor the young? Economies in the last 
thirty years have be∞me increasingly open to trade -a process usually summarised 
as increasing globalisation. That has meant that jobs and the skills needed to get the 
jobs are closely linked to how successful an economy is in exporting. 

While export jobs a陪 availablein both services -tourism， IT， finance -and in 
manufacturing， broadly， it is those economies which have managed large growth in 
manufacturing expo同sthat have seen by far the biggest expansion of jobs among the 
relatively low skilled. While tourism is a partial exception， most service based expo巾
require education beyond the basics of junior se∞ndary school. This has meant that 
for e∞nomies where expo巾 havebeen∞nωntrated in services， the demand has 
been for relatively skilled labour. If export su∞ess is limited then a pa世:ernemerges in 
which jobs are seen to be both limited and more and more education is required to get 
them. It is this lack of jobs∞mbined with a soaring demand for education which 
underpins the extent of dissent among the young is urban Africa. Many see the 
problem as being denied the education they need to get a job. 

Table 5.1 Occupational Choices in Ghana 
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Smal1 Medium! Public Se1f- Se1f- Rural Not 
Finn Large Sector 聞がoyed 国np10yed Emp10yed 

Fir祖 WIτ宜 WITIlOUT 
Emp1oy<田 S Emp10yees 

None 

1991192 0.025294 0.010278 0.045668 NA 0.120683 0.78822 0.009858 

1998/99 0.023851 0.017801 0.012347 0.002851 0.112699 0.801445 0.029007 

2005/06 0.043289 0.009837 0.007209 0.00333 0.045357 0.853496 0.037482 

町並四ycomp1出

1991192 0.030621 0.015342 0.048423 NA 0.135467 0.754089 0.016059 

1998/99 0.03574 0.020458 0.019838 0.003758 0.13415 0.746321 0.039735 

2005/06 0.077106 0.029137 0.02207 0.010606 0.070005 0.745074 0.046002 

Middle/Junior schoo1 

1991192 0.041993 0.035818 0.123037 NA 0.135552 0.625404 0.038196 

1998/99 0.043691 0.046864 0.065317 0.00168 0.150255 0.631632 0.060562 

2005/06 0.140922 0.053541 0.043627 0.017346 0.078514 0.601455 0.064595 

SeniorSe∞ndary schoo1 

1991192 0.073369 0.083361 0.298875 NA 0.137438 0.325262 0.081695 

1998/99 0.082862 0.112298 0.186352 0.011057 0.186517 0.335054 0.085861 

2005/06 0.200996 0.087631 0.172132 0.02615 0.100866 0.275087 0.137138 

Post-seCOfli白ryeducation 

1991192 0.02774 0.058075 0.720797 NA 0.053332 0.132902 0.007154 

1998/99 0.082601 0.079868 0.492654 0.009659 0.09476 0.163768 0.07669 

2005/06 0.162936 0.083414 0.423703 0.027182 0.094058 0.121875 0.086832 

So町田:Nsowah-Nuamah， Tea1 and Awoonor-Wi11iams (2012). 

These numbers are obtained from lhe mullinomial logil reporled in Nsowah-Nuamah， 
Teal and Awoonor-Williams (2012) Appendix Table 2. Each row shows the probability 

of being in an occupation for the given level of education where this probability is 

evaluated at the average age of individuals in the sample. The only ∞ntrol included in 

the equation apa同fromeducation is age. 
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Table 5.2 Female Occupational Choices in Ghana 

Smal1 Medium/ Public Se1f. Se1f. Rural Not 
Finn Large Sector Emp10yed 四 tp10yed Emp10yed 

Finn WITI王 WITHOUT 

E皿Ip10yees Emp10yees 

None 

1991192 0.007151 0.000755 0.002839 NA 0.361925 0.596111 0.031219 

1998/99 0.007114 0.003784 0.000926 0.002552 0.306485 0.624465 0.054675 

2005/06 0.028928 0.003277 0.001242 0.006879 0.198694 0.636385 0.124595 

Pri皿ary∞mp1ete

1991/92 0.014518 0.001906 0.010867 NA 0.385062 0.54922 0.038427 

1998/99 0.011357 0.006993 0.004725 0.002378 0.425994 0.471415 0.077138 

2005/06 0.031902 0.001859 0.00759 0.015593 0.312716 0.527227 0.103113 

Middle/Juni，町schoo1

1991/92 0.025835 0.018113 0.08692 NA 0.488957 0.312565 0.06761 

1998/99 0.026607 0.009329 0.038204 0.004779 0.468093 0.360753 0.092235 

2005/06 0.069015 0.013877 0.028136 0.027576 0.371295 0.348071 0.14203 

Secondary Schoo1 

1991/92 0.061921 0.075854 0.423445 NA 0.217898 0.081669 0.139214 

1998/99 0.061345 0.016467 0.136378 0.007254 0.446534 0.174398 0.157624 

2005/06 0.189728 0.066135 0.158408 0.048316 0.232611 0.11272 0.192082 

Post Secondary Ed田 ation

1991192 0.014649 0.024719 0.807258 NA 0.06368 0.045153 0.04454 

1998/99 1.17E.26 0.060698 0.670385 6.46E.25 0.148442 0.103323 0.017151 

2005/06 0.116038 0.045836 0.46151 0.049524 0.206713 0.032441 0.087938 

So旧国 Nsow油・Nu組閣h，Teal and Awoonor-Williams (2012). 

These numbers a隠 obtainedfrom the multinomial logit repo同edin Nsowah-Nuamah， 
Teal and Awoonor-Williams (2012) Appendix Table 2. Each row shows the probability 

of being in an occupation for the given level of education whe陪 thisprobability is 

evaluated at the average age of individuals in the sample. The only ∞ntrol included in 
the equation apa吋fromeducation is age. 
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Most of the urban jobs that do get created in poor∞untries are in very small firms and 
their number， and type， will depend on the investment decisions of such small firms. 
The degree of complementarity between skilled labour and回 pitalvaries with the size 
of the enterprise. This fact can explain why small firms (and farms) are good at creating 
jobs for unskilled labour and why the size of an enterprise is such an important aspect 
of the determinants of eamings from employment. 

80 how can this squeeze on "jobs for the unskilled" be rel似 edヲ Thesourlωof the 
problem is shifts away from the demand for unskilled labour. If we are to create jobs， 
we need to under百，tandthe processes that can shift demand towards the unskilled 
Doing so implies understanding the processes that can put the factors currently at work 
into rever百e.80 how can that be done? The answer is clear. There is a m司ordilemma
for policy makers in that the processes that c悶 atejobs for the skilled may be very 
different from those that create jobs for the unskilled. In poor∞untries， more jobs for 
the skilled require a scaling up in the size of enterprises. While larger firms create far 
fewer jobs per unit of回 pitalthan small ones， they can create far more jobs as their 
∞sts of capi也Iare lower and they are much less constrained in how much they can 
invest. However， insofar as these jobs are concentrated among the skilled， they fail to 
address the employment problem for the unskilled. 

To be successful in addressing the low skill employment problem， it is necessary to 
ensure size and skills become less closely correlated. Larger lower skill enterprises a陪

a key pa片口fa successful employment generation program and the evidence points 
towards this only being possible with strong growth in relatively low skilled 
manufacturing exports. The policy issue is clear. Will improving the supply of be世:er
quality educated workers make firms sufficiently productive to be able to compete on 
the intemational market and thus provide jobs for the unskilled? If not then the factors 
that limit the growth of export oriented firms be∞me as important a policy issue as the 
factor百 thatlimit the increase in the supply of higher quality education. 
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Chapter 6 Leadership and Motivation for Skill Building 
and Enterprise Growth: Development of 
Micro and Small Manufacturing Industries 

Motoki Takahashf3， GSICS， Kobe Unive陪 ity

6.1 Inlroduclion 

M;¥v1川11;汀lIIrl悶町附…c町m……roa山o日叩a卸『playing a ver叩y important role in fulfilling needs of no口ota油bly10口w-i川n∞me
∞n附t喝sumer隠sand providing emp凶loymen川tfor a large number of p問e叩|陥e，including 
the youth and thereby sustaining their livelihoods (see Wangwe and Mmari， 
this Volume). liロday，in some African countries， especially in urban areas， 

expansion of micro and small manufacturing activities has been observed alongside 
virlual stagnation of large manufacturing firms in the formal sector. 

Yet， the activities of micro and small manufacturers are facing severe limitations. In 
most of the cases， the micro and small manufacturing enterprises are less organized 
than one would expect， and some survive only for a shorl time a世.erbeing established. 
However， some networking among enterprises in the form of clusters has been 
observed. As noted by Wangwe and Mmari (this Volume)， small scale manufacturer宮
伺 nbe considered inflロrmalalong a few dimensions. One dimension is registration 
status: some are not registered or licensed with the government， and therefore do not 
pay也xes.Other冨 areinformal because they avoid obedience to various government 
regulations 

Other features of micro and small manufacturing enterprises may be closely related to 
their informality. With regard to many of them， intemal division of labor and 
specialization are rudimentary， i.e.， they are not organization-intensive. Their 
productivity and quality of products are generally not high enough to ∞mpete against 
Impo巾， and thus cannot attract broad categories of ∞nsumers， such as middle-to 
high-income city-dweller百 Moreover，while skill transfer冨 betweenworker宮 aretaking 
place within or between enterprises， the transfers are not systematic enough to 
enhance a fast and steady empowerment of young wiロrkers.There is also need to note 
that micro and small manufacturers are not∞lIaborョtingwith their large ∞unter岡市 in
the forrnal sector to upgrade vocational training and technical副恥 ofthe young 
workers 

33 The au由orspecially appreciates the following people's va¥uable suggestions and suppor也 m
writing曲目 chapter:Hiroyuki Hino， Germano Mwabu， Nobuaki Hamaguchi， Toshihiro Kanai， 
Shoko Yamada， Sachiko Yamao， Sayaka Ogawa， and members of the research team the names 
of which cannot be mentioned here. 
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The causes of Ihe above menlioned silualions are mulli-faceled. In general， Ihe main 
cause is Ihal Ihe environmenl surrounding micro and small manufacluring enlerprises 
is nol enabling. In pa同icular，macroeconomic climale is often nol favorable; Ihe 
infraslruclure available 10 enlerprises is underdeveloped; and Ihere are inslilulional and 
policy biases againsl Ihem. Demand for higher quality goods is slill limiled or caplured 
by cheaper impoはsand Ihus incenlives for skill upgrading for qualily improvemenl are 
limiled. On Ihe supply-side， aclivilies and Ihus growth of micro and small manufaclurer百
is conslrained by shortage of capital and/or acωss 10 financial serviωs， by low 
educalional levels of worker百， and by a mismalch belween skill supply and demand. 
These ∞nslrainls∞nslilule Ihe negalive 、xternal"faclors for Ihose enle巾rises.The 
policy inlervenlions 10 modify Ihe external faclors， especially Ihe environmenlal and 
supply-side∞nslrainls are well discussed in Ihe lileralure (cf. McCormick 1999). 

Here in Ihis chapler， we define an "enlerprise" as an enlity which is engaged in 
produclion of economic goods or services. 1I includes， individuals， associalions in 
which individuals are connecled horizontally， and firms which are slruclured vertically 
or wilh hierarchy (Coase 1937， Alchian and Demselz 1972， and Williamson 1981). 1I 
should be noled Ihal in Ihe inforrnal manufacluring seclor in Africa， boundary belween 
an associalion or a firrn and Ihe oulside world are somelime vague and flexible揖

Also in Ihis ch叩 ler，apa同 from Ihe exlernal ∞nslrainls 10 micro and small 
manufacluring enle巾巾es，we focus on "inlernal" faclors: enlrepreneurialleadership for 
organizing manufacluring enlerprises and molivalion for skill-building and upgrading 
among Ihe junior workers wilhin enlerprises 

The main queslion addr官~ssed in Ihis chapler is how 10 promole developmenl of micro 
and small manufacluring enlerprises Ihrough enhancemenl of leadership and 
slimulalion of molivalion. In Ihe resl of Ihe chapler， we discuss ralionales for 
organizalional developmenl and skill building among micro and small manufaclurers 
wilhin Ihe ∞nlexl of informal economies in Sub-Saharan Africa. We also explore in 
whal ways enlrepreneurial leaders can conlribule 10 Ihem and 10 Ihe molivalion of 
young workers' skill building， given Ihe presenl slale of human resources in Africa 
Then Ihe chapler proposes policy inlervenlions 10 help enl陪 P陪 neurial leaders 
organize manufacluring aclivilies more e町'eclivelyIhan previously， and 10 molivale 
young worker百 10improve Iheir skills. 

34 McCormick (1993) repo目sfive di仔'erenttypes of managerial organizations in the garment 
making in the informal sector，也kingrelations wi血 thethird party into consideration. From 
our viewpoint to explore organizational development in terms of relations within and among 
enterprises，出ec1assification of the three is appropriate and sufficient at the moment， while 
we may have to consider differences among firms in terms of being Iicensed or not as 
elaborated later目
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6.2 Micro and Small Manufacturers and Entrepreneurial 

Leadership 

6.2.1 Rationale for organizational development 

Since a “de-industrialization" phase started in the 1980s， African large and formal 
manufacturing firms in general have been in difficulties. Despite impressive recovery in 
macroe∞nomic growth pe巾 rmancebeginning in the late 1990s， growth rates of 
formal manufacturing firms， except those related to extractive resources remain 
F官lativelylow. Manufacturing expansion has been lagging behind that of consumption 
of manufactures by a large margin. Imports， notably， from emerging economies， 
including China， have been filling the widening gap between supplies and demand for 
manufactured goods. Imported manufactures are now widely and deeply penetrating 
into African markets， going not only to high-in∞me households but also to low-income 
∞nsumers. In Africa today， it is not uncommon to find clothing， utensils and appliances 
made in China in marketplaces in urban slums and even rural areas .. 

Nevertheless， some indigenous micro and small African manufacturers are surviving 
this competition and seemingly flourishing in such businesses as fumiture making， 
manufacturing of ∞nstruction material such as bricks， metal working， automobile 
repairs， manufacturing of some local alcohol and spri恰， and tailoring among others 
Apparently the reasons for their ∞mpetitiveness against im岡市 areas follows: 
production of those kinds of commodities is relatively capital-saving; furniture， 
∞nstruction materials， and metal works are transportation-intensive， and are 
expensive to import; fumiture， metal works， automobile repairs， manufacturing of spirits 
and tailoring are sensitive to paはicularneeds and/or tastes of domestic consumers and 
so their production requires customization， which can best be done locally. Finally， the 
local， informal enterprises producing these items often do not require sophisticated 
O喝anizationof production processes and can thus be "organization-saving." 

The above sorts of micro and small manufacturer百 tendto be self-employed and/or 
self-reliant， and fluid in the senses that they can easily enter production activities and 
withdraw， or shift flexibly from one kind of economic activity to another， pe巾apsIn 

response to unstable and risky market ∞nditions括 Theyare 0世enenterprises with one 
person or a few people. Given these situations， we could identify at least four rationales 
for promoting organizational development of micro and small manufacturer宮 inthe 
African∞nte刈

In many cases in Africa， micro and small manufacturers are loosely and horizontally 
∞nnected with each other through networks， such as the clusters. As elaborated below， 
enterprises have reasons for clustering， such as cooperヨtingfor procurement of 
materials， sharing capital goods， and sharing business information， technologies， and 
demand pattems for their products. Strengthened ∞lIaboration in these ∞ntexts 
would be beneficial for each produωr. It is one of the key rationales for organizational 
development of micro and small manufacturer百

35 In his pioneering work on informal economic ac甘羽目白 inAccra， Ghana， Hart (1973) 
eloquently revealed出atlow-income laborers in由emetropolitan city had cbanging and 
multiple sources for incomes. Behind tbe mentioned fluidity of production activities of micro 
and small manufacturers， tbere is multiplicities of occupational engagements and income 
sources. This feature might be related to generally low manufacturing skills of tbose laborers. 
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African micro and small IT鳩山factu陪 rstend not to be permanent entities， or vertically 
(or hie悶 rchically)organized with intra-organizational division of labor and specialization， 
through which productivity ∞uld be at least in some cases improved. The need for 
efficiency enhancing vertical or hierarchical integration is the second rationale for 
organizational development of micro and small manufacturing enterprises. 

The aforementioned aspects of micro and small manufacturer宮 inAfrica are closely 
∞nnected with the informality status of many of them. Most of the enterprises do not 
hope to be a juridical person， i.e.， to self-organize themselves into a formal entity， 
without which status they could not obtain a∞ess to large formal financial institutions 
such as commercial banks or license-granting government offices. There are many 
reasons why enterprises may not formalize themselves. Enterprises may not feel the 
need to borrow large amounts of money because of their low capilal intensity; Ihey may 
not find “formalization" attractive due to expected lax payments and obligations; and 
they may perceive Ihe jurid悶 1process of∞巾oratizalionexcessively coslly and 
cumbersome. However， it may not be socially optimal for manufacturers to remain 
informal， i.e.， to limit叩 po同unitiesto expand and be productive through mechanisms 
that a formal status∞nfers. This point is the third rationale for organizational 
development of the micro and small enterprises. 

It is well known Ihat there are various ways for young workers to acquire skills and 
knowledge through human relationships among those working in micro and small 
manufacturing. Apprenticeship is one of typical modes of skill acquisition. Also， workers 
can learn through ∞pying others' superior skills and knowhow and through sharing 
new information. These unorganized relationships are important channels for 
technology transfer and for improving productivity. However， since Ihe channels are nol 
organized， it is difficult to increase Ihe number宮 ofIhe worker宮 whotransmil skills to 
]unlor口rless equipped workers. There is the risk that lechnology transfer and 
productivity improvement in unorganized enterprises may not be systematic， self-
enforcing， or continuous. To acquire higher skills and more ∞mplex technical know-
how， young worker百 shouldbe mofivafed to stay in apprenticeship for a sufficientiy long 
period of time. Motivation of a heterogeneous group of young workers requires some 
organizalion to ∞nlinuouslyand syslematically slimulate. This is the fourth ralionale for 
organizalional developmenl of micro and small manufaclurer冨.

In sum， there are four rationales for organizational development of micro and small 
manufacturer百・ to collaborate for input procurement and information sharing; to 
enhanωefficient internal production system through division of labor and 
specializalion; to access financial resources and government protection through 
formalization; 10 syslemalically and conlinuously motivale young workers 10 acqui陪

skills thal are essential for long-term ente巾risegrowth. 

6.2.2 Entrepreneurial Leader唱;hip

Despile Ihe above-mentioned slrong ralionales for organizalional developmenl of 
inf，口rmalmanufacturers， this phenomenon has seldom occurred in Africa with健闘n
exceptions. There must be a plethora of obstacles constraining this development and 
absence of entrepreneurialleadership is major one of them (Shane and Venkatamaran， 
2000). 

Shane and Venkalaraman (2000) argued that elemenls of entrepreneurship are nol 
only aUributes of individual leader百 butalso “entrepreneurial opportunities." According 
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to them， ent陪 preneurshipis defined as the process where new business opportunities 
are "discovered， evaluated and exploited" by individuals (Shane and Venkatamaran 
2000: 218). They differ官~ntiate entrepreneurial oppo同unitiesfrom other business 
叩 po山 nitiesin that "the former require the dis∞Ivery of new means-ends relationships" 
(ibid.: 220) of production. African micro and small manufacturing industries ∞uld be 
legitimately regarded as discoverer百 ofnew means-ends relationships if they absorb 
new technologies that improve productivity. Also， self-organization of enterprises into 
new entities with joint procu陪 ment，with internal division of labor and specialization or 
with internal systems of skill building could be considered as a dis∞Ivery of new 
means-ends relationships and entrepreneurial phenomena. What we focus on in this 
chapter is 'entrepreneurial leadership'， i.e.， the role of leader冨 inthe organizational 
development of micro and small enterprises for productivity improvement 

Needless to say， to realize organizational development of manufacturing， it is required 
that stakeholders have strong incentives to pa柑cipate.It is widely observed in Africa 
that micro and small enterprises∞lIabo悶 tein the manufacture of a variety of items. A 
typical way of collaboration is loose and horizontal association in the form of clustering 
as vast literature has discussed and documented (e.g. McCormick 1999， Sonobe and 
Otsuka 2011). McCormick (1999) shows that clustering， even at low levels of 
technology can help small business entities get over the hurdles for expansion 

The present author witnessed， through a field study of an open-air industrial activity in 
a northern pa同 ofDar es Salaam， an association among tens of informal furniture 
making individuals. They purchased lumbers and other materials such as nails together 
and shared the access to an electrical saw and a battery. They mutually lent and 
borrowed instruments such as hammers and saws. When a manufacturer was too 
busy to respond to order宮 froma customer， another manufacturer took place of him， 
suggesting that a furniture maker shared his own market with other manufacturers 
Furthermore， it seems that junior workers in this industry could acquire the know-how 
of furniture making fr，ロm their senio隠 throughcopying at no direct charges. Many 
workers in the open air cluster the author observed had undergone vocational training 
in carpentry at a public training institution， and could somehow train junior workers in 
the cluster in not very systematized way. The author also observed that the enterprises 
had a uniform way of contracting with customers: they accepted deliver orders for 
pa此icularproducts on receipt of a down-payment of a half of the price for the 
∞ntracted items， the remaining amount being paid when products were ready for 
∞lIection晶

The above mentioned type of associations in which manufacturing individuals a陪

rather horizontally collaborating with each other may be organizationally developed into 
more vertically 0咽anized"firms" with centralized decision-making. Most of micro and 
small manufacturing enterprises are seemingly standing alone or loosely collaborating 
in the form of horizontal associations， however. We may have to enhanωbuilding of 
vertical firms from the scratch by banding individual manufactures with little mutual 
relations.Here， we need a fundamental thinking over factors promoting and hindering 
organizational development into firms. 

36 On the basis of the present author's field observation over furniture-makers in Dar es 
Salaam in September 2006. 
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Let us discuss promoting factor盲目rst.As great e∞nomists indicate， vertically 
organized firms may be betler placed to minimize transactions costs (Coase 1937， 
Williamson 1981). Secondly，ωntralized firms are more likely than horizontal 
associations to be more efficient in production， and to be more responsive to changes 
in external∞nditions. Thir甘Iy，centralized firms are more able to organize collaboration 
in production among individual works. They can be世erovercome free-riding and 
shirking. In firms where individuals jointly work and thus their contributions to 
production of value added are ha叫Iymonitored by 0凶ectiveevidences， entrepreneur宮
with centralized power should assign tasks and determine rewards to each of them 
(刈chianand Demsetz 1972) 

Notwithstanding the aforesaid legitimate promoting factors， horizontal associations may 
have reasons not to develop into vertical firms. Apart from possible univer宮almentality 
of manufacturing masters to stay self-reliant， they may not feel very strong needs to be 
organized beyond belonging to associations. Certainly their mutual collaboration had 
betler be strengthened to reinfor，ωtheir common positions as buyers and user百 of
same materials. Some伺 pitalgoods， e.g. electrical saw and batteries， are indivisible 
for them and each individual could not a背brdto bear initial investment. They also share 
the position of seekers of demand information. Yet， production process of many micro 
or small manufacturing including furniture-making， is not indivisible， i.e. they can make 
products individually. Also， in case of furniture production in Dar es Salaam， lower-
income customers in general can be satisfied just with low quality of products 
achievable without division of labor and specialization. Assignment of tasks and 
allocation of rewards are not necessary as they are naturally made through markets i.e. 
individual negotiation with customers (cf. Alchian and Demsetz 1972). In sum， there are 
certain reasons for associations of manufactures not to be organized into firms， which 
one has to pay due atlention to 

There， however， wiロuldbe justifi回 tionsto strengthen leader百hipeven for associations. 
Concretely speaking， entrepreneurial oppoはunitiesin the sense of a new means-ends 
relationship in production can emanate from several sources， including invention of 
new technologies; changes in product markets; and changes in factor marke恰 (Shane
and Venkataraman 2000， Drucker 1985， Schumpeter 1934). Invention includes not only 
new production technology per se but also introduction of new methods of production 
or new ideas of organizing productive activities. For micro and small manufacturing 
ente巾risesincluding both associations and firms， to discover and apply them into real 
production process， strong leader百hipis likely to be very necessary. Leadership is 
required to convince member百 tochange themselves， to overcome opposition to 
change and to motivate member百 toa伺 uirenew skills， knowledge and methods of 
working. Also， needless to say， leadership is very impo同antto restrヨinfree-riding in 
cases of not only firms but also associations. 

Meanwhile， in the reality of African cities， many micro and small enterprises remain as 
individuals or loose and horizontal associations as indicated above. Yet， there is 
exceptional development of some firm-like enterprises. The present author has also 
observed at least three different organizational modes in Tanzania's furniture-making: 
first， a loose open-air cluster of furniture make陪 (anassociation as defined in this 
chapter); second， a structured， but unlicensed firm that kept stocks of ready-made 
products (a less organized mode of firm defined in this chapter); third， a licensed 
furniture firm with seemingly higher quality ready-made products (a more organized 
mode of firm). Though more detailed studies are necessary， it appeared that the more 
structured enterprise were， the more jointly they were working i.e. several workers were 
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participating in∞mpleting one product and the higher quality of products were 
achieved. The se∞nd and the third modes of enterprises were probably responding to 
newly expanding demands for betler quality commodities from higher-in∞me 
∞nsumers.37 Moreover， McCormick (1993， 1999) shows that in some clusters， there 
had begun “specialization and di汗'erentiation"associated with higher efficiency. These 
observations suggest that African informal manufacturers can change from loose 
associations to more structured firms. 38 

Either in case of leading members of associations to undertake changes or in case of 
building vertical firms from the scratch， it would be difficult for entrepreneurs to mobilize 
pe叩 lewith certain amounts of rewards， as any results after changes are unωrtain 
before mobilization. Here， transflロrmational or visionary leadership， rather than 
transactional leadership matters (Burns 1978， Bass 1985; 1990， Sashkin 1978. Cf. 
Alchian and Demsetz， 1972). Also， we have to think about how to motivate workers 
with non-e∞nomic measures 

6.3 Social-cultural Context of Entrepreneurial Leadership 

6.3.1 Leadership in African History 

African history， both pre-modem and modern， is full of leade陪 hipstories. Leadership 
in traditional African societies was structured by social and moral obligations governing 
the leader and his or her followers (Berman and Lonsdale 1992). Nevertheless， African 
politi回 1leadership under moral institutions or other constraints did not achieve 
expected development Outl∞mes during the early days after independence. Still， it is 
hard to claim that Africa has lacked leader百hipper se. What seems to be in short 
supply on the continent is entrepreneurial leader冨hip-leadership that can ∞ntribute to 
transformation of micro and small manufacturing enterprises through organizational 
development. Severヨ1factors in Africa seem to ∞nstrain the f10urishing of this kind of 
leader宮hip..

First， as McCormick (1993) convincingly shows， micro manufacturers that were 
established two decades ago are still small. It is difficult to argue， as some have done 
(Collier and Gunning， 1999) that high risks of doing business in Afri伺 isthe main 
∞nstraint on enterprise growth. Staying small may indeed be a rational陪 sponseto a 
risky environment， where business failure can lead to devastation of livelihoods 
(McCormick 1992). However， since entrepreneurship is about taking risks， it is 
reasonable to assume that stagnation of small enterprises in Africa is due to insu冊cient
level of entrepreneurialleadership. 

37 On the basis of the present author's field observation over furniture-makers in Dar es 
Salaam in September 2006. The second mode of firm received an order for a particular type of 
furniture (coffin) from foreign customer i.e. it actually exported it. 

38 There is由equestion as to whether an enterprise loses its informality status a仕er
organizational transformation. Since informal and formal enterprises are known to operate 
along each other， producing the same products， the informality aspect is perhaps a trivial 
at甘ibuteof an enterprise目
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Second， there seem to be factors embedded in socio-political history of Africa that do 
not promote entrepreneurial leadership. During the∞lonial times manufacturing 
entrepreneurship was largely concentrated among non-Afri回 npeople. Among Africans， 
business leaders tended to be limited to certain social groups due to di背'erentdegrees 
of exposure of ethnic groups to school education and commercialization. After 
independence， the social status of polit問 Ileaders became disproporlionately elevated 
relative to that of business leaders. Due pa同Iyto deep state interventions in the formal 
sector of the e∞nomy (Bayaは2009)，the African youth see involvement in politics as 
more rewarding than establishing a business. As a result， African children and youth 
can hardly find role models in manufacturing industries 

Third， generally speaking， African education systems have weaknesses in teaching 
science， technology， and mathematics. Skills that are essential in manufacturing are 
not taught in schools. Consequently， many youths likely leave school with insu宵icient
skill， knowledge and motivation for a career in manufacturing. 

A bright aspect of Africa's social transformation sinωthe late 1990s is the ∞ntinued 
expansion in basic education. Under the Education for AII (EFA) initiative， schools， 
classrooms and the number of teachers have inc陪 ased.These incr，四ses，combined 
with the abolition of school tuition， have contributed to a dramatic growth in primary 
school enrollment in Africa. Nonetheless， the quality of education available is 
questionable (Nishimura and Ogawa 2008 and Nishimura et al. 2009). Although 
enrollment has increased， repetitions， dropouls and absenteeism are p陪 valentand 
thus rates of school ∞mpletion have remained low. Pupils' levels of academic 
achievement， especially in mathematics and science， are wholly unsatisfactory 
Deficiencies in teaching science， technology， and mathematics at basic education 
levels severely limit acquisition of the knowledge and skills required to dis∞ver 
entrepreneurial oppoはunitiesin workplaces 

6.3.2 Changing leadership culture 

It is often said that leadership cannot be taught. However， even if leader百hipis 
something that grows from within an individual without external influence， it is still 
worlhwhile to discuss initiatives that can be implemented to stimulate it (not to generate 
it， as it is presumed to exist potentially). 

First of all， it appears that entrepreneurial leadership in manufacturing is likely to 
emerge and grow in a society where people are endowed with knowledge about 
manufacturing methods and processes， and where transformational e∞nomic activities 
are en∞uraged. 

Politicians， journ剖ists，and religious leader宮 can endorse the importance of 
entrepreneurial leadership in manufacturing， and devise interventions to encourage the 
youth to learn business and manufacturing skills and suppo同 theyouth to establish 
manufacturing enterprises， or expand them. The aid agencies can document for the 
African youth， examples of entrepreneurial experienωs， including successes and 
failures， in initiating， expanding or formalizing small manufacturing enterprises. 
Parlicularly valuable would be examples of how new manufacturing business ventu陪 S

by youths， and organizational development of parlicular firms have been achieved 
Entrepreneurs' own narratives of how they starled their enterprises can be motivating 
and inspiring. Similarly comparative narratives from di宵'erentpa同sof the world， that 
highlight differences in cロntextsof entrepreneurial innovations could help African 
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youlhs perceive business oppo同unilies in manufacturing in Iheir own ∞nlexls. 
Messages aboul enlrepreneurial leadership can be passed 10 Ihe youlh Ihrough 
workshops or mass media. A forum for African youlh 10 share Iheir entrepreneurial 
experiences should be considered. 

To empower Ihe youlh who have compleled primary educalion or Ihose who have 
dropped oul bul are 100 old 10問 ume∞nvenlionalschooling，陪medialcourses∞uld 
be provided， wilh emphasis on science， lechnology， or malhemalics， depending on 
interests and preparation of leamers 

6.4 Training for entrepreneurial leadership and motivation 

6.4.1 Non圃economicconsiderations 

As already noled， leadership may nol be possible 10 promole directly Ihrough leaching. 
We ∞uld say largely same Ihing∞ncerning molivalion for leaming skills and 
successes in business. However， Iheir indirecl promolion may be possible Ihrough 
well-designed programs. The key assumplion is thal enhancemenl of the human 
resour，ωis posilively∞rrelaled with enlrepreneurial leader百hipand with Ihe molivalion 
to leam， or succeed in manufacluring， or in any business. For Ihis purpose， we propose 
a Iraining program wilh Ihree elemenls 10 be implemenled. 

The firsl elemenl of Ihe program is a leaming module for helping the youlh undersland 
processes of manufacturing， as∞mprehensively as possible， placing them in a 
position 10 imagine evenlually how Ihey could operalionally well manage and hopefully 
reorganize Ihe process， perhaps by dividing it inlo segmenls， thus crealing 
叩 po巾 niliesfor specializalion and efficiency enhancemenl. The se∞nd elemenl of Ihe 
program is a praclicing or apprenticesh伊 moduleIhal allows Ihe youlh 10 apply Ihe 
skills Ihey have learned or upgraded befo陪 starting10 work on Iheir own. The Ihird 
elemenl is Ihe menforing module Ihal allows Ihe youlh who aspire 10 be business 
leader百， or selected as such， to practice how 10 molivale other workers to build skills or 
to be committed 10 Ihe enlerprise wilhoul an economic reward. This Ihird elemenl is an 
apprenliceship for nurturing entrepreneurial leadership， and its prerequisites are the 
両市，ttwo elemenls of Ihe Iraining progr加 1.The reason for Ihe two prerequisiles is Ihal 
an enlrepreneurial leader musl undersland operalional processes of a business， and 
musl have Ihe skills 10 operale and lransform a manufacluring business. While Ihis 
requiremenl may nol be universal， il is cerlainly essenlial for growth of micro and small 
manufacluring enlerprises in Africa Ihal almost invariably， start as business entilies 
with very few workers. 

The focus in Ihis seclion is on molivalion wilhoul economic incenlives because only 
very rarely can micro and small manufaclurers a町'ord10 pay high， meril-based wages 
Ihal would molivale employees 10 be ∞mmitled 10 Ihe enlerprise， or 10 acqui陪 or
upgrade Iheir skills. Eff，日比:smusl Iherefore be made 10 molivale workers 10 cullivale 
attachment 10 Ihe ente巾同seand to build the skills required to exploil entrepreneurial 
oppo同unilieswithoul using monetary rewards as incenlives. While the approach to 
molivate workers mighl be deemed as irrelevanl and unrealislic by lradilional 
e∞nomics， recenl researches slraightforwa吋Iy admil importance of "inlrinsic 
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mO'tivatiO'n" based nO't O'n ecO'nO'mic incentives but self-esteem (BenabO'u and TirO'le 
2003).39 

MO'reO'ver， the O'wner O'f the enterprise shO'uld be similarly mO'tivated， i.e.， wO'rk withO'ut 
large residual claims (Alchian and Demsetz 1972). It is impO'rtant tO' re∞gnize that in 
the initial stages O'f an enterprise's existence， sacrifiω O'f wages (by emplO'yees) and 
prO'fits (by O'wners) can lead tO' high wages and large profits in the future， as such 
sacrifice can help an enterprise O'r firm grO'w. The assumptiO'n here is that emplO'yees 
and O'wners O'f manufacturing ente巾巾escan be taught O'r suppO'rted tO' trade 0'汗 small
shO'rt-term mO'netary benefits fO'r high quality emplO'yment in the future. Then， we ∞uld 
understand 向性herimpO'由nω O'f∞nsideringnO'n-econO'mic measures tO' mO'tivate. 

We prO'pO'se introductiO'n O'f mO'tivatiO'n enhancing training prO'grams amO'ng yO'uths whO' 
are unemplO'yed O'r with li捌eeducatiO'n (thO'se whO' have∞mpleted O'nly primary 
educatiO'n O'r less) in relatively capi也卜savingmanufacturing ∞ntext. In implementing 
the programs， instructor冨 wO'uldbe guided by the three mO'dules O'utlined abO've. 
MO'reO'ver， bO'th wO'rkshO'p-based and enterprise-based training sessiO'ns wO'uld be 
implemented. 

TO' design the training programs， we must understand what mO'tivates human-beings tO' 
pursue their gO'als. AαXlrding tO' Kanai (2009)， mO'tives and needs that gO'vern changes 
in mO'tivatiO'n include thO'se derived frO'm tensiO'n and deficiency O'n the O'ne hand (cf. 
MaslO'w 1998) and thO'se derived frO'm hO'pes and expec祖tiO'nsO'n the O'ther (cf. Ota 
2007， Snyder1994， and McClelland 1987). Entrepreneurs can raise tensiO'n amO'ng 
subO'rdinates lacking tensiO'n by creating a sense O'f crisis O'r urging them tO' wO'rk hard 
Alternatively， the leader might raise the pO'tential fO'r success by encO'uraging thO'se 
lacking hO'pe. The pair O'f these twO' mO'tivatiO'nal systems has prO'fO'und implicatiO'ns O'n 
design O'f training prog悶 ms.40

6.4.2 Managing Tension and Instilling Hope: Training of Entrepreneurs 

WO'rkers may experience tensiO'n when unable tO' finish assigned tasks (Lewin 1945; 
Takahashi and Kanai 2008). Such wO'rkers might be in a circumstance where they feel 

39 Benabou and Tirole fu吋四rargue出ateconomic incentives may be feeble motivators in出e
shot-term and may be negative mo世vatorsifwithdrawn (Benabou and Tirole 2003: 492)目 As
to non-traditional economist argument on "intrinsic motivation，" also refer to De Charms 1968 
and Deci197S. 
40 Kanai (2009) states that吐lereare largely four series of出eliterature which explain sources 
ofworkers' motivation. In addition to raising tension and instilling hope， he introduces two 
other schools as follows. One is stressing that individual workers (and possibly also 
entrepreneurs) have own practical theories-in-use to regulate one's motives for works. The 
role of one's own也eoryis significant if one wishes to regulate one's own motivation rather 
也ansimplybe driven by extemal conditions (cf. Argyris and Schon 1974)目 Theotheris 
stressing也atroles of inter-human relations. One does not live in isolation， nor does one work 
alone in perpetuity目 Accomplishingtasks together with others helps forge relationships. If 
others maintain heal吐lytension and work hard， one is likely to be influenced by由eira仕itude
(cf. A1derfer1972). In environments where firms have been well established，出esetwo
sources of motivation might be very important. This， however， is not the normal case for our 
micro and small manufacturing enterprises. In our designing of the training modules， we 
would like to select only tension and hope which could be much more easily operationalized. 
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pressured by the enterprise to finish tasks as scheduled. As is sometimes the case， 
showing the worker冨 howtheir progress compares with that of fellow w<ロrkersmight 
further raise tension by promoting psychological competition. Tension management 
should be an important aspect of training program designed to boost motivation . 

Training programs should also employ measures aimed at instilling hope. This can be 
a∞omplished in two ways. First， during the program， trainees should be praised by 
instruct口市 eachtime they progress to a new phase， which would enhance the former百'
self-∞nfidence. Second， successful∞mpletion of the training programs should 
increase the potential for trainees to secure regular employment， to reinforce their 
status in the enterprise， or to establish own businesses. 

An impo同antunique trial in the above-mentioned training programs is to select 
prospective entrepreneurs themselves to be trained as instructor百， to acquire know 
how to motivate junior worker百 forskill upgrading through on-theゾ'obtraining in 
manufacturing ente巾rises. Not only existing firms but also associations possibly with 
clustering∞uld participate in the on・.the-jobtraining. In either case， entrepreneurial 
leaders willing to develop their enterprises organizationally are to be selected. In the 
on・the-jobtraining， the above-mentioned three modules are to be flexibly combined 
and applied. It is hoped that through the on-the-job-training， prospective entrepreneurs 
∞uld leam be世:erleader宮hipe背'ectiveto materialize not only workers' skill upgrading 
but also organizational development and thus enterprise growth. Advisors who could 
provide clues to leader百 todevise ways to improve the latter's production activities 
perhaps should be assigned to the on-the-job training program. Assigned advisors and 
instructors can discuss with entrepreneurial leader百 possibleinventions applicable to 
init泊ltethe process of entrepreneur百hip.

Convincing African manufacturer百 topa同icipatein the training programs might prove 
difficult and recruitment should be undertaken as carefully as possible. A吐erall， 
enterprises might fail to see the merits in pa柑cipation，or feel that by increasing the 
number of skilled competitor百， such training could pose a risk to their own market 
position. Nevertheless， as mentioned above， it would be beneficial for the enterprises 
and entrepreneurial leaders to a叫uireknow-how of the systematized on-the-job 
training programs by themselves. Then， they could customize that know-how so that it 
∞uld be applied to their day-to-day practice of motivating their employees to work hard 
for the enterprise or firm and to improve their skills. The training can help enterprises 
develop and ultimately formalize. 

6.5 Conclusion 

Leadership and motivation are essential for survival and growth of small-scale 
manufacturing enterprises in Africa. Micro and small manufacturing enterprises on the 
∞ntinent face high risks of failure or stagnation because they operate in the informal 
sector without an enabling business environment. In particular， informal enterprises 
lack social infrastructure， such as electricity， industrial water and sewerage， and police 
services. Moreover， their domestic market shares are open to severe∞mpetition from 
cheap imported goods of uncertain quality. The problems of poor infrastructure and 
severe ∞mpetition are ∞mpounded by workers with li世leor no skills and who may not 
be motivated to work hard or stay on the ente巾risebecause of low pay they receive， 
which is characteristics of urban informal employment dis∞Ivered very early (H剖
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1973). It is hoped that training programs that promote entrepreneurial leadership and 
boost motivation without financial rewards can go a long way in putting African informal 
manufacturing ente巾riseson a sustainable growth path. It has been shown that such a 
program should provide the youth with an understanding of the whole manufacturing 
process in addition to teaching them operating skills. Moreover， in a risky business 
environment， entrepreneurial leader百hipis essential for survival and expansion of an 
enterprise. Equally important， is non-mone抱rymotivation of worker百ina context， such 
as Sub-Saharan African， where wages are low due to low labor productivity. The 
chapter has shown that it is possible to design mechanisms that will motivate the 
workers， as well as enterprise owners， to forego short-term wages and profits in 
exchange for high quality employment in large firms in the future. Thus， despite the 
intrinsic and unobservable nature of entrepreneurial leader百hipand motivation， they 
can nonetheless be stimulated or promoted by関 refullydesigned and implemented 
training programs 

A training program to boost motivation is aimed at breaking the "vicious circle of 
hopelessness，" where low motivation begets a lack of marketable skills and negative 
work attitudes， leading to marginalization in the workplace and to low motivation. 
Similarly， training for entrepreneurial leadership is directed at enabling enterprise 
owners to pull their enterprises out of stagnant states by giving them the skills to 
perceive and exploit pro官tableoppo同unitiesin risky business environments. Promotion 
of these two intangible determinants of ente巾risegrowth -leadership and motivation -
∞uld subs也nti剖Iyincrease productivity of informal manufacturing enterprises in 
African economies 
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Chapter 7 Raising Productivity of Smallholder Farming 

Kimsey Savadogo， University of Ouagadougou 

7.1 Introduction 

Promotingm|…ent隔…on叩n問e山 m…j拘o
pロoli悶cαl陪esin Sub-Sahara African ccロlunt廿「円l陪es，as this is likely to be t廿themロs剖t 
effective 川nt悔.erventiロn fo口r CClmbating pover此ty a剖t it恥t匂s ro∞口t恰s. The World 
Development Report 2008 estimated that up to 75 percent of the world poor 

lived in rural areas and earned their living from agriculture in the early 2000s. The only 
way， therefore， to reduωoverall pove町 isto initiate actions that significantly cut rural 
poverty. Several facto隠 bearon any effort to curb rural poverty. Among them， 
demographic factors， especially population growth， a陪 veryimportant. Another 
rmpo由 ntfactor is poverty itself: the poor， often， cannot invest enough to rise out of 
poverty. Reardon and Vosti (1995) termed this insufficiently low investment as 
"investment pove町"， whereby. rural poor could just be trapped into a loop of pove町 no
matter how much they invest:

41 
To break the vicious cycle， one way for the rural poor 

is to use the only asset they have: own labor to earn extra in∞me for investment 
(Nkurunziza， 2006; Kinda and Loening， 2010). However， moving out of poverty through 
this mechanism depends on how well the labor market works for the poor (see Chapter 
1) 

Employment creation in叩 ralSSA requ同 sa diver冨ificationof the farm e∞nomy. 
Diver宮ificationof the farm economy is， for Barrett， Rear甘onand Webb (2001)， a means 
ofes関 pingpoverty. As farm people dive附fy，they create jobs either for themselves， or 
for individuals outside of the household. Two types of factors promote diversification: 
the 甲ushfactors" (i.e.， factor百 thatpush people away from farming)， such as high risks 
and large transactions∞sts and the “pull facto隠 "thata世間ctpe叩 leto sectors outside 
agriculture， e，g.， complementarities between crop and livestock activities and 
employment in urban areas. 

ACCClrding to Reardon and Vosti (1995)， a rural household can diversify into官vetypes 
of assets， namely， (り natu悶 1resources (e.g. water， biodiversity， land); (ii) human 
endowments (e.g. education， health， household size); (iii) on-farm resources (e.g. 
livestock， farmland， equipment); (iv) off-farm resources， and (v) community-owned 
resour，ωs， such as roads， dams， and social institutions. A，∞ording to World Bank 
(2008)， the three ∞陪 householdassets are land， water， and human capital. These 
assets are often squeezed by population growth and/or environmental degradation. 
The SSA∞untries unfortunately face grave scarcities in these key assets: land 
holdings per head are too low and declining， land is severely degraded， water is not 
secured due to insu冊cientinvestment in irrigation， and the state of health and 
education is very poor (World Bank， 2008). Households that are below the poverty line 

41 Reardon and Vosli inlroduced Ihe ∞ncepl of inveslmenl poverty 10 provide a fl国 meworkfor 
linking Ihe environmenl 10 household poverty 
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and lack several of these assets may never move out of poverty. When the overall rural 
e∞nomy lacks dynamism， it cannot generate quality labor employment， which is the 
channel through which the poor move out of pove吋y.However， promoting employment 
in Africa， amidst so many constraints is a m叩 rchallenge. This chapter looks at how 
rural employment in SSA can be promoted. 

Analyzing the employment problem for sub-Sahara Africa as a whole is rather a 
daunting task， given the substantial heterogeneity that prevails in this part of the world. 
While in a country like Cameroon， farmers can e吋oyUp to four rain-fed crops each 
year， in the Sahel and other arid or semi-arid 岡市 ofthe∞ntinent， the reality is far 
from this luxury. In Burkina Faso， for example --a typical semi-arid country， there is 
only one rainy season that lasts three to four months， meaning that for 8-9 months 
every year， farmer百 haveto remain idle as far as rain-fed cropping is concerned 
Analyzing employment c陪 ationin agriculture in so varied environments may thus 
require some categorizations and assumptions. Yet， despite the abudant but 
differentiated natural resource endowments of the ∞ntinent， most of the SSA countries 
are poor， and that poverty is concentrated in ru悶 Iareas. Pove同Yis therefore the 
unifying thread that makes continental level analysis of the African employment 
challenge meaningful. To ac∞unt for heterogeneity across large sections of the 
∞ntinent， data will be considered on a regional basis 

Although悶 isingemployment in agriculture is an impo由 ntissue to∞nsider， one 
should note its ambiguous nature. It is expected that as development proceeds， the 
∞ntribution of the farm sector to total employment will fall. For example， Fields (1984) 
notes that the propo柑onof worker百 employedin agriculture has fallen in three of the 
successful Asian economies: Korea， Singapore， and Taiwan. Growth of manu倫cturing
expo巾 hasbeen the driving forωbehind economic growth in these countries， and the 
manufacturing wage there is considerably higher than the agricultural wage. Thus， 
enhancing the role of agriculture in employment creation through higher farm 
productivity should be seen as a t悶 nsitoryphase that will take SSA up to the point 
where agricultural labor will begin shifting to the a high productivity urban nonfarm 
sector --where manufacturing activities will be located 

The chapter first reviews the current situation in farming in Sub-Sahara Africa， 
highlighting low productivity in small farms and the impli阻 tionsof this on youth 
engagement in agriculture. Following this introductory part， the rest of the chapter 
develops a ∞nωptual framework through which the linkages between agricultural 
productivity and agricultural employment can be under百，tood.The challenges that need 
to be addressed to create youth employment oppo同unitiesin smallholder agriculture 
are highlighted and include inefficient or inequitable land tenure regimes， soil 
degradation， over-population， insufficient rural infrastructure， poor a∞ess to high 
quality inputs (fe同ilizer，seeds)， and limited access to markets and credit. Next， the 
chapter considers the potential of reformed smallholder agriculture as a job creating 
sector. Finally， we make re∞mmendations on how to address the challenges facing 
employment creation in smallholder agriculture in Africa. 

7.2 Linking Rural Employment to the National Economy 

Rural employment is defined here to mean employment of rural residents in rural a陪 as.
Employment through mig悶 tionto urban zones is however not excluded from this 
definition. The definition focuses attention on employment-Ied rural development， 
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whe陪 byforces within the問問Iarea or even from without contribute to the ability of 
rural economies to generate employment for rural residents. 

To simplify the analysis， we define two types of migrants: types A and B. Type-A 
migrants respond to better oppo吋unitieselsewhere， after exploiting all available 
oppo吋unitiesin their original rural setting. Type-B migrants are ma喝inalrural residents， 
who abandon a low productivity activity to engage in uncertain activities in another 
setting. Type-B migrants are of a Lewis type (Lewis， 1954)， except that Lewis 
supposed that the urban areas where these migrants go have some jobs ready to grab. 
While any outmigration can be considered a leakage to the rural economy， type-A 
migration could be beneficial as the departure of productive individuals could 0汗'erthe 
oppoはunityfor others in rural areas to move up the income ladder. Moreover， the 
remittances sent later by type-A migrants help the rural economy. Type-B leakage is 
bad for the overall e∞nomy because it increases unemployment in the destination 
sites without∞ntributing to any positive change in the sending area. In this setting， 
outmigration is a leakage to the rural e∞nomy. The leakage might be beneficial if it is 
motivated by exhaustion of employment opportunities in rural areas. This type of 
migration was un∞vered in Burkina Faso， where rich， progressive farmer百 movedfrom 
their original settlements to a new， urban settl.Elment with oppo同unitiesfor ∞mmercial 
activity (McMillan， Nana and Savadogo， 1993)42. 

In many cases， the employment created in rural areas is likely to be informal in nature. 
For labor theorists， informal employment slands in opposition to formal employment but 
neither is superior to the other. Kucera (2008) argues that some workers may choose 
informal over formal work， in accordance with volun抱ry informal employment 
hypothesis. In this sense， the陪 isno direct relationship between formality or informality 
of employment and poverty. Informal sector worker百 canbe better-off than workers in 
the formal sector and vice versa. Thus in discussing employment in agriculture， there is 
no need to pay attention to formality or informality of e∞nomic activities. Any in∞me 
earning activity， whether wage or nonwage or formal or informal fi恰 ourdefinition of 
employment. The chapter de岡市 from the earlier literature where informal 
employment is viewed as inferior to formal employment (Lewis， 1954;円elds，1975) 

Employment generation at a macro scale may require support from policies that 
promote agricultural intensification (Ieading to increased farm income relative to 
nonfarm in∞me) and greater agricultu悶 Idiver百ification(Ieading to increased nonfarm 
income relative to farm in∞me). In order to create oppo同unitiesfor employment 
creation in rural areas， policy should be designed to a宵'ectthe two key pilla陪 ofa rural 
e∞nomy， namely， agriculture and the nonfarm sector. In this chapter， we avoid what 
Dercon (2009) terms ‘simplistic premises'， referring to the common view that since 
agriculture is the sector that employs most of the poor， this sector must be the basis flロr
poverty reduction efforls. We explore employment e汗'ectsof increasing agricultural 
productivity， while at the same time examining work oppo同unitiesin the nonfarm sector. 
As is hypothesized in Ndulu and others (2008)， the countries in SSAωn be classified 
into three clusters: (i)陪 source(oil， minerals) abundant∞untries; (ii) coastal， well-
located countries， and (iii) landlocked， resource poor countries. The three groups倫ce

42 In this study， the autho陪 foundthat successful 柏町nersin a government sponso陪 dsettlement 
le吐 theirplots and homesteads for a new area where a dam had been buil!. The dam 
ac碍 leratedurbanization of a nearby small town， spurring new， significant t聞 deopportunities 
next to agricultural areas 
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different employment OppO此unitiesand challenges， a fact that should be taken into 
account in the design of employment policies. 

It is worth stressing that promoting employment in rural areas in Africa should hamess 
the synergy between agricultural and non-agricultural sector百 ofrural economies. The 
nonfarm production sector is linked to the farm sector in a manner due to S抱吋 (2001). 
For Start (2001)， and other believers in agricultural-nonagricultur百Ilinkages (e.g. 
Haggblade， Hazell and Brown， 1989)， the linkages between the two sectors are direct 
and indirect. The direct sectorョIlinkages are of production and ∞nsumption in nature. 
Forward linkages ∞nnect smallholder agriculture with the processing， packaging， 
transporting and selling of agricultural products， or with the construction of agricultural 
storage and marketing facilities. These forward linkages raise the output of farms and 
of household enterprises. The backward linkages involve connections between 
production in smallholder agriculture and supplies of farm tools and other inputs. 

Although the above direct linkages are often the most significant in the development 
of smallholder agriculture indirect linkages also exist. For example， investment in rural 
areas that leads to悶 pl凶 zationof the rural e∞nomy (Reardon， Crawford and Kelly， 
1994); creation of human capital in nonfarm sector that is used to boost agricultural 
productivity (百mmer，1995); pa件timesubsistence farming， which keeps ∞st of living 
low and in turn contributes to multi-sectoral growth (Ha同， 1998); investment in 
infrastructure (power， water， tr百nsport，and communication infrastructure) that 
∞nt円butesto growth in other sectors; and supporting market and business networks in 
one sector that help growth in other sector百.

Growth spur制 bysectoral linkages in rural areas will generally increase the need for 
hired labor， thus increasing overall employment in villages. Start (2001) noted that 
growth in microenterprises is not a panacea for youth unemployment because not 
everyone in smallholder agriculture has the ability to manage a business. 

In the study of diversification， assets， activities and income a陪 theth陪 ecommonly 
used terms. Assets can be accumulated and are a store of wealth and sources of 
in∞me. Activities a陪 flowsof services and income is derived from assets. One major 
characteristic of assets in a rural setting is its lack of flexibility: a plough can only be 
used to prepare a field. Such fixity may adversely affect farmer百， ability to invest and 
generate employment because it is a sourlωof high variability in asset returns. To 
make the discussion on farm level employment precise， we adopt definitions of key 
terms due to Barrett et al. (2001). 

The literature on diver百ificationof rural economies frequently uses the terms off-farm， 
non-farm， non-agricultural， and non-traditional to describe the different activities or 
sectors in which the rural people invest their assets. Table 7.1 uses these terms to 
classify sectors， in∞mes and activities of rural economies in Africa. 

As can be seen from Table 7.1， employment can stem from demand for on-farm labor， 
from demand for hired labor or from an increase in productivity or agricultural trade 
(Sandrey et al. 2011); as well as from sectoral shocks (Bigsten and Tengstam， 2011) 

Table 7.1 Classification of rural sectors and incomes 
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Wage empl'Oyment Self-empl'Oyment 

Sect'Ors L'Ocal Mig(3a) tory L'Ocal Mig(r5a) tory 
(1) (2) (4) 

Primary 

Agricul- L'Ocal Migratory L'Ocal 'Own farm Migrat'Ory 'Own 
ture a伊 C叫tural agnc叫加ral mc'Ome activity inc'Ome 

lab'Or inc'Ome lab'Or inc'Ome 企omfi釘m泊g

Miningand L'Ocallab'Or Migratory L'Ocal inc'Ome Migratory in∞me 
。也ぽ 立lc'Ome lab'Or inc'Ome 合omselι 企om'Own mining 

ex'甘active 組 gagmgm activities 

mining acti羽 ties

Secondary 

M姐 ufac- L'Ocallab'Or Migratory L'Ocal inc'Ome Migrat'Ory泊c'Ome

turing 立lc'Ome lab'Or inc'Ome 企om'Own 合om'Owm

m組 ufac旬rmg 宜tanufac旬nng

actiV1t1es actiV1t1es 

Tertiary 

Sぽvlces L'Ocallab'Or Migratory L'Ocal inc'Ome Migrat'Ory in∞me 
mc'Ome lab'Or inc'Ome 企om'Own fr'Om'Own 

c'Ommercial d'Omestic 

activities activities 

S'Ource: Adapted fr'Om Table 1， B相官民 Re釘 d'Onand Webb (2001). 

N'Otes: C'Olumn (1) sh'Ows the main sect'Ors泊 arural ec'On'Omy. C'Olumns (2) and (3) 

depict wage empl'Oymentー l'Ocal組 d migratory， acr'Oss diffi町'entsectors; 

sinrilarly， c'Olumns (4) and (5) display self-empl'Oyment activities and泊c'Omes.

7.3 Overview of African Agriculture 

Agricultural p'Olicies in m'Ost African c'Ountries tax farmers t'O cater f'Or the needs 'Of the 
urban p'Opulati'On. Bef'Ore the C'Omprehensive Africa Agricultural Devel'Opment Pr'Ogram 
(CAADP) became 'One 'Of the driving f'Orces behind recent陪 newal'Of agricultural p'Olicy 
making in Africa， African agriculture was mostly neglected by govemments and don口市 (Future
Agricultures， 2010). Macroec'On'Omic p'Olicies were dist'O同ed，with heavy direct and indirect 
taxati'On 'On ag同culture目 Indirecttaxati'On through 'Overvalued l'Ocal currencies and the pr'Otecti'On 
'Of industries w'Orked t'O redu田阿倍5of farm pro山田 by24 pe~国nt， 'On t'Op 'Of the 12 per，田nt
reducti'On伺 usedby direct taxati'On (W'Orld Bank， 2008). What is parad'Oxi凶 Iis that the p'O'Orest 
∞untries in the w'Orld tend t'O tax ag同cultu陪 them'Ost， while the rich， industrial c'Ountries 
typi回lIy'Offer subsidies t'O their farmers. 

The p'Olicy ref'Orms 'Of the 1980s and 1990s inv'Olved macr'Oec'On'Omic adjustments and 
the improvement 'Of res'Ource all'Ocati'On across sect'Ors. The p'Olicies reduced taxati'On in 
Afri回 agriculture(W'Orld Bank， 2008). F'Or the fir百ttime since independence， Africa 
registered a steady gr'Owth in GDP and agricultural pr'Oducti'On (Figure 7.1). In 2003 in 
Maput'O， the African Heads 'Of States ad'Opted CAADP， an affirmati'On 'Of their 
∞mmitment t'O putting agriculture fi陪 tin the devel'Opment pr'Ocess. CAADP is n'Ow the 
reference framew'Ork 'Of agricultural p'Olicy making in SSA∞untries. The key CAADP 
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principles state that each member country should allocate 10 percent of budget 
expenditure to agriculture， pursue a six percent annual agricultural growth rate， and 
strive to reduce pove同y.CMDP put structure around agricultural development actions 
after the macroeconomic reforms had paved the way growth. Figure 7.1 shows that 
agricultural performance in Africa has been positive over the last 20 years， but with 
occasional dips due to worldwide events， including the 2008 financial crisis. 

GDP and agricultural growth in Sub-Saharan Africa Figure 7.1 

Figure 1-GDP and agricultural growth in Sub-Saharan 
Africa， 1980-2011 
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Source: FAOSTAT， 2013. 

One worrisome aspect of the long-term evolution of agricultural production is its 
instability. Even at the aggregate level， the erratic character of growth in agricultural 
production is apparent (Figure 7.1). The cotton production index is the most unstable， 
followed by that of maize (Table 7.2). Looking at cotton production index for Southern 
Africa， significant gains are evident from the 1970s to the 1990s， followed by a 
downward spiral in the 2006-10 half decade. 

African agricultural production (1971・75=100)Table 7.2 

Maize Paddy Cotton Cassava Years 
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同ce

Africa 

1971・1975 100 100 100 100 

1976・1980 113.1 89.3 111.1 108.7 

1981-1985 127.7 92.9 112.7 120.0 

1986・1990 151.1 104.1 148.2 151.0 

1991・1995 194.9 99.4 151.6 188.8 

1996-2000 213.4 124.0 175.0 219.7 

2001・2005 246.9 139.8 188.7 243.6 

2006・2010 287.3 110.4 231.1 309.4 

Eas旬mAfrica

1971・1975 100 100 100 100 

1976-1980 114.0 76.5 116.9 107.4 

1981・1985 142.1 76.7 119.5 109.8 

1986・1990 149.3 89.5 146.9 133.4 

1991-1995 141.3 78.3 132.3 138.6 

1996・2000 161.5 105.9 166.5 155.6 

2001・2005 188.5 121.7 178.8 184.6 

2006-2010 207.7 129.8 232.8 266.4 

Middle Africa 

1971・1975 100 100 100 100 

1976-1980 109.1 82.0 97.7 114.9 

1981・1985 126.1 90.6 100.6 134.5 

1986・1990 147.4 102.6 114.4 165.9 

1991-1995 161.3 110.8 141.4 185.3 

1996・2000 156.4 149.8 177.8 182.5 

2001・2005 173.5 134.8 201.2 181.5 

2006-2010 210.0 93.4 260.0 207.5 

Southem Africa 

1971・1975 100 100.0 100.0 100.0 

1976-1980 109.1 166.7 110.3 102.6 

1981・1985 126.1 148.9 96.9 69目2

1986・1990 147.4 231.2 107.8 76目9

1991-1995 161.3 103.5 94.0 51.3 

1996・2000 156.4 150.4 111.7 35目9

2001・2005 173.5 94.3 114.4 43目6

2006-2010 210.0 41.1 120.4 38.5 

Table 7.2 (continued) 
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Cassava Cotlon Maize 
Paddy. 
同ce

Westem Africa 

1971・1975 100 100 100 100 

1976・1980 116.6 141.3 91.8 118.9 

1981.1985 116.8 167.5 133.5 151.5 

1986・1990 157.7 320.5 328.2 210.6 

1991・1995 279.8 434.3 430.2 253.9 

1996.2000 321.6 631.0 408.2 285.9 

2001・2005 378.5 717.8 463.4 303.8 

2006・2010 442.2 526.3 623.9 417.3 

Source: Computed企omFAOSTAT (2013). 

7.4 Employment Potential in Smallholder Agricultu開

Smallholders are defined here as farm sizes of less than 2 hectares. This is not the 
only possible definition， as other definitions include total production and quantities of 
ferlilizer used by farmers. Smallholders make up the m司orityof farms almost anywhere 
in the world， except in the industrialized countries. In Asia， Africa， and the countries of 
former Eastern Europe a陪 allhomes to smallholder agriculture. 

Land reform has been one of the key instruments used in Asia to create jobs in 
agriculture. The essenω ロfland reform in Asia was to create small farms， a fact that 
suggests that the large numbers of smallholder百 inAsia shown in Table 7.3 were policy 
induced. Given imperfect credit markets and exploitation of farmer百 bymoney lenders， 
governments intervened to make farm c陪 ditaffordable. The Grameen Bank in 
Bangladesh is an example of a micro financial institution built for the poor. In the 1990s， 
as industrial factories lured farmers for employment in a ∞ntext where Asian 
agriculture was labor intensive， govemments intervened to facilitate access by farmers 
to equipment suitable to their farming environment (Fan and CharトKang，2005). Other 
actions taken by governments included heavy investment in rural and irrigation 
infrastructure. The government also invested in health and education facilities that 
upgraded the human capital of farmers. The improvement in the quality of the叩 ral
population became the source of large productivity gains witnessed later in Asian 
agriculture. 

The Asian reforms on agricultural inputs and infrastructure 0背erImpo同antlessons for 
Africa. The structure of reforms underlaken in Asia suggest that Africa needs a 
package of complementary investments in farm inputs and agricultural infrastructure to 
increase agricultural productivity and generate quality employment. The income from 
nonfarm sector can be used to finance farm development programs (Savadogo， 
Reardon， and Pietola， 1994). There are both demand side and supply side 
oppo同unitiesfor the SSA smallholder agriculture 
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Table 7.3 Top five countries with the largest number of small farms in 

Africa region relative to other regions 

Census Numberof抱rms
Share of旬rms

year under 2 hectares 
under 2 hectares， 

percent 

Asia 

China 1997 189394000 98 

India 199ι96 92822000 80 

Indonesia 1993 17 268123 88 

Bangladesh 1996 16991032 96 

VietNam 2001 9690506 95 

Africa 

Ethiopia 2001-02 9374455 87 

Nigeria 2000 6252235 74 

DRCongo 1990 4351000 97 

Tanzania 1994-95 2904241 75 

Egypt 1990 2616991 90 

Americas 

Mexi∞ 1991 2174931 49 

Peru 1994 1004668 58 

Brazil 1996 983330 21 

Ecuador 1999-2000 366058 43 

Venezuela 1996・97 113421 23 

Europe 

Russia* 2002 16000000 98 

Ukraine 2003 6214800 99 

Romania 1998 2279297 58 

Bulgaria 1998 1691696 95 

Poland 2002 1 494 100 51 

Source: Oksana Nagaye包， 2005.

* Data based on fiむmsof1ess也an1 ha ofsiz沼.

The agricultural sector in Africa faces growing global and regional demand for 
agricultural products for food， feed， industry and fuel. In an interesting study arguably 
foretelling the future fate of African agriculture in the face of rising demand for meat， 
Delgado， Rosegrant， Steinfeld， Ehui and Cou巾ois(2001) wrote: 

“A revolution is国kingplace in global agricultu陪 thathas profound implications 
for human health， livelihoods and the environment. Population growth， 
urbanization and in∞me growth in developing ∞untries are fuelling a massive 
increase in demand for food of animal origin. These changes in the diets of 
billions of pe叩 le∞uldsignificantly improve the well-being of many rural poor." 

In contrast to supply-driven green revolution in Asia and Latin America， the now likely 
livestock revolution in Africa will be demand-driven. Delgado and colleagues note that 
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the consumption of meat in developing countries had grown th陪 etimes as much as in 
the developed world between the 1970s and the 1990s. The authors predict a sharp 
increase in the demand for feed made mostly of grain produced by smallholder百. In 
light of the projected large increases in the demand for meat in newly industrialized 
∞untries， it is predicted that the world will need to supply an additional 292 million 
metric tons of cereals between 1993 and 2020 as feed for livestock. With proper 
investments， the African livestock and crop sector宮 canbenefit significantly from the 
projected global rise in demand for meat. 

SSA has arable land that is still unexploited. It is estimated that of the 1000 million 
hectares of total arable land in SSA∞untries， 800 million remain unexploited， 0偽 nng
enormous potential for further agricultural development. Compared to other regions 
such as South Asia， where there is practi伺lIyno more land to farm (Livingston et al.， 
2011)， SSA is a land abundant region. The same is true of irrigable land. It is estimated 
that less than 3% of land suitable for irrigation is actually irrigated in SSA， which highly 
∞ntrasts with 36% for Asia and 11 % for Latin America (FAO， 2005; cited in Livingston 
et al.， 2011). In addition to bringing new lands into cultivation， smallholder agriculture 
伺 nfu同herbe strengthened through investments in new seeds， fertilizers， and farm 
mechanization to substantially increase its output 

Moreover， a new form of agricultural extension system is needed to bring agricultural 
science to smallholder agriculture in Africa. Currently， African farmer百 areisolated， as 
are the agricultu悶 Iscientists. In問 rticular，univer百itysite research is rarely linked to 
the needs of smallholder冨.What is needed is government establishment of a new 
institutional structure whereby public funding would be provided to agricultural 
scientists based in univer宮itiesand national agricultural resear官hinstitutions under 
∞ndition that they would build durable linkages with farmers， through appropriate 
mechanisms. In many African∞untries， farmerぜ organizationsare operational and 
these can be used to link scientists with farmers in ways that were not feasible years 
ago. Such linkages can be established at local， national and regionallevels. 
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Chapter 8 Market Access， Technology Adoption， and 
Rural Development 

Tomoya Matsumoto， National Graduate Institute for Policy Studies (GRIPS) 

8.1 Introduction 

1219 

A halfof population Hves undertherverty line (125PPP USD)and two thirds live in 
rural areas in Sub-Saharan Africa.~" Most of the問問1residents rely on small-scale 
farming for their livelihood. Land is the most important input for agricultural production 
and used to be abundant because of spa陪epopulation in the continent. The increase 
in agricultural production had been accomplished by expanding arable land by cutting 
forest and opening bushes until recently.~ Due to the rapid population growth rate in 
the area (2.5 percent per year) and the limitation of land frontier， however， land has 
be∞me a scarωresour，飽 (Otsukaand Plaω， 2001). Consequently， improvement in 
land productivity became the only way to boost agricultural production in parts of Africa. 
Nonetheless， land productivity in the areas has remained low for several decades 
mainly because of low adoption and appli剖 ionof technologies for intensive farming 
methods including high-yielding crop varieties， chemical fertilizers， improved 
agricultural practiωs， and new high咽 luecrops 

Low agricultural productivity with land scarcity is not only the issue in rural areas but 
also has a large negative impact on urban areas through migration of rural poor to 
urban slums. Many large cities in Sub-Saharan countries have massive inflow of rural 
poor population into urban areas not because of industrial sectors absorbing 
workforces but often because of rural poverty. Severity of rural poverty due to low 
productivity with land scarcity pushes the問問1poor to urban areas. Therefore， 
agricultural productivity has to be enhanced to improve the welfare of the people in the 
∞ntinent. 

Technology adoption is the key to realize large improvements in agricultural 
productivity as happened in Asia in the late 1960s， due to the green revolution， which 
was nothing more than the application of new technologies (or new seed varieties) in 
agriculture (Hayami and Ruttan， 1985， Otsuka and Runge， 2011). Given the low current 
appli凶 tionof these technologies in Africa， there seems to be ample room for small-
scale farmer百 inSub-Saharan Africa to substantially increase their productivity by 
adopting new technologies. Despite the presence of large-scale public interventions 
en∞uraging farmers to use productivity-enhancing technologies， however， their 

相 WorldBank (2011 ) 

44 World Bank (2008) 
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adoption has been slow and incomjJlete; hence， agricultural productivity in Africa has 
been stagnant for several decadesア'

Poor infrastructu隠 erodesprofit from the technology adoption. Low pro'罰抱bilitydue to 
high transportation and transaction ∞stwasam司orreason why the dissemination of 
some promising agricultural technologies was slow and incomplete in Africa. One of the 
most noticeable changes on the continent is the development of mobile phone 
networks. For instance， our rural household panel survey shows that， in 2012， 93 
percent of Kenyan rural farmer冨 ownedat least one mobile phone， while only 13 

46 percent owned a mobile phone in 2004.~v Another distinguishable change has occurred 
in the road network. Road network is is still very poor in most Sub-Saharan countries 
but has been improving steadily in some ∞untries. The GIS road map da泊 forKenya 
shows that the travel time by a vehicle fr，ロm the ∞mmunity center of our survey 
villages to the nearest large town has been reduωd by 20 perlωnt on average between 
2004 and 2012. Even though the ∞ntinent as a whole appears to be moving slowly， 
major changes are occurring inside. 

Some empirical studies show that responding to recent improvement of transportation 
and communication infl悶 structure，commodity and input markets have been integrated 
and hence price disper百ionacross markets has been declined to a large extent (Aker， 
2010). Other studies (e.g. Muto and Yamano， 2009) show that， especially in areas that 
experienced drastic changes in infrastructure， farrners respond to improved market 
∞nditions by applying more fe同ilizers，adopting high-yielding technologies and 
choosing high-value crops. These studies suggest that the陪 isa large potential for 
smallholder agriculture to improve 恰 productivityand profitability along with the 
development of transportation and communication infrastructure 

Basic infrastructure is a necessary condition flロreconomic development. Improvement 
of road network density and quality reduces transportation ∞st. Improvement of mobile 
phone network enables traders and farmer宮 tohave be恥 raccess to information. The 
reduction of transportation and transaction ∞st enhances business opp口同unityand 
promotes business activities by private seCIIロ『百 The∞st of agricultural inputs required 
for the intensive farrning is reduced due to the improvement of road networks. Farmers 
have more market channels to sell their products by having access to market 
inforrnation. It also enables farme隠 tofind markets to sell high value products. Indeed， 
high-yielding crop varieties， chemical fertilizer宮， horticultural crops， improved dairy 
animals， soil conservation practices， small-scale irrigation system， and greenhouses 
have been adopted in some farrning areas already. 

This chapter reviews recent empirical studies in Sub-Saharan African countries during 
the time of massive changes in the continent to derive the implications of the changes 
for agricultural policies. I review empiriωmicroe∞nomics studies on agricultural 
markets， technology adoption， and infrastructure， including mobile networks as well as 
road infrastructure. I also examine findings from the RePEAT household panel su同 ey

45 Morris， Kelly， Kopicki， and Byerlee (2007) provide a ∞mprehensive review of public 
interventions geared toward the promotion of fertilizer use in Sub-Sahara Africa， as well 
as the ∞nsequencesthe陪 of.

46 Data source is the RePEA T household survey done by a research team in National 
Graduate Institute for Policy Studies (GRIPS). It mainly covers rural households in 
Western， Central， Rift Valley in Kenya 
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projecl which has been Iracking over 2000 households jn Ih陪 eEaslem African 
47 ∞unlries， namely， Kenya， Uganda， and Elhiopia since 2003 

Recenl empirical economics sludies particularly in micro orienled sludies have paid 
special attenlion 10 Ihe idenlifi悶 lionof伺 usalimpacls in order 10 generale effeclive 
policies. The melhod of randomized conlrol lrials has been used heavily 10 measure 
回 usale悔 clssince since early 2000s“PoorE∞nomics" by Ban叫eeand Duflo (2011) 
and “More Than Good Inlenlions' by Karlan (2011) inlroduce Ihis melhod 10 a general 
audience. The main advanlage of use Ihe randomized∞nlrol Irial melhodology is ils 

48 power 10 idenlify a回 usalimpact.~ As long as Ihe melhod is properly applied， il回 n
idenlify causal impacts of developmenl programs accuralely. 

Causal e仔'eclshave also been measured using dala from longiludinal surveys which 
Irack same samples Ihrough differenl lime poin也 10permil analysis Ihal can eliminale 
Ihe influence of individual speci恥 faclorson Ihe oulcome of inlerest. The RePEA T 
su刊 eyprojecl is in Ihis line， and aims 10 idenlify∞nslrainls 10 poverty reduclion in Ihe 
easlem African ∞unlries Ihrough analyses of longiludinal da泊 fromsmallholder 

49 
agricullure.~' Dala ftom randomized experimenls or longiludinal surveys can provide 
slronger evidence on performance of smallholder agricullure Ihan before. 1 review 
sludies Ihal have used Ihese approaches and discuss Iheir implicalions for e宵'eclive
policies. 

8.2 Transpo吋ationinfrastructure: road network 

Generally rural roads in Africa are nol passable during rainy seasons and have 
polholes Ihal damage vehicles as well as crops. 1I is easily under百loodIhal 
Iransportalion ∞sl is very high in問問1areas. The poor markel access increases inpul 
prices and reduces Ihe e悔 cliveselling prices of farm produω. Thus， poor roads 
dis∞urage farmers from buying produclivily-enhancing inputs， from producing 

50 perishable bul high-value producls， and from participaling in a markel e∞nomy. 

Supose rural roads were 10 be improved， would Ihe rever宮ehappen? We expecl Ihal 
due 10 reduclion in lransportalion costs， farmers would have better access 10 markels， 
would buy agricullural inpuls al cheaper prices， and would sell Iheir crops al more 
favorョblepriωs. Remarkably， little formal evidenωexists on Ihe household level 
benefits of improving rural roads infraslruclure in Africa (Slifel and Minlen， 2008). In 
particular， there are few household level sludies on Ihis issue in Sub-Saharan countries 

47 RePEAT stands for Research on Poverty， Environment， and Agricullural Technology 
and also implies Ihe survey Iracks the same households repeatedly 10 construcl a 
household level longiludinal dala. Table 9.1 shows Ihe hislory of su刊 eys∞nducled
under Ihe RePEAT projecl by∞unlry. 

48 There has been conlroversy and crilicism on Ihe effecliveness of randomized conlrol 
Irials on idenlificalion of伺 usalrelalionship in Ihe field of developmenl sludies (e.g. 
Angus Dealon， 2012). 

49 See http://www3.grips.ac.jp/-globalcoe/jlindex.htmlfor delails of Ihe su同eyprojecl 

50 de Janvry el al. (1991)， Goetz (1992)， Jayne (1994)， 
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One of Ihe reasons for Ihis is Ihal Ihe requ同 ddala are hard 10 ∞lIect. In pa同icular，
household da匂∞mbinedwilh road dala are needed for al leasl lwo di偽 renlpoinls of 
lime 

Our 陪 cenlsludy， Malsumolo and Kiprono (2013) using Ihe Kenyan RePEAT 
household dala combined wilh Ihe GIS map covering Ihe largel sample al each poinl of 
lime from 2004 10 2012， provides evidence on economic e汗'eclsof improving rural 
roads. The road quality is measured by lwo lime dislance variables， one of which is 
lravel lime 10 Ihe nearesl markel and Ihe olher is Iravel lime 10 Ihe nea陪 slmajor lown; 
bolh are ∞nslrucled using Ihe GIS road map for Kenya. The GIS road map dala in 
Kenya shows Ihal Iravel lime by a vehicle from Ihe community cenler of each of Ihe 94 
villages in our survey 10 Ihe nearesl m司orlown has been reduced by 20 percenl on 
average since 2004. 1I also reveals Ihal households experienced a shortening of Ihe 
lravel lime from 2004 and 2012. Moreover， Ihey increased Iheir hybrid sha陪 ofmaize 
seeds， in addilion 10 increasing produclion and sales of fresh milk. The sludy confirms 
Ihal be臨 rroad acωss en∞urages farmers 10 adopl high-yielding varielies and 10 
choose high-value producls. Moreover， Ihe shortening of Iravel lime belween 2004 and 
2012 was grealer in remole areas， implying Ihal Ihe increase in hybrid seed adoplion 
and milk production was higher in Ihose areas. 

Similar sludies done in Asian counlries also show a large， posilive impacts of road 
infraslructure on rural residenls. For inslance， Khandker el al. (2006) use a similar 
melhod as ours 10 analyze household-Ievel panel dala collecled by Bangladesh 
Inslilule of Oevelopmenl Sludies (BIOS). They find Ihal inveslmenl in road 
rehabili匂lion reduces po鳩町 significanllyIhrough higher agricullural production， 
higher wages， lower inpul and Iransportalion∞sl， and higher oulpul prices. They 
further found Ihal Ihese benefils are skewed lowa附sIhe poor. A similar conclusion 
was arrived by Mu and van de Walle (2011) who assessed Ihe impacts of問問1road 
rehabililalion on markels and inslilulional developmenl in rural Vielnam. Their resulls 
showed helerogeneous impacls on Ihe developmenl of local markels， wilh poorer 
∞mmunilies bene官lingmore due 10 lower levels of inilial markel development. 

Poor infraslruclure increases markel power of inlerrnediaries， such as∞mmodity 
lraders who drive around Ihe rural areas buying agricullural products al farm gales and 
Ihen sell Ihem 10 vendors or in lowns al considerably higher prices. When farrner宮 do
nol have allemalive oplions 10 sell Iheir produce or 10 oblain markel price informalion， 
Ihe inlermediaries extract maximum renl from farme隠.In addilion， Ihe improvemenl of 
Iransportalion infraslruclure inlegrales local markels and reduces volalility of price of 
agricultural products. Given lack of insurance and credit market， price risk dis∞urages 
farmers from adopling lechnologies. However， Ihe empiriω1 evidence on Ihis issue is 
weak 

8.3 Communication infrastructure: mobile phone network 

The number of mobile phone subscriplions in sub-Saharan Africa rose from 16 million 
in 2000 10 209 million ln 2012. This subscriplion ∞Ivers 44 percenl of Ihe populalion of 
this area (475 million).51 Even among ruralareas， where most villages have no a∞:ess 

51 Sourlω: GSMArepo同onNovember 13， 2012. These figures potentially overestimate 
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to electricity， a rapid increase in coverage has been occurring. The RePEAT data show 
that， in Kenya， 93 percent of farrners in 2012 own at least one mobile， while only 13 
percent owned a phone in 2004. In Uganda， 54 percent of farmer百 in2009 owned a 
mobile phone while only 4 per田 ntowned one in 2003. The rapid speed of 
dissemination of the mobile phone is proof of large benefits associated with this 
technology. Mobile phones increase access to inforrnation about markets and other 
technologies. The mobile phone-based serviωs， particularly mobile money， have the 

52 potential to enormously improve livelihoods in Afri伺.

It is also worth emphasizing that the road network has a synergistic e'汗'ectwith the 
mobile phone network because information obtained through mobile phones can 
enhanωefficiency of transportation. Traders and even farrner宮伺n∞lIectprice 
inforrnation from several markets before they actually visit them. Given the current 
mobile phone network∞，ver盲目e，construction or rehabilitation of rural roads that 
physically connect multiple locations has a bigger impact today， on agricultural 
production， for example， than would have been the回 sein the past when mobile 
network coverage was limited. Significant improvements in the availability of imobile 
network over the past decade has significantly changed the communication 
environments that rural farmer宮 inAfrica face. 

There is no su巾risethat environmental changes can cause substantial changes in 
farmers' choices and behavior百 andin the farming ativity itself. Recent studies in Sub-
Saharan Africa suggest such changes. 

The expansion of mobile network∞verage in Uganda brought about betler market 
channels for small-scale banana growers and enhanωd sales 叩 P口同unityfor 
perishable products. Using the Ugandan RePEAT survey data， Muto and Yamano 
(2011) show that information flow due to mobile phone network ex問 nsionsreduced 
marketing costs of agricultural commodities. A世:erthe expansion of coverage， the 
authors report inc陪 asedsales of banana in陪 mote∞mmunitiesbut not of maize. The 
mobile phone coverage expansion seems to induce market participation by farrners in 
陪 moteareas who produce perishable crops. 

Development of mobile phone network in Africa has integrated local markets and 
reduced price volatility of agricultural commodities. When transportation cost is high， 
local markets are separated and independent and hence priωis determined at each 
local market according to demand and supply condition of each. When transportation 
∞st declines， several local markets will be integrated not physically but as an 
e∞nomic system， where the price is determined by the aggregate demand and supply 
of the system. Consequently， price be∞mes stable because a temporary shock in a 
pa同icularlocal market is averaged out over the whole system. Aker (2010) shows that 
the introduction of mobile phone service explains a 10 to 16 percent reduction in grain 
price disper百ionacross regions in Niger in early 2000s. The effect is stronger for 
market pairs with higher transport costs 

the actual number of mobile phone users， because many individuals own several 
handsets or have multiple subscriber identity module (SIM) cards. 
52 Aker and Mbiti (2010)陪 viewthe literature on the issue of mobile phone network and 
discuss its potential. 
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Table 8.1 GRIPS RePEAT Project 

Country Year Collaborat Samplesize Regions covered 
。隠 Community Household 

Uganda 2003 
Makerere 

94 940 
Eastem， Central， 

University Westem 

2005 
Makerere 

94 894 
Eastem， Central， 

University Westem 

2009 
Makerere 

94 909 (+460)* 
Eastem， Central， 

Unive陪ity Westem 

2013 
Makerere 

94 866 
Eastem， Central， 

University Westem 
ICRAFand Eastem， Central， 

Kenya 2004 Tegemeo 99 899 Rift-Valley， Nyanza， 
Institute Westem 

2007 
Tegemeo 

76 773 
Central， Rift-Valley， 

Institute Nyanza， Westem 

2009 
Tegemeo 

35 295 Rift-Valley， Nyanza 
Institute 

Tegemeo 
Eastem， Central， 

2012 99 837 Rift-Valley， Nyanza， 
Institute 

Westem 

Ethiopia 2004 ILRI 100 420 
Amhara， Oromia， 
SNNP 

2007 ETPSA 42 408 
Amhara， Oromia， 
SNNP 

* In addition to the original 909 target households， household interviews for 460 
neighbor households were conducted. 

A mobile phone is not only a communication tool but also a device with potential to 
receive and transmit phone-based services. The most promising service that has 
already had a large impact in 岡市ロfSub-Saharan Africa is the money service. It is an 
SMS-based money transfer service that allows individuals to deposit， send， and 
withdraw funds using their mobile phones. A leading mobile money service in the 
∞ntinent and probably the world's most prevalent service is the M-pesa (mobile 
money) in Kenya that has been provided by Safari∞m， a mobile network ∞mpany， 

53 since 2007."0 M-pesa is commonly and equally used by叩 raland urban residents to 
receive and send remittances. This new method is reliable and immediate and has 
changed remittance pa世:emsin terms of骨equencyand timing. The most recent 
RePEAT Kenya 2012 data show that receipts of remittances were more frequent than 
those repo吋:edin the previous survey. Also， the timing of receiving remittances was 
∞ncentrated on December (Christmas season) in the previous RePEAT surveys but 
less concentrated in the 2012 survey. These observations suggest that remittances are 
made a∞ording to family needs. Suri and Jack (2011) found， from a comparison 
between M-pesa user百 andnon-users in their consumption data before and after 
negative events (including job loss， death of livestock， or harvest problem)， that M-pesa 
users managed negative shocks be世erthan non-users. The users were often able to 

53 Jack and Suri (2009) describe det剖Isabout M-Pesa and剛atedservices. 
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fullyabso巾 theshocks while non-users experienced consumption fall by 6-10 percent 
on average. M-pesa appears to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of informal 
insurance network among family members. 

Since M-Pesa provides a platform for any financial service， its potential for welfare 
improvements is enormous. Some pilot projects providing new phone-based types of 
financial services for叩 ralresidents have al陪 adystarted. For instance， a crop micro-
insurance called "Kilimo Salama" (good farming) using M-pesa， provides a crop 
insurance service by selling insured agricultural inputs to small-scale farmers via local 
input dealers whose cost will be reimbursed by M-pesa to farmers in伺 seof drought or 
excess rain. M-pesa.“M-Kesho" (tomorrow's money) offered by Equity Bank and 
Safari∞mpa巾 ershipis a banking service providing a M-pesa based savings account， 
credit， and insurance. Similarly， a partnership between Safaricom and Commercial 
Bank of Africa 0偽 rs

Figure 8.1. Change in the number of M-Pesa (Mobile-money) Customers 

and Agent Outlets in Kenya 
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M-Shwari(∞01 money) to ∞，ver immediate loan needs. As individuals develop financial 
histories with mobile money， the ability to provide credit can expand because financial 
institutions will be able to analyze those histories and assign credit scores. ~ Since 
there is no altemative service available especi剖Iyin rural areas， the M-pesa financial 

日 Donovan(2012) discusses the benefits and potential impact of mobile money and 

related services. 
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services may have a large impact. There is need 10 follow up Ihese projecls and 
evaluale Iheir social and e∞nomic impacts. 

8.4 Technology Adoplion 

There is little doubl Ihal Ihere exisl profitable agricullural lechnologies suitable 10 
∞ndilions in Sub-Saharan African∞unlries. The reωnl improvemenl of Iransp目白lion
and informalion infraslruclure has crealed a betler environmenl flロrfarmer百 10have 
access 10 markel and lechnologies. Many sludies confirm Ihe high average relurn of 
agricullural inpuls or lechnologies， for example， ferlilizers for maize produclion in 
Kenya (Duflo， Kremer， and Robinson， 2008) and hybrid seeds in Kenya (Suri， 2011)， 
ferlilizer百 forcocoa produclion in Ghana (Zeillin， Caria， Dzene， Jansky， Opoku， and 
Teal， 2011)， New Rice for Africa (NERICA) in Uganda (Kijima， Otsuka， and 
Sserunkuuma， 2006)， and Ihe sys匂m of rice inlensificalion (SRI) melhod for rice 
produclion in Madagascar (Moser and Barrel， 2006). Nonelheless， such lechnologies 
lend 10 diffuse slowly and in∞mplelely. This observalion conslilules a puzzle in Afri伺，

in lighl of low rale of adoplion of lechnologies Ihal 0背'erIhe promise of high relurns 
(Suri， 2011). 

Some of Ihe recenl sludies have shown Ihal produclivily enhancing-Iechnologies seem 
nol 10 always lead 10 posilive profit in Ihe area for various reasons. Malsumolo and 
Yamano (2009) suggesl Ihal relalive price of ferlilizer 10 maize was 100 high for Ihe 
average Ugandan farmers 10 make profit from Ihe use of ferlilizer. Nkonya， Pender， 
Kaizzi， Kalo， and Mugarura (2005) repo同IhalIhe use of inorganic fe同ilizerappea陪 nol
10 be profitable for mosl farmers， based on Ihe results of Iheir farm household su刊 ey.
Suri (2011) argues， in her sludy of maize production Ihal covers mosl of Ihe maize-
growing areas in Kenya， Ihal Ihe lowadoplion rale of 1T10dern inputs can be accounled 

55 for by Ihe helerogeneity of relurns 10 modern inputs."" Zeitlin， Caria， Dzene， Jansky， 
Opoku， and Teal (2011) also repo同thatthe high average e宵'ectof modern inputs on 
∞coa production among Ghanaian farmers was found to be consistent with negative 
e∞nomic profits， for a subs抱nlialfraction of the farmers who were provided a package 
of ferlilizer and other inpuls on credit. These observalions imply Ihat the profi抱bilityof 
technologies differs largely across regions and lime depending on Ihe markel 
∞nditions (input price and out price). It also varies by individuals depending on their 
knowledge on proper use of technologies， the soil quality of their plots; hence some 
farmers do not consistently use productivity-enhancing technologies. 

Matsumoto， Yamano， and Sserunkuma (2012) have been ∞nducting a series of 
expenmen凶 interventionsin maize production in Uganda since 2009 to investigale 
impacts of technology adoption and diffusion on small-scale farmers. The interventions 
were sequential and their官rststage was a randomized∞n廿olledtrial. The祖rgetsites 
and individuals were the sample villages and households surveyed for the RePEAT 
panel study. In the first stage of the intervention in February and March 2009， prior to 
the first cropping season， the project dislributed free maize inputs to the RePEAT 

田 Duflo，Kr唱mer，and Robinson (2008) also found that the陪 turnsof inorganic ferlilizer 

in maize production varied across farmers in western Kenya. 
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households (called treatment households) who陪 sidedin villages randomly chosen 
from the RePEAT villages and did not do so for other RePEAT households (called 
∞ntrol households) in the villages which were not chosen. The free inputs distributed 
to the treatment households ∞mprised hybrid seed， base ferlilizer， and top-dressing 
ferlilizer for growing a quarler acre of maize. In addition， a two-hour training session on 
the use of the modem inputs was given by an exlension worker to the free input 
recipients 

The se∞nd slage of the intervention was the sales workshop held in each of the也昭et
villages in August and September 2009. In the sales workshop， the project team 
actually sold the same inputs as the inpu恰 distributedfor free to a subset of the匂rget
farmers. In the sales workshop， the project invited the RePEAT households as well as 
randomly selected neighbors of the recipients of free inpu恰 (calledthe neighbor 
households hereafter). The purpose of the sales experiment was to gather information 
on input demand for the parlicipating households and to make comparison across the 
three groups-the treatment， control， and neighbor households. 

The sales workshop was organized for the p町ectteam to collect information on 
quantities of the three types of inputs that each of the farmer百 intendedto purchase at 
three differ町 tdis∞unt levels with and without the c陪 ditoption available. The results 
of the sales workshop showed that the distribution of modern agricultural inputs _~ad a 
positive effect on their adoption by farme隠 whohad little experience in their use.56 The 
intervention had a spillover effect on the neighbors・adoption，too. We also found a 
large impact of the credit intervention， which sugges恰 thatfarmers would substantially 
increase the use of inpu恰 ifcredit were 0仔'ered.The impact of credit was largest 
among treatment households who oblained the free trial packages in the p陪 vious
season because of the acquired knowledge on usage and profilability of the modern 
inputs through the intervention 

Moreover， furlher investigation revealed that the陪 wasa large heterogeneity in the 
performance of the trial plots across the treatment households. There were some 
individuals whose yield gains from use of modern inputs was not la叩eenough to ∞ver 
the cost of inputs although the inputs brought a positive profit for many farmers. The 
heterogeneity in pe斤ロrmanceof the inputs in the trial plots enabled us to examine the 
farmers' learning proωss about the modem inputs. Within the treatment households， 
the recognition of the pe巾 rmanceor productivity of the modern inputs， which was 
measured by the di偽 rencebetween the actual yield of the trial plot and the 
hypothetical yield by the traditional production predicted by farmer冨 themselves，
positively a町'ectedtheir purchase quantities. The successful experienωincreased the 
farmers' purchase quantities of the modern inputs for the subsequent season. 

Within the neighbor households， their purchase quantities were a汗'ectednot by the 
average yield of the trial plot of the treatment households who were geographically 
nearby but by the average yield of those with whom the neighbor household regularly 

56 Figure 8.2 shows the average purchase quantities of the hybrid seed at the sales 
experiment by household type. The ve同icalaxis represents the price index of the 
hybrid seed. The market price is set at 100. The average purchase quantity of the 
hybrid seed by the treatment households is the highest， that by the control households 
is the lowest， and that by the neighbor households fall in-between. We observed the 
very similar tendency for the base and top-dr田 singfeはilizers，too 
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8.5 Hlgh value agrlcultural produc幅
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Most of small scale flower producers are members of local farmers groups which are 
formed by member themselves who share the interest in flower or other horticultural 
products. The final markets of their products are mostly abroad， in particular， 
Netherland. The farmers typically sell their flowers at their farm gates to brokers who 
are intermediary agents selling flowers to expo仕ersor directly to exporters at the 
∞lIection points where their products are graded. In manyωse， however， farmer 
groups do not have a∞ess to many alternative buyers. Among 39 active groups we 
visited， 20 farmer宮 groupssell their flowers exclusively to a pa同icularbuyer. Many 
farmers are concerned with marketing of their products. Since flowers are perishable 
and unable to be stored for long， there are cases in which harvested flowers are 
spoiled because buyers did not come or did not buy all the harvested flowers. Also， 
some farme隠 wereoften 0町'eredvery cheap prices by buyer百 Itcan happen when 
buyers e町oytheir monopolistic power because of the farmers' weak bargaining power 
due to very limited number of options for sales. According to the su刊 eydata， each 
producer sells his/her products to 1.5 buyer百 onaverage (See the 2na last row of Table 
H2)?? More than 60 percent of producers have only a single buyer. In contrast， some 
groups in the areas where farmers have a relatively long history of flower production 
have access to more than 10 buyers. It seems that sinω 抱rmersin the areas have a 
relatively longer experience in producing flower百， they have established many market 
channels. 

Farmers groups also have an option to export their products to Dutch markets using 
export agents in Nairobi rather than selling their flowers to brokers or expo吋巴陪.The 
Netherlands is the world center of flower market and there are huge auction sites in 
which suppliers easily find buyer百 fromall over the world. Once supplie隠 getthe 
license to sell flowers in the auction sites by satisfying certain∞nditions and 
∞mpleting the registration， they are able to sell flowers in the sites. Thus， even farmer百
groups themselves can be such suppliers to find buyer百 throughauction in the sites. 
However， it seems not to be easy for many farmers groups to expo同 flowersby 
themselves and make a profit sustainably. Indeed， only three groups out of 39 groups 
currently producing flowers expo同flowersby themselves. Major possible∞nst悶 ints
for farmer百 groupsto start expo同ingtheir produ出 bythemselves are 1) lack of 
knowledge， 2) risks that they have to bear， and 3) quantity requirement in order to 
make a positive profit. It is easy to imagine that， for most farmer百， it is challenging and 
cumbersome to deal with documentations required starting expo凡 Evenif they 
successfully start expo吋ing，because they have to pay freight cost， agent fees， and 
other transaction cost before prices of flower百 aredetermined in the Dutch auctions， 
there is no guarantee that they get beUer profit than the回 sein which they just sell 
flowe隠 tobrokers and exporte隠 Inaddition， there is a minimum quantity requirement 
for airfreight. In many cases， especi副Iysmall farmers groups are not able to collect the 
minimum quantity from the member百andhence cannot expoはtomake profit. It seems 
that collective action across groups may be needed to overcome the situation. 

Main channels of getting to know new varieties are through exporters or other farmers 
groups. Social network of members of farmer groups seems to play an impo由 ntrole in 
disseminating useful information. The size of area allocated to flower production and 
the number of small-scale producer百 aregrowing in the areas where buyers∞me 
陪 gularlyto buy their冨 products.

The lessons from the small-scale flower produce隠， survey in Kenya are summarized 
as follows. 1) In the case of non-traditional high-value agricultural products， finding 
buyers or markets is the most imp白血nt∞nditionfor farmers to make sustai悶 ble
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pro官ts.2) Information on new buyers and f10wer varieties is obtained through social 
networks. 3) Association of farmers sharing the same intere拘 canplay an impo由 nt
role in sharing information on production and marketing and also in procurement of 
inputs. 4) The govemment can facilitate linkages between farmers groups to exchange 
their information on production and marketing through workshops and trainings and 
also linkages between farmer百groupsand buyers to match stakeholders. 

8.6 Conclusions 

Although there are many challenges for Sub-Sahara African∞untries to reach the path 
to sustain噸blee∞nomic development of rural small scale farmers， recent drastic 
changes in their environment will push their traditional farming towards intensive 
farming and bring about a rise in productivity. How successfully they can overcome the 
challenges in the transition depends on govemment policies and their e仔'ectson market 
performance. Sever百1concluding remarks are in order. 

1. Public policy should put special emphasis on the improvement of basic infrastructure. 
The improvement of road networks in terms of their density as well as quality has a 
significant impact on agricultural productivity and farming itself through reduction of 
叩 ut∞stand improvement of output pri眠 adoptionof agricultural inputs， choice of 
high-value crops， access to favorable market channels， and investment in land and 
agricultural equipment. Transportation infrastructure is complement with information 
infrastructure. Given widespread dissemination of mobile phone networks， the impact 
of the improvement of the road networks is expected to be even higher than in the past. 
Road infrastructure improvement combined with mobile phone networks enhances 
business oppo同unitiesfor farmers as well as input suppliers and output dealer宮.Also， 
local markets integration would be progressed and realize lower price volatility over 
time and priωdispersion across regions， which makes farmerぜ adoptiondecision 
easier due to the reduction of price巾 ks.

But of course， improvement of infrastructu隠 isnot a su冊cient∞nditionfor e∞nomic 
development. Under bad policies of the country or region， the effect of infrastructure 
investment on economic growth is weakened. Infrastructure investment is often used 
as an instrument of political leaders to boost their popularity among residents of their 
∞nstituency and allocated based on not high demand areas but political intere由， that 
weakens the effectiveness of the investment. 

Also， infrastructural project may not be the only tool for political leaders to win political 
games. Even when that is the case， they can be a prey for co町uptionby govemment 
officials. Construction and provision of infrastructure services can be very inefficient 

and ∞stly if administrative伺 pabilitiesare limited.
57 

There is no need to stress the 
importance of transparency and accoun旬bilityin pu削除 financial management. 

57 Olken (2007) found village elite-capture of the fund for road∞nstruction p叫ectsin 
Indonesia. The prevention scheme was the advance announcement of a possibility of a 
sudden visit by government officials to project site. Reinikka and Svensson (2011) 
studied the Uganda school fund transfer from the central govemment to local 
govemment and from local government to schools. They found a huge leakage through 
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2. At the early stage of technology dissemination， lack of knowledge is a crucial 
determi悶 ntof the low adoption rate of profitable technologies. Once farmer百 recogmze
the benefit of new inputs flロrcrop production， many of them invest in the inputs in 
subsequent seasons. It is also important to note that farmers learn from successful 
experience of others through the social networks. These observations imply the 
importance of agricultural extension services to diffuse new profitable technologies. 
Emphasizing the role of extension services， it is obviously important to note that 
because the profi匂bilityof a technology varies across regions and over time， 
depending on market conditions， an untailored technology does not bring the profit to 
every farmer. Suitability of technologies differ宮前∞同ingto local ∞ nditions， and 
should therefore be recommended by those who have good knowledge on both 
technologies and local markets. In pa同cular，local private， farm input suppliers who 
deal with tailored technologies， might be more suitable as extension agents than public 
officials. 

3. Because of the development of mobile technologies and m司orreductions in 
transaction ∞sts for communication and financial services via the mobile phones， 
financial services targeting small scale farmers in remote areas are now feasible， at 
least technically. The potential to provide such services to small-scale farmers in Africa 
is 9陪 at.Indeed， several pilot projects in this area are already under way. We need 
rigorous empirical evaluations of these 酬lotsto determine whether the financial 
services they offer to farmers can be repliωlted on a large scale. 

4. Small-scale farmers can be organized into groups to enable them share information 
on production and marketing as well as on input procurement and crop sales. The 
govemment can facilitate linkages between various groups and between farmer宮 and
buyers by supporting meetings and contacts among them. 
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